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ABSTRACT 
There is no doubt that today manufacturing is more competitive and challenging 
than ever before in trying to respond to "production on demand". Companies from east 
and west and all over the world have changing rules of business and need to collaborate 
beyond geographic boundaries with the support of the rapid advancement of information 
technology associated with manufacturing technology. To satisfy customers' demands for 
product variety and the industrial need for high precision, numerically controlled 
machining with multiple axes and sophisticated machine tools are required. Due to the 
complexity of programming there is a need to model their process capability to improve 
the interoperable manufacturing capability of machines such as turning centres. 
This thesis focuses on the use of the new standard; ISO 14649 (STEP-NC), to 
address the process planning and machining of discrete turned components. It explores 
how ISO 14649 can be used to combine turning and milling operations to support 
interoperable CNC manufacturing of rotational asymmetric components at a single 
turning centre. The STEP-NC standard presents the opportunity to develop a new 
structure for feature-based process planning to address the process planning and 
machining of discrete components. This research proposes a STEP Compliant NC 
structure for generation of ISO 14646 code which can be used for turned component 
manufacture. 
The major contribution of this research is the creation of a computational 
environment for a STEP-NC compliant system for turning operations namely SCSTO. 
SCSTO is the experimental part of the research, supported by specification of information 
models and constructed using a structured methodology and object-oriented methods. 
SCSTO was developed to generate a Part 21 file based on machining features to support 
the interactive generation of process plans utilising feature extraction. Case study 
components have been tested to prove that the new approach (STEP-NC) can be used to 
generate code equivalent to currently used G-codes with some benefits such as the 
elimination of the post-processor. An important aspect was the need to overcome the 
complexities of component geometry including milling features so as to have ability to 
manufacture turn/mill components. 
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Chapter I 
Chapter 1 - Introduction 
1.1 Background 
In the last few decades the economic priorities of manufacturing have 
shifted from being based on low cost of a standard product without compromise on 
consistency and quality, to the use of modern industrial manufacturing facilities 
with a "production on demand" concept. That concept has been adopted in order to 
better meet the challenges and take advantage of the opportunities of economic 
globalisation. This concept found expression in DABA, or "Design Anywhere, 
Build Anywhere" (Normile et aI., 2000), where the changing business environment 
leads to a need to collaborate beyond geographic boundaries supported by the rapid 
advancement of information technology associated with manufacturing technology. 
In a traditional approach design and manufacturing are considered to be 
separate but in a modern global and modern environment that separation becomes a 
major weakness leading to slow and costly production cycles. This happens because 
design has its own team and manufacturing has its team. The design focus is to 
design the product and pass information to engineers to decide how to make the 
product or how to realise the design. If anything happens and there is a need to 
redesign the product, the engineer will pass information back to the design team. 
Today, with the use of computer technologies and communication 
technologies in the manufacturing industries, the methods mentioned above are 
largely being replaced by Computer Aided Design (CAD) and Computer Aided 
Manufacturing (CAM) to implement concurrent engineering. Widespread 
CADCAM systems will reduce human interaction and the result, should be 
increased production, reduced costs and better quality of product. 
I 
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1.2 Standard Product Data Exchange 
During the design process and production, both teams have to work closely 
until the final product is realised. One of the issues in that process is data transfer 
mid data exchange. If the product is very complex such as those found in aerospace 
and automotive industries, the final product comes with varieties of sub-
components that have been designed by different departments using a variety tools 
or software. For example the part design information might be transferred using any 
one of a number of industry data exchange standards such as IGES, DXF and other 
formats. To eliminate the problem resulting from a variety of standards, new 
standards have been developed. ISO 10303 (informally known as STEP) and more 
recently ISO 14649 (informally known as STEP-NC) have been introduced as part 
of an international effort aimed at achieving fully interoperability and bi-directional 
information exchange (ISO, 2003b). To date, two different ISO subcommittees are 
working towards such a STEP-NC standard with two different focii; ISO TC 
184/SCI is working on ISO 14649 termed the Application Reference Model (ARM) 
whereas ISO TC 184/SC4 is developing STEP AP-238, termed the Application 
Interpreted Model (AIM). Both models represent the data model information to 
program intelligent CNC controllers, but the AIM is fully STEP compliant, whereas 
the ARM contains the information required to program a CNC machine. The ARM 
is to be used in an environment in which CAM systems have exact information 
from the shopfloor, wheres AIM is more suitable for a complete design and 
manufacturing integration (Xu et aI., 2005). 
1.3 STEP-NC Environment for Manufacturing 
ISO 14649 is referred to as STEP-NC due to its interaction with ISO 10303 
(STEP) and was initiated to provide a data model for a new breed of intelligent 
CNC controller that is well-structured with workplans and workingsteps. ISO 14649 
aims to model the complete information requirement that must exist in a controller 
to control a machine tool by defining "what-to-make" and plans "how-to-make". 
2 
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STEP-NC has been developed as a result of several research projects carried out by 
companies and academic institutions. In terms of international research and 
development into these standards, projects such as OPTIMAL (ESPRIT, 1997) 
largely overcame the legacy standards of ISO 6983. OPTIMAL is one of the earliest 
STEP-compliant systems and is based on feature information and machining 
strategies. The research does not stop there, because the researchers now focus on 
identifying and defining interoperable manufacturing and STEP-NC compliance in 
the context of concurrent engineering. In particular, information reviews of STEP-
NC, manufacturing processes and manufacturing resources are also major foci in 
this research area. 
STEP-NC is aimed at overcoming the problems left from ISO 6983 which 
focuses on programming the path of the cutter centre location (CL) referred to the 
machine axes rather then machining tasks. One approach to the problem is to 
exchange a high level of information between CADCAM systems and NC 
controllers. STEP-NC works by manufacturing features, operations and the 
workingsteps. The STEP-Compliant Data programming interface for numerical 
controls has been introduced and proposed for standardization by the International 
community, where its higher level of information aims to overcome the 
shortcomings of contemporary NC programming. The new NC programming data 
model purports to support a well structured hierarchical interface, and object-
oriented and two way communication from the CAD environment down to the shop 
floor (Muller, 2000a). STEP-NC is an improved interface between the CAD world 
and the manufacturing arena. It is recognized as such since it provides process 
information at the time and place of the manufacturing activity. The proposed 
STEP-NC data format supports accurate and timely adaptive control of the 
production equipment and provides feedback for information back to the planning 
activity. 
The current standard of programming NC namely G & M codes or ISO 6983 
has had no significant change since the format of NC machines was developed at 
MIT in 1952 (Ahlquist, 2002; Allen et aI., 2005; Fortin et aI., 2001; Muller, 2000a; 
Newman, 2004b; Xu and Newman, 2006). Figure l.l shows the evolution of NC 
3 
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machines since using hardwired configurations to the current fully-integrated 
systems that can be found almost everywhere, from small job shops in rural 
communities to multi-national companies in large urban areas. During the pre-
Computer-Numerical Control (CNC) epoch the program language had been 
modified by vendors and controller developers who added their own commands. 
Since the 1970's significant developments have been made towards more automatic 
and reliable computer numerically controlled machines with new machining 
processes. 
Taking the Next Step in CNC Technology (Michaloski, 2005) 
Fully Integrated CNC 
Utility CNC 
Paper Tape NC 
Hardwlred NC 
Evolution of Ne Machines 
Figure 1.1 : Evolution ofNC Machines (Michaloski, 2005) 
Today's highly sophisticated Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) 
machines utilise a variety of cutting technologies such as multi-turret and multi-
spindle in complex axial configurations and this machine capability increases the 
level of flexibility and capability compared to the previous decade (Nassehi et aI., 
2006c). A large number of Computer Aided Systems (CAx) have been developed 
and implemented in recent years to support all stages of product life by computer 
systems and many can simulate virtual CNC machining with the complete machine 
toolpath (Newman, 2004a). Since the first NC machine was introduced in 1952, 
various process plan packages have been developed and each system tried to 
4 
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interpret the part data format more reliably. Most of these systems are specialized to 
support certain applications, and are based on an information model that handles the 
application specific view of the product. These current trends are aimed at open 
systems but they are predominantly used in retrofitting applications for 
conventional NC machines. Some of the CAx systems do not share common 
databases for the product information due to the resistance from software and 
hardware vendors in terms of business strategy. 
1.4 Overall Research Intention 
Manufacturing companies invariably have more than one CNC machine 
model due to business development, technology and market demand. To date there 
nearly 2000 CNC models around the globe from more than 300 CNC machine 
manufacturers. Of course this variety of models needs a single standard particularly 
in the area of machining to improve productivity by increasing the richness of 
interactions and transactions. An initial standard is ISO 10303, informally known as 
the Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data (ISO) which aims to provide 
a single International Standard for all aspects of technical products (ISO, 1994). 
Before that data exchange standards such as SET (Bhandarkar and Nagi, 1997), 
VDA and IGES (Roger et aI., 1980) were proposed to meet the requirements of the 
CAD/CAPP/CAM industry but have still not solved the portability and 
interoperability issues. 
The majority of researchers have focused their attention on milling 
operations, while this research opens the opportunity for the author to explore the 
lack of knowledge in the area of turning. During this research, commercial software 
from established CNC controllers has still not been launched as the products are 
still at the research and development stage. In terms of ISO documents, not all ISO 
14649 documents have been finalised, some are at the draft version and still subject 
to discussion among ISO committee members (ISO TC 184 SC 1 and SC4). 
5 
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This thesis presents a comprehensive literature review of the background to 
the evolution of CNC manufacturing, past and current standards for machine 
programming and the current implementation of a new standard focusing on ISO 
14649 or STEP-NC. The relevant research issues for the development and 
introduction of reconfigurable machines tools are presented focussed on turning 
operations. The section of this thesis focused on theoretical research consists of the 
proposed system framework and information models. For the experimental research 
section, a prototype STEP-NC compliant CAD/CAPP/CAM system has been 
implemented and an industrially-oriented case study has been developed to 
illustrate and demonstrate this system. Finally, the conclusions express the 
realisation that many opportunities exist beyond the boundaries of this research for 
future work related to global interoperable STEP-NC systems and a full solution is 
a long way away even with full commitment from all participants. 
I.S Overview of Research Problem 
Much software and hardware has been developed around the globe to 
o'rganise and integrate the different phases of a product life-cycle management 
(PLM) in conception, design, manufacture, service or disposal phases. The research 
in this thesis focuses just on the design (CAD) and manufacture (CA PP, CAM and 
CNC) where there is potential to integrate a wide variety of software applications. 
In order to achieve this principal aim, a number of research problems have been 
identified. 
1.5.1 The current CNC regime is considered to rely on low level codes such as the 
description of tool movements and switching instructions. Today with the 
latest technology the information beyond tool movement and switching 
instruction such as tooling, manufacturing features and process sequences 
are needed to support global adaptability for manufacturing with a specific 
focus on CNC-based manufacture. STEP-NC is considered to have the 
6 
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necessary rich information including "what to make" and "how to make". 
1.5.2 Interoperability problem; particular companies use various systems for 
different components which come from more than one supplier and need to 
be able to exchange information reliably and rapidly. Another example is 
when a manufacturer needs to move machining operations to another 
location. The new location has a different software applications for the same 
function, so all software programs must be rewritten, potentially resulting in 
very considerable cost because of product launch delay, additional labour 
costs and loss of product quality. 
1.5.3 ISO 6983, commonly known as G and M codes, focuses on programming 
the path of the cutter centre location (CL) with respect to the machine axes, 
rather then the machining task with respect to a part. 
1.6 Aims 
This research aims to explore the application of new data standards for CNC 
machining of turned parts to enable data exchange of "manufacturing rich" 
information from CAD to CNC to support interoperable manufacture. 
1. 7 Objectives 
The main area of interest is to identify and define interoperable 
manufacturing and STEP-NC compliance in the context of concurrent engineering. 
In particular the information review of Standards for the Exchange of Product 
Model Data for Numerical Controls (ISO, 2005a), manufacturing processes, and 
manufacturing resources provides the basis for this research. In order to achieve this 
goal, the following objectives have to be accomplished: 
1.7.1 Review the literature relating to relevant STEP standards and application in 
the area of turning centres. This research will review the various research 
7 
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work, carried out from the evolution of STEP-NC of the CNC 
manufacturing activities. 
1.7.2 Design of a prototype interoperable STEP-NC compliant system for turning 
operations. One important aspect in this research is the design of a STEP 
compliant CAD/CAPP/CAM environment which conforms to the proposed 
framework. 
1.7.3 Creation of a STEP-NC compliant information model for turning centre 
component manufacturing. This research aims to define two fundamental 
information models, namely the product and manufacturing models, 
representing the vital information required in the proposed system. 
1.7.4 Creation of a computational environment for the STEP-NC compliant 
system for turning operations. The experimental part of the research will 
involve the development of a STEP-NC compliant system for turning 
operations to demonstrate the validity and effectiveness of the data model. 
1.7.5 Case study implementation for testing the prototype system. The STEP-Ne 
compliant system for turning operations will be evaluated with case study 
components, based on an example in IS014649-12 standard and other 
industrial components. 
1.8 Organisation of the thesis 
This thesis focuses on the use of the new standard; ISO 14649 (STEP-NC), 
to address the process planning and machining of turn/mill discrete components. It 
explores how ISO 14649 can be used to combine turning and milling operations to 
support interoperable CNC manufacturing of rotational components at a single 
turning centre. This thesis is presented in eight chapters. 
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Chapter 1: 
Chapter 1 
Presents a brief introduction of the topic to be investigated, 
identifying the motivations which have led to this research. The aims 
of the research and its objectives are outlined with a clear 
identification of the novel content of the research. 
Chapters 2: The first part of literature review, focuses on ISO and the standards, 
and reviews standards for information exchange including the 
current status ofISO 14649 documents. 
Chapter 3: 
Chapter 4: 
Chapter 5: 
Chapter 6: 
The second part of the literature review, focuses on STEP-Compliant 
process planning and manufacturing, implementation in machining 
research work related to STEP-NC is discussed. 
Specification of a STEP Compliant system for Turning Operations. 
The design and specification has been developed on the basis of a 
detailed literature review and current systems developed by other 
developers and researchers. 
Information model - This chapter discusses efforts underway to 
make STEP information models available in universal formats 
familiar to most business application developers: specifically XML 
and the Unified Modelling Language (UML). 
Outlines the development of a prototype system based on the system 
framework and information model identified in the previous chapter, 
including design stage, implementation stage and the use of the 
SCSTO system. The computational environment for the prototype 
system is described in this chapter in terms of the development and 
functional and operational structure to generate a Part 21 file for 
turning operations. The SCSTO system is based on the data model 
described in ISO 14649 Part 10, 12 and 121 documents. The 
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Chapter 7: 
Chapter 8: 
Chapter I 
information content is composed of i) task description, ii) technology 
description, iii) tool description and iv) geometry description. 
Describes the case study components evaluated with the prototype 
system. It involved two components based on an ISO 14649 Part 12 
example and an industrial part to show the complexity levels from 
standard turning machines to multi axis machines. 
Summarises the achievements based on the objectives outlined and 
describes the anticipated impact. The novel and unique engineering 
and scientific contributions which have been delivered through this 
research are presented. The future work that might be carried out is 
proposed, based on the experiences and lessons learned in this 
research by identifying directions for future research in this area. 
In addition, Appendix A provides related published papers by the author on 
various aspects of the research. 
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Chapter 2 - Product Data Model and Related 
Standards 
2.1 Introduction 
This literature survey aims to give an overview of the standards that are 
used in manufacturing process applications and computer aided software (CAx) 
systems to support the integration of design and manufacturing activities. Since the 
birth of the first NC milling machine at MIT, a huge number of process plans for 
machine parts have been developed all over the world (Asian et aI., 1999). CAx 
systems are developed separately with different data formats, so there is a need to 
exchange product data between systems. Product data exchange standards have 
been introduced, such as IGES, SET, STEP, etc. to facilitate the data exchange 
between different systems and attempted to interpret part data into various formats 
(Goldstein et aI., 1998). In this research, standard documents refer to the field of 
industrial automation and integration concerning discrete part manufacturing. The 
first part of this chapter describes the conventional methods of part programming, 
and the data transfer standard representing and exchanging the product data model. 
The final part of the chapter focuses on STEP-NC compliant machining process 
planning. 
2.2 Product Design Representation 
There are two main approaches in terms of product design representation; i) 
geometric modelling and ii) feature modelling. Gu and Norrie have classified 
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geometric modelling into two groups; 2D and 3D, based on wire frame, surface or 
solid models (Gu and Norrie, 1995). In this thesis the focus is on feature modelling 
and brief summaries are presented of feature based CAD/CAM and feature research 
related to rotational parts. 
2.2.1 Feature-Based CAD/CAM 
Over the past last two decades significant research effort has been focused 
on feature based part modelling, process planning and CAD/CAM integration in 
order to make it product design and manufacturing fully automated and integrated. 
One very popular topic for research since the 1980s is feature recognition and many 
methods have been proposed including syntactic pattern recognition, rule-based 
search, graph-based matching, volumetric decomposition, hint-based geometric 
reasoning, neutral networks and generic algorithm-based methods (Zhou et aI., 
2007). In terms of feature-based design or design by features, Dong et aI., have 
defined as "feature-based design provides designers with a feature library in which 
a number of features are predefined and when designers design a part, they can 
select different features to form the parts" (Dong et aI., 1996). Huang et al. 
suggested that a feature is a volume whose shape is an instance of some member of 
a predefined set of shape types (Huang et aI., 2001). Case and Harun have stressed 
that features are not only for a particular application but also need to be used as the 
crucial integrating aspect of product models (Case and Harun, 2000). In terms of 
ISO standards, ISO 10303-224 does not define explicitly a feature but, in section 4 
of this Application Protocol the Unit of Functionality (UoF) manufacturing feature 
(manufacturingJeature) is described as follows "".contains the information 
necessary to identify shapes which represent volumes of material that shall be 
removed from a part by machining" (ISO, 2000b). ISO 10303-224, named AP224, 
is concerned with machining features and that is reflected in the definition. 
Fidan presented STEP AP224 features based modelling for rotational parts 
and his thesis covers features extracted from STEP AP224 for rotational parts and 
also gave the definitions, classifications, attributes, generation techniques, 
attachment methods and geometrical constraints (Fidan, 2004). Wang and Zhang 
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have classified a model consisting of tree sub-models including product information 
model, component information model and part feature information model as shown 
in figure 2.1 (Wang and Zhang, 2002). 
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Figure 2.1 General structure of product definition model (Wang and Zhang, 2002) 
A list of more than 100 CAPP systems is provided by Alting and Zhang, and 
these systems are divided into; i) variant CAPP systems (based on Group 
Technology coding), ii) generative CAPP systems (based on built-in decision 
making logic), iii) hybrid CAPP systems (which combine variant and generative 
approaches), and iv) knowledge-based CAPP systems (based on expert systems) 
(Alting and Zhang, 1989). Other systems have used feature-based approaches such 
as the prototype developed by Lin et al. that was integrated with a commercial 
CAD/CAM package for extracting machining features from the CAD model and 
called CAFE (Lin et aI., 1997). Lee and Kim presented an approach for 
incrementally extracting machining features from a feature-based design model as a 
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design evolves and implemented it as part of a feature-based modelling system (Lee 
and Kim, 1998). Patil et al. developed a feature-based process planning system that 
consists of a feature-based modeller and an automatic process planner to generate 
NC code for prismatic parts (Patil and Pande, 2002). Most recently, Amaitik et al. 
have developed an intelligent process planner using STEP features called STEP-FM 
which is also for prismatic parts (Amaitik and Kilic, 2007). 
2.2.2 Feature Research Related to Rotational Parts 
Li successfully developed a system for a part feature recognition for a 
conversion language from CAD to CAM for rotational parts (Li, 1988). Yang el at. 
introduced a case-based process planning system called PROCASE which generates 
new process routines through learning from existing process routines for machining 
of rotational parts (Yang et al.,- 1994). Tseng and Joshi extended the feature 
recognition domain to include the classes of parts with interacting rotational and 
prismatic features to develope the machining volume generation method (Tseng and 
Joshi, 1998). Subsequently AsIan et al. proposed the approach of starting from part 
design, extracting data from the CAD model and finally making preparations for a 
feature called FMPA for rotational parts (AsIan et aI., 1999) 
Shunmugam et al. (2002) described a method for preliminary process 
planning to determine feature sequence and precedence in asymmetric parts using 
genetic algorithms. They categorised the features in a hierarchical structure that has 
primary features (face, cylinder and cone) and secondary features (groove, chamfer, 
thread and C-axis features). In their structure the C-axis features are a radial hole, 
axial hole, slot and keyway. Figure 2.2 depicts the hierarchical structure for the 
form features. Fidan developed a STEP AP224 feature generator where the features 
were used as the basic entities for part design consisting of three phases i) feature 
library, ii) feature modeller and iii) pre-processor (Fidan, 2004). Yildiz et al. 
developed an automatic feature recognition and CNC code generation system for 
rotational parts using the Delphi 7 programming language and using DXF format as 
data input to the system (Yildiz et aI., 2006). 
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Figure 2.2 The hierarchical structure of form features proposed 
for asymmetric parts (Shunmugam et aI., 2002) 
2.3 Product Data Model 
The three main reasons for transferring data among CAD systems (Verge est, 
1991) are, i) to communicate with remote co-workers or colleagues in the company, 
ii) long duration storage and retrieval for archival purposes, and finally iii) during 
the design process. This section describes selected data transfer standards relying on 
the neutral data format that have been developed in the past such as the Drawing 
Transfer File (DXF) and the Initial Graphics Exchange Standard (IGES) (Xu and 
He, 2004). Kemmerer outlines the evolution of product definition capabilities, as 
shown in figure 2.3 (Kemmerer, 1999). This shows that the first product definition 
was in the form of physical models. From the 1800s up to the late 1900s 
engineering was the major form of product data transfer, with today's product 
digital drawings being represented in the form of intelligent product data 
(Kemmerer, 1999). Ever since the beginning of CAD and CAM software, the 
problem of a model's portability from system to system was one of the key issues 
affecting the spread in the use of these tools. Many solutions were proposed for data 
exchange in past such as SET (Standard d'Echange et de Transfert, 1985), VDA 
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(Verband Der Automobilindustrie Flachen Scnittstelle, 1986), and IGES (Roger et 
aI., 1980), which were partially successful but were not totally suitable for all the 
needs of the CAD/CAPP/CAM industry (Kemmerer, 1999). 
1996 and Beyond , 
\,--
Figure 2.3 Evolution of Product Definition Capabilities (Kemmerer, 1999) 
Figure 2.4 based on information from the Automotive Industry Action 
Group (AIAG, 1997), identifies some of the different CAx platforms used by 
members of the U.S. automobile supply chain between first-tier, sub-tier and 
tooling suppliers. 
Original 
Equipment 
Manufacturers 
CATIA 
Unigraphics -
CADDS 
I-DEAS 
First-Tier 
Suppliers 
CADDS 
I-DEAS 
Intergraph 
ProlENGINEER 
CATIA 
Unigraphics 
Subtler Suppliers 
CADKEY 
ARIES 
Applicon 
ANVIL 
AlItoCAD 
Pro'ENGINEER 
I-DEAS 
PDGS 
HP 
intergraph 
EUCLID 
CATlA 
Figure 2.4 Multiples CAx systems in US automobile supply chain (AIAG, 1997). 
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2.3.1 Drawing Transfer File (DXF) 
The Drawing Interchange file format (DXF) was developed as an industrial 
standard to assist in interchanging drawings between AutoCAD and other programs. 
T.he AutoCAD drawing database (.dwg file) is written in a compact format that 
changes significantly as new features are added to AutoCAD. All implementations 
of AutoCAD accept this format and are able to convert it to and from their internal 
drawing file representation. DXF files are standard ASCII text files, so can easily be 
translated to the formats of other CAD systems or submitted to other programs. 
Fidan (2004) reported that at early versions of AutoCAD, more attention was paid 
to drafting rather then being focused on solid 3D models as used by most other 
CAD packages for building and construction, aerospace, automotive, shipbuilding, 
electrical, industrial, and consumer products (Fidan, 2004). When addressing CAD 
data exchange, DXF does not include the scope of product model data that is 
included in STEP (discussed in 2.4). 
2.3.2 Initial Graphics Exchange Standard (IGES) 
In 1979, a series of events catalysed the CAD vendor and user community to 
create the first national standard for CAD data exchange, which is documented in 
the Initial Graphics Exchange Specification, version 1.0 (Roger et aI., 1980). The 
first draft of IGES was released in 1980, containing geometry, graphical data and 
annotations (Goldstein et aI., 1998). The name was carefully chosen to avoid any 
suggestion of a database standard that would compete with the proprietary 
databases then used by the different CAD vendors. In early versions, IGES defined 
a collection of information structures, either of geometry or non-geometry format 
using ASCII codes. The geometry entities consisted of simple physical shapes, solid 
model and part features, while the non-geometry entities consisted of graphical 
characteristics such as dimension and text (Bhandarkar et aI., 2000). Today, IGES is 
still used as a universal tool, providing a neutral format for many companies to 
transfer engineering data between CAD/CAM systems, but usually in terms of 20 
drawing and possibly wireframe models (Ravat and Nazemetz, 2007). Subsequently 
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the IGES community made some revisions. The main problem in the context of 
geometry processing is that the IGES file does not contain information about the 
topological structure of the surface components. Therefore, it was necessary to 
convert the IGES description into an internal model that contained structural and 
metric information. 
2.3.3 PDm and PDES 
The Product Definition Data Interface (PDD!) was developed by McDonnell 
Aircraft Corporation from the ICAM (Integrated CAM) project (Shah and Rogers, 
1988). The standard format was intended to serve as the information interface 
between engineering and all manufacturing functions including process planning, 
numerical control programming, quality assurance, tool design and others 
(Goldstein et aI., 1998; Zeid, 1991). The PDD! was interfaced with two commercial 
CAD systems to demonstrate its general applicability. Although the PDD! standard 
format could cater for discrete mechanical components such as sheet metal, turned, 
composite and machined configurations, it could not deal with component 
assemblies. 
The Product Data Exchange Specification (PDES) is a United States 
organisation activity initialised by the IGES organisation aiming to establish a 
mechanism for complete product model data exchange (Shah, 1998). The PDES 
initiation effort began in 1986 and was a "proof of concept" project begun within 
the IGES organization to validate the methodology by which PDES would develop 
into a product data exchange specification (Gallaher and O'Connor, 2002). The' 
documents developed as part of the POES activity are periodically submitted to the 
International Standards Organization (ISO) in support of the STEP effort. 
The ISO Technical Committee 184/Sub-Committee 4 (TCI84/SC4) has 
driven the effort to replace the bewildering array of emerging data exchange 
standards and agree an international standard for representing and exchanging the 
product data. Finally the TC I 84/SC4 has coordinated and drawn together several 
world wide projects including the VOA-FS, (Verband Der Automobilindustrie 
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Flachen Scnittstelle, 1986), standard file format to exchange surface data which is 
popular in Europe due to the endorsement by a group of 27 major stakeholders, and 
European car manufacturers such as DaimlerChrysler, Audi, BMW and 
Volkswagen. SET (Standard d'Echange et de Transfert, 1985), PDnr and PDES 
were combined into a single unified global standard specified as ISO 10303 (ISO, 
1994) or more commonly known as STEP. 
2.4 The Standard ISO 6983 
The manual part programming in this research is defined as the use of G & 
M codes based on ISO 6983; data format for positioning, line motion and 
contouring control systems (ISO, 1982). Two main formats have been defined in G 
& M codes, namely preparatory functions (G codes) such as GOO for positioning 
(rapid transverse), GOI for linear interpolation, G02/G03 for circular interpolation 
and G99 return to reference point. The second set of functions known as 
miscellaneous functions (M codes) include MOO for program stop, M03/M04 for 
spindle rotation either clockwise or counter clockwise, M06 for tool change and 
M99 for end sub program. This conventional method is considered as providing low 
level information due to the ability to provide just the centre line of the cutting tool 
path and simple switching instructions and as it only supports one way information 
flow from design to manufacturing (Xu and Newman, 2006; Xu et aI., 2005). Childs 
, (1973) has pointed out that there are only five instructions in NC part programming 
which specify; 
i. Which tool to use (tool selection) 
ii. How fast the tool turns (spindle speed) 
iii. How fast the tool moves (feed rate) 
iv. How the tool moves (machining mode) and 
v. Where the tool moves to (coordinates) 
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The preparatory and switching codes are address words for the controller as 
shown in table 2.1 and a typical example line ofISO 6983 part programming code 
is shown in figure 2.5. 
Table 2.2 The codes are address words; adapted from (Srinivas, 2004). 
No Word address format Purpose 
I N Operation sequence 
2 G Preparatory function 
3 X,Y,Z Dimension address 
4 S Spindle 
5 F Feed rate 
6 T Tool address 
7 M Miscellaneous functions 
Sequence Dimension words Tool number 
number 1 word word \ j ~
N25 G9l GOl X57 Y27 F20 T02 M03 
Preparatory Y 
function words 
/ \ 
Feed rate Miscellaneous 
word function word 
Figure 2.5 Program line in ISO 6983 code, adapted from (Williams, 1988) 
Xu and He (2004) stated that a number of problems are found with IS06983 
including; 
1. The language focuses on programming the path of the cutter centre 
location (CL) with respect to the machine axes, rather than the 
machining tasks with respect to the part. 
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ii. Vendors usually supplement the language with extensions that are not 
covered in the limited scope of ISO 6983 and hence the CNC programs 
are not exchangeable. 
iii. The CAD data are not used directly on the machine, instead,. they have 
to be processed by a machine-specific post-processor, only to obtain a 
set of low-level, incomplete data that makes verification and simulation 
difficult, if not impossible. 
Mechanical parts are becoming more and more complicated, increasing the 
preparation work and set-up time on CNC machine tools. In terms of an economic 
perspective, Kovacic and Balic (2003) report that the cost of programming CNC 
machine tools accounts for about 30% of the production costs of single parts or 
small batches, therefore rational programming of CNC machine tools is very 
important. 
2.5 Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data (STEP) 
The standard, ISO 10303 is informally known as the Standard for the 
Exchange of Product model data, (STEP) and is much broader than IGES, covering 
the entire life-cycle of a product. STEP is an unofficial name; the actual designation 
of the STEP standard is ISO 10303 Industrial automation systems - Product data 
representation and exchange (ISO, 1994). STEP provides a computer interpretable 
representation and exchange of product data. Product data represents information 
about a product in a formal manner suitable for communication, interpretation, or 
processing by human beings or by computers. The objective of STEP is to provide a 
neutral mechanism capable of describing product data throughout the life cycle of a 
product independent from any particular system. The nature of this description 
makes it suitable not only for neutral file exchange, but also as a basis for 
implementing and sharing product databases and archiving (Peng and Trappey, 
1998). 
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In a modern global manufacturing environment, data exchange is commonly 
understood to be the exchange of neutral format data files between computer 
systems either based on data exchange; data translation and data sharing as shown 
in Figure 2.6 (Amaitik, 2005) . 
Application H Preprocessor r-- Data. in H Postprocessor ~ Application B Neuttol A 
1 Format 1 
Product Product 
Data Oah 
a) Data translation 
Product Data Itccess 
Oah I Application A interface Conunon 
shared 
database 
Product I Application B Data access 
Data interface 
b) Data ~harillg 
Figure 2.6 Product data exchange mechanisms (Amaitik, 2005) 
2.5.1 The Components of STEP 
STEP, or ISO 10303, covers a wide variety of different product types such 
electronic, mechanical, architectural and others, and life cycle stages such as design, 
planning and manufacture. The standard was designed to support the needs of many 
different industries and disciplines to exchange product data. The component ofthe 
STEP standard that addresses the specific needs for product data exchange of a 
particular industry sector, engineering discipline or CAD/CAM application 
technology area is called an Application Protocol (AP). Each Application Protocol 
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defines the basis for implementing interfaces for the exchange of product data 
between similar applications from different software vendors. Further, the AP 
defines a basis for assessing these interfaces for conformance to the requirements of 
the standard. STEP is published as a series of Parts (e.g., Part 11 is ISO 10303-
11:1994). There are four major components of an Application Protocol: 
i. Scope and activity model information about what the Application 
Protocol covers and what it excludes. 
ii. Information requirements to describe the types of data to be exchanged. 
iii. Standardized data specification to govern the· data exchange (i.e., data 
structures, relationships, semantics and constraints) which contains the 
fully specified EXPRESS data model to be used. 
iv. Conformance requirements to define the implemental subsets of the AP 
for exchange purposes. 
2.5.2 STEP Data Model Structure 
The STEP data model structure consists of information models that are 
shown shaded and infrastructure shown not shaded in figure 2.7 and uses the formal 
specification language called EXPRESS (Rahimifard and Newman, 1996). Figure 
2.7 also shows that STEP is organised as series of parts, each published separately 
and consisting of description methods, integrated resources, application protocols, 
abstract test series, implementation methods and conformance testing (Kemmerer; 
1999). Description methods are standardised in the ISO 10303-10 series of parts. 
Application protocols (APs) are the implemental data specifications of STEP. APs 
include an EXPRESS information model that satisfies the specific product data 
needs of a given application context. 
An abstract test suite contains the set of abstract test cases necessary for 
conformance testing of an implementation of a STEP application protocol. Each 
abstract test case specifies input data to be provided to the implementation under 
test, along with information on how to assess the capabilities of the implementation. 
Implementation methods are standard implementation techniques for the 
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information structures specified by the STEP data specifications intended for 
implementation, application protocols. Each STEP implementation method defines 
the way in which the data constructs specified using STEP description methods are 
mapped to that implementation method. The conformance testing methodology and 
framework series of 10303 parts provide an explicit framework for conformance 
and other types of testing as an integral part of the standard. This methodology 
describes how testing of implementations of various STEP parts are accomplished 
(Kemmerer, 1999). 
'\ 
Data Specifications 
Description ( Application Protocols ) Conformance Methods Part 200+ Testing 
Part 11 C Application Interpreted Constructs Part 31 EXPRESS Part 500+ General concepts Language 
Reference Part 32·35 
Manual Integrated Resources Requirements for 
test labs & Clients ( Application Resources Testing methods for Parts 100+ File & Data access 
( method Generic Resources ) Parts 41-99 Parts 300+ 
"-
Abstract Test 
Suites 
( Implementation Methods ), Part 21+ 
./ 
Figure 2.7 STEP architecture (Kemmerer, 1999). 
2.5.3 Express Language 
ISO 10303 Part 11 is a formal data specification language referred to as 
EXPRESS and is used to specify the representation of product information (ISO, 
2004c). The EXPRESS family of languages has been, and is being, developed under 
the auspices of ISO TC I 84/SC4. EXPRESS itself is an object-flavoured lexical 
language for information modelling (Wilson, 1998). The EXPRESS Language 
Reference Manual also defines a graphical subset of the lexical language called 
EXPRESS-G. The third member of the family is called EXPRESS-I and is a lexical 
language for the display of data instances and also for the formal definition of test 
cases (Rahimifard and Newman, 1996). Schenck and Wilson provide a more user-
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oriented view of these languages than the ISO standard documents, and also 
outlines a modelling methodology (Schenck and Wilson, 1994). EXPRESS defines 
information models as schemas and each schema contains entities ancillary types, 
functions and rule definitions. The use of a formal language enables consistent 
representation of information within the data model and provides one definition of 
the manufacturing data common to many applications (Rahimifard and Newman, 
1999). 
2.6 STEP-NC Compliant Machining Process Planning 
STEP-NC was initiated in the late 1990s to provide a data model for a new 
breed of intelligent CNC controller. Since its initial specification it has continuously 
evolved through third parties namely; vendors, users and academics from across the 
world. Major academics and industrialists involved in this standard are Aachen and 
Stuttgart Universities, Siemens in Germany, Pohang University, and ERC-ACI in 
Korea, CADCAMation in Switzerland and NIST with STEP Tools in the USA 
(Newman, 2004b). STEP-NC was introduced to an ISO Working Group in 1997 as 
a Draft International Standard (OIS) called ISO 14649 by ISO Technical Committee 
TC184/ subcommittee SCI (Xu and He, 2004). ISO 14649 Part I (ISO, 2003b) 
provides an overview of the fundamental principles of the standard. 
2.6.1 ISO 14649 Purpose 
Since ISO 14649 aims to replace the legacy standard of NC programming, 
ISO 6983 and others, the purpose ofISO 14649 is (ISO, 2003b): 
I. To cover the current and expected future needs for data exchange 
ii. To support the direct use of computer-generated product data from 
ISO 10303 
iii. To create an exchangeable, workpiece-oriented data model for CNC 
machine tools 
IV. To be used as a standard for modern languages and libraries for the 
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implementation of the data model; 
v. To ensure compatibility of CNC input data. 
ISO 14649 is applicable to advanced CNC machine tool and CAM systems. 
Figure 2.8 shows the manufacturing life cycle, from design to fabrication, and how 
ISO 14649 is envisioned to be used within this cycle. The design phase results in 
CAD data (ISO 10303-203 geometry) and includes the definition of all the part 
features in ISO 10303-224 (ISO, 2000b). The process planning phase generates the 
resource requirements for part fabrication, using ISO 10303-213, and other results 
suitable for use in a Manufacturing Execution System (MES). Process planning also 
splits the ISO 10303-224 manufacturing features into sets suitable for various 
processes, e.g. milling, turning, electrical discharge machining (EDM), and 
inspection (which also uses ISO 10303-219). 
Product 
design 
(CAD) 
STEP ISO 10303-224 
b~i~0~ Process planning All '--__ --.J 
features 
STEP AP213 
(process sheet) 
STEP AP238 Integrated resources, via SDAI 
EDM 
features 
r-----, ISO 14649 • 
g~(~e~~~n I~R;~t.1 Milling 
'-___ ...J ISO 14649-
NC code 
generation 
(CAM) 
-10, -11,-111 
I~~~~;::;,:::::::::.I Turning 
ISO 14649-
'-___ ...J -10,-12.-121 
NCcode g(~~~\on ~2~N:i:" ~ 
'--------' ISO 14649-
-10, -13,-14 
Figure 2.8 The manufacturing cycle, from design to fabrication, and how ISO 
14649 is envisioned to be used within this cycle (ISO, 2003b) 
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2.6.2 ISO 14649 Parts 
ISO 14649 has several parts, covering machining data, process specific data 
and tool requirements for; milling, turning, wire and die-sink electrical discharge 
machining (EDM) and inspection (Proctor et a\., 2002). A summary of ISO I 0303 
and ISO 14649 related to this research can be found in Appendix B and each Part 
can be summarised as; 
i. Part 1: Overview and fundamental principles - includes a data model for 
computerized numerical controllers, an overview and fundamental 
principles (ISO, 2003b). 
ii. Part 10: General Process Data - specifies the process data that is 
generally needed for NC programming within all machining 
technologies and describes the interface between a computerized 
numerical controller and the programming system (ISO, 2004a). 
lll. Part 11: Process Data for Milling - specifies the data elements needed as 
process data for milling. Together with the general process data 
described in ISO 14649-10 this part ofISO 14649 describes the interface 
between a computerized numerical controller and the programming 
. system (ISO, 2004b). 
iv. Part 12: Process Data for Turning - specifies the data elements needed as 
process data for turning (ISO, 2005a). 
v. Part 13: Process Data for wire-EDM - specifies the data elements needed 
as process data for wire-EDM. 
vi. Part 14: Process Data for sink-EDM - specifies the data elements needed 
as process data for wire-EDM. 
vii. Part 16: Data for touch probing based inspection - specifies the data 
elements needed as process data for touch probing based inspection. 
viii. Part 111: Tools for Milling Machines - specifies the data elements 
needed as tools for milling. These data elements can be used as the 
criteria for selecting one of several milling and drilling type tools, not to 
describe the complete information about a particular tool (ISO/FDIS, 
2004). 
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ix. Part 121: Tools for Turning Machines - specifies the data elements 
needed as tools for turning. The turning_tool_schema defined in this part 
of ISO 14649 serves as a basic tool schema that includes only the most 
important information (ISO, 2005b). 
Figure 2.9 illustrates the activities and related standards involved in 
manufacturing operations. It should be noted that STEP-NC lies under machining 
and on-line inspection and has been developed for use at CNC workstations. This 
STEP-Compliant Data programming interface for numerical controls has been 
introduced and proposed for standardization by the International community, where 
its higher level of information aims to overcome the shortcomings of contemporary 
NC programming. The new NC programming data model purports to support a well 
structured hierarchical interface, and object-oriented and two way communication 
from the CAD environment down to the shop floor (Muller, 2000c; Muller, 2003). 
STEP-NC is an improved interface between the CAD world and the manufacturing 
arena. It is recognised as such since it provides process information at the time and 
place of the manufacturing activity. The proposed STEP-NC data format supports 
accurate and timely adaptive control of the production equipment and provides 
feedback for information back to the planning activity. The main advantages of the 
new STEP-NC data interface presented in the report by Muller are as follows 
(Muller, 2004): 
1. The STEP-NC data interface will be a neutral data description: CAM 
independent, NC machine-tool independent. This would significantly 
enhance exchangeability and flexibility, and allow considerable cost 
reduction as machine or controller specific data will no longer be 
needed. 
ii. Straightforward information exchange using CAD standard STEP. Since 
geometry of parts is described using STEP syntax, a direct exchange of 
information between CAD, CAM and NC can be realized. 
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Figure 2.9: Manufacturing activities and related standards (Glantschnig, 2001) 
2.6.3 STEP-NC Process Planning 
Suh et al (2004) have patented a method for automatically generating a part 
program for use in a STEP-NC (STEP-Compliant Data Interface for Numerical 
Controls) controller in a SFP (shop-floor programming) system based on an ISO 
14649 data model. The method consists of several steps: 
i. generating a geometric kernel data by interpreting a STEP physical file 
or an ISO 14649 part program; 
ii. recognizing manufacturing features from the geometric kernel data 
iii. setting a process plan according to the ISO 14649 on the basis of the 
manufacturing features; 
iv. editing the process plan; 
v. generating an ISO 14649 part program from the edited process plan; 
vi. generating a tool path based on manufacturing feature information 
specified in the ISO 14649 part program; and 
vii. verifying the produced tool path in a CNC (computer-based numerical 
control) apparatus. 
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2.6.4 STEP-NC Compliant CAD/CAM System 
This topic focuses on STEP-NC compliance, and the role it plays in closing 
the gap between design and manufacturing for a distributed and collaborative 
manufacturing environment. This new standard defines a new generation of NC 
programming language and is fully compliant with STEP. STEP-NC brings richer 
information to the CNC machine tools; hence intelligent machining and control are 
made possible. Its Web-enabled feature gives it an additional dimension in that 
distributed manufacturing can be readily supported. 
2.6.5 The Structure of STEP-NC 
The STEP-NC data model consists of two descriptions, the first is geometry 
describing manufacturing features and the second is the operations describing the 
process including working steps (Liu and Zhang, 2004). Four main groups of 
information are represented in the data model, namely: task description and part 
description, together with tool description and technology description. The first two 
items represent the scope of Part 10 of the standard and the latter two the machine 
and technological description for each process in Parts 11, 12, 13, etc. (Erdos and 
Xirouchakis, 2003). Figure 2.10 illustrates the basic structure and context of the 
STEP-NC data model. 
ISO 10303 (STEP) 
STEPAP 203 STEPAP 224 STEP Part 21 STEP Part 11 
Geometryand S}'ntaxt for data 
Topology h:tul'es exchange EXPRESS . 
.. .. , ~Reference , ~Usage ~ "'Usage J "Usage 
ISO 14649 (STEp·NC) 
I Part 10 General Process Data 
T T T T 
Part 11 Part 12 Part 13 ... Partxx 
Milling Turning EDM other technologies 
'b _.," ._~ ~M~+.~ _ •• , ••• _ ~, ___ ,~,~ -~~~'.- -"' --'-,~~ ,,-
-
"'.-~-, ----- ~ -~-- -"._". 
Figure 2.10 Basic structure and context of STEP-NC data model (Erdos and 
Xirouchakis, 2003) 
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2.6.6 The Physical File Format 
The physical file format is the basic structure and functionality of a typical 
STEP-NC part program (ISO, 2002; ISO, 2003b) and is summarised by Allen and 
XU (Allen et aI., 2003; XU and He, 2004). 
i. Header: This is the first part of the program and describes the general 
information about the part program such as its filename, author, date, 
organization etc. 
ii. Data: This is the second and main part of the program. These sections 
include of workplan and executables, technology description and 
geometry description as the three major parts in this section. Figure 2.11 
represents the relationship among the three major parts. 
Header section 
r-------.. 
Genernllnformntlon 
Project 
Data section 
rences 
;a~~~~~ITeChnO'Ogy (Iescription 
Figure 2.11 STEP-NC Physical File Structure (Muller, 2000a; Muller, 2000b) 
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An extract from a STEP-NC file is shown as follows (Xu and He, 2004): 
ISO-I0303-21; #18=AXIS2 PLACEMENT 3D(,Position 
HEADER; of contour', 
FILE DESCRIPTION«'A STEP-NC #19,#20,#21); 
testing .le'),' I '); #19=CARTESIAN POINT(,Position of 
FILE NAME('sample contour', 
partl .stp' ,$,(' AUMS'),(' '), (40.000,90.000, I 00.000»; 
'Prototype Mill'," ,"); #20=DIRECTlON(" ,(0.0,0.0,1.0»; 
FILE SCHEMA«'STEP-NC milling #21 =DIRECTlON(" ,(1.0,0.0,0.0»; 
schema'»; #22=TOLERANCED 
ENDSEC; LENGTH MEASURE(20.000,$,$,$); 
DATA; #23=COMPOSITE CURVE('Contour 
If Project and workplan 
#1 =PROJECT(' Contour' ,#2,(#3»; 
#2=WORKPLAN('Work plan' ,(#4),$,#5); 
#3=WORKPIECE('Workpiece' ,#6,0.01,$, 
$,#8,()); 
If Working steps 
#4=MACHINING 
WORKINGSTEP('Rough 
Contour',# 13,# I 6,# I 7); 
#5=SETUP(,main setup' ,#44,#48,(#5 I»; 
#6=MA TERIAL('ST-50' ,'Steel' ,(#7»; 
#7=PROPERTY PARAMETER 
(,E=200000 N/mm"2'); 
#8=BLOCK(,Block' ,#9,260.000,2 I 0.000, 
110.000); 
If Geometric data 
#9=AXIS2 PLACEMENT 3D 
('BLOCK',#10,#II,#12); 
If Manufacturing features 
#16=GENERAL OUTSIDE PROFILE 
('Profile' ,#3,(# 17),# 18,#22,$,$,$,$,#23,$, 
$); 
II Operation data 
#17=SIDE 
MILLING($,$,' Contour 
ROUGH 
pro.le' ,#38, I 0.000,#39,#40,#43,$,$,$,20.0 
00,5.000,0.000); 
Profile' , 
(#24,#25,#56),.F.); 
II Tool data 
#40=CUTTING TOOL('Endmill 
10 mm' ,#41,0,(50.000),50.000); 
#4 I =TAPERED 
ENDMILL(,3,.RIGHT.,.F.,$,$); 
#42=TOOL . 
DIMENSION(IO.OOO,$,$,$,$,$,$); 
II Machining technology 
#43=MILLING 
TECHNOLOGY($,.TCP.,$,3.3333,$, 
0.1 O,.T.,.F.,.F.); 
#44=AXIS2 PLACEMENT 
3D(,Reference point to 
Machine zero,#45,#46,#47); 
#45=CARTESIAN 
POINT(" ,(20.000,30.000, 10.000»; 
#56=COMPOSITE CURVE SEGMENT 
(.CONTINUOUS.,.T.,#57); 
#57=POL YLINE('Second cut of the 
contour' , 
(#29,#30,#31,#32,#33,#27»; 
#30,#31,#32,#33,#27); 
ENDSEC; 
END-ISO-I 0303-21; 
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2.7 Programming Standard Comparison 
Based on the literature reviewed a comparison on the use of STEP-NC and 
G-M codes for manual programming will be discussed in this section. Figure 2.12 
summarises the comparison of both standards. Rosso has specified the comparison 
issues for STEP-NC and previous standards as shown in table 2.2 (Rosso-Jr, 2005). 
CAPP 
Figure 2.12 Comparison approach both standards 
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Table 2.2 Comparison issues for STEP-NC and previous standards (Rosso-Jr, 2005) 
Comparison STEP-NC NCpart Manual 
issue proJ!ramminJ! system proJ!ramminJ[ 
Programming Highest level Highest level Lowest level 
level command command command 
Program Similar length to Not really applicable Efficient for 
length manual part program, but data stored in tool paths when 
but has different data CAM system format combined with 
in software canned cycle/ sub-
programs, can be 
very long for 3D 
parts 
Part ISO standard using Software specific No part geometry in 
description _geometric features pseudo standard code 
Technological Tool definition to ISO NC system holds NC tool description 
description standard & cutting database of tools and accept tool pocket or 
e.g. tool tool parameters cutting parameters tool assembly code 
definition and 
speeds 
Toolpaths Not described, left to Toolpaths simulated Toolpath information 
intelligent controller shown and output based on tool centre 
through post line 
processor 
Readability Easy to follow and Easy to follow Lowest level 
read major process operations and uses commands with 
operations complex dialogues and high XYZ and G and M 
data statements level language codes 
Surface/ 3D Not defined as yet in Based on 3D solid Possible but program 
capability detail geometry, surface needs processing 
machining now from CAD/CAM 
standard system 
Machine tool Little definition of the No definition No definition 
description machine or its 
intelligence 
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Feeney and Frechette (2002) have tested STEP-NC implementations and 
found some advantages; 
i. A STEP-NC file contains all the data required to produce a part, 
therefore, manufacturing operations may be adjusted to maximize 
production efficiency. 
ii. STEP-NC allows for complete safety checking because safety areas for 
fixtures can be defined as part of the setup. 
iii. Documentation may be easily generated by the CAM or CNC system to 
show the state of the part before and after each working step. 
IV. STEP-NC is easy to generate; specific tool paths need not be defined in 
advance. 
v. A STEP-NC file is not machine-specific; the STEP-NC file can be 
manufactured on any machine that meets the tooling requirements. 
Muller has reported that the benefits of the STEP-NC process chain are the 
availability of the whole product data management in every process part (Muller, 
2004), so that for example the geometry data developed from CAD are used without 
modification down at the shop floor if they are feature based. In terms of cost 
saving for manufacturers, OMAC have reported at least two quantifiable points; i) 
purchasing power by implementing STEP-NC across the production lifecycle will 
provide enhanced purchasing power for acquiring factory assets. ii) Single source 
storage, because STEP-NC would enable a central repository for all machine parts 
production process information (OMAC, 2002). 
The overall comparison can be made as the traditional CAD/CAM systems 
are aimed at simplifying the job of generating tool paths and the future CAD/CAM 
focuses more on a generic process plan and ignores the lower level of details. 
Future CNC controllers will have all the functionality of the remote workstation, 
being able to create and modify information at the machine itself. 
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2.8 Summary 
Based on the literature review, the evaluation of the topic of standardisation 
of manufacturing process can be summarised as: 
i. An efficient method for data exchange; for more than three decades, a 
number of standards for data exchange have been created such as IGES, 
SET, PDES and other formats but only STEP has been recognised to 
represent the whole life cycle of a product (Rosso-Jr et aI., 2004) due to 
success in transferring date between CAD systems. However it has 
failed to transfer product data from CAD to CAPP systems (Fidan, 
2004). 
ii. STEP is the most recent and promising standard for representing part 
data and a number of experimental product modelling systems have been 
developed based upon the STEP standard (Dutta et aI., 1998). 
iii. Interoperability issues such as different formats, different 
representations, different behaviour and incompatible content are issues 
in an information exchange transaction. 
iv. Comparison of STEP-NC and previous standards shows that the data 
format is better structured information rather than the machine 
dependent format with no knowledge of the workpiece and machining 
tasks. 
v. In terms of information, previous standards were based on "hqw-to-do" 
rather than "what-to-do". 
vi. STEP-NC is close to a high level of information for generating process 
plans that consist of the description of machining tasks and machining 
requirements. 
The next chapter discusses research applications using STEP-NC 
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Chapter 3 - STEP-NC Research 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides a literature review of the STEP-NC compliant 
research around the world. The first part of this chapter focuses on projects based 
on STEP compliance followed by research and development in this area based on 
machining operations. This is followed by reviews of STEP-NC-Compliant systems 
for the manufacturing environment, focused on turning operations. The chapter 
concludes with discussion of the applications in this particular area. 
3.2 STEP-Compliaut NC: Research Projects 
Since the late 90s, many efforts have been made based on implementation of 
the STEP concept as the data interface between CAD/CAM and CNC. One of the 
pioneer projects, OPTIMAL (ESPRIT, 1997), proposed a new data interface 
framework for the milling process. STEP-NC has been developed as a result of 
several research projects carried out by companies and university institutes. In 
recent years there have been a number of projects involving STEP-NC based 
interoperable research and development for various CNC manufacturing processes. 
This chapter focuses on two projects, namely the Intelligent Manufacturing System 
(IMS) based on worldwide participants and Intelligent Manufacture for STEP-NC 
Compliant and Inspection, STEP compliant research work based at Loughborough 
University and the University of Bath. 
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3.3.1 The Intelligent Manufacturing System (IMS) 
In the second half of the 1990s an effort from the international community 
backed by ISO started the major change in the concept of NC programming, 
through an international intelligent manufacturing systems (lMS) programme as 
shown in figure 3.1 (Maeder et aI., 2002). The STEP-based interface scheme was 
extended to 2.5D milling and other operations, such as turning and EDM in the 
subsequent European Project ESPRIT IV 29708 between 1999 and 2001 (Maeder et 
al.,2002). 
Interest 
Group 
Initiative: OPTIMAL 8: 
MATRAS project 
Milling 
• Turning 
• EOM 
• Contour cutting 
• Rapid 
prototyping 
• Inspection http://www.step-nc.org 
Figure 3.1 IMS Research Project (Maeder et aI., 2002) 
The IMS project was endorsed in November 2001 and it was a true 
international project with participants from four different regions (European Union, 
Korea, Switzerland and USA). Table 3.1 shows the participants and the distribution 
of the technological scope within each region. The participants included end users, 
academic institutions and manufacturers of CAD systems, controllers and machine 
tools. 
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Table 3.1: Participants and regions involved in the IMS project (Xu and He, 2004) 
Region EU Switzerland Korea USA 
Technologies Milling 
covered 
Contour Wire/Sink Rapid AIM for Milling & 
cutting, EDM Prototyping Turning 
Turning & 
Inspection 
End-user * Daimler * Derendinger * Samsung * IRB(including 
Chrysler * Wyss * Boeing 
* Volvo * Lockheed Martin 
* Franci (Italy) * General Electric 
* Progetti * General 
Dynamics, 
General Motors, 
etc.) 
Machine tool * CMS (Italy) *AGIE 
manufacturer • Starrag 
Controller • Siemens 
manufacturer • OSAI (Italy) 
* Fidia 
CAM * Open Mind • CAD • Cubictek * STEP Tools 
manufacturer * Dassault CAMation * Gibbs& 
Associate 
• BA Solutions 
* Numerical 
Control 
Services 
Research 'WZL • EPFL * ERCACI * Louisiana Centre 
institute (RWTH • BIG I-tech • KIST for 
AACHEN) * NRL-SNT Manufacturing 
• ISW Sciences 
(University of * Lawrence 
Stuttgart) Livermore 
'KTH National 
Laboratories 
Association • CECIMO 'AMT * NIST 
(Belgium) * Department of 
Energy 
* Army's National 
Automotive 
Centre (NAC) 
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3.3.2 Intelligent Manufacture for STEP-NC Compliant Machining and 
Inspection 
This project was funded by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research 
Council (EPSRC), is led by the AMST Centre at Loughborough University and 
University of Bath and started in May 2004. It explores the feasibility of utilising 
the information and database normally associated with CAD/CAM systems at the 
CNC machine tool. The research utilised and extended the standard for in-process 
measurement at the machine and also explored the application and integration of the 
STEP-NC standards between the CNC machine and a Co-ordinate Measuring 
Machine (CMM). A further major underlying theme of the research is the 
application of artificial intelligence to the CAPP/CAM/CNC process with the 
application of agent technology through the use of data mining. The project is 
supported by a number of industrial partners namely Renishaw, Siemens, LSC 
Group, Delcam and Rolls Royce (Newman et aI., 2004). 
The project has been undertaken in six work-packages (WP) including 
evaluation of the STEP-NC standards, development of STEP-NC compliant 
information models, development of CAx knowledge modelling with agent 
technology, specification development and implementation of a STEP-NC 
compliant CAPP/CAMlCNC facility and demonstrator and the evaluation of the 
STEP-NC prototype system. The project involved industrial collaboration (Newman 
et aI., 2004); 
i. Renishaw utilised the development of the STEP-NC standards for 
process control to develop a new product for measurement feedback 
from machine tools. 
u. The LSC Group utilised the integration of STEP-NC information with 
intelligent agent technology to enhance their LOCAM process planner 
which has been integrated with a CNC controller. 
iii. Delcam utilised the STEP Compliant knowledge and information 
models to support the development of their Power Mill/ Inspect and 
Fixture products. 
iv. Rolls Royce has the capability to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
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STEP-NC approach through manufacture of their case study parts in 
the final stage of the research. 
Research work at Loughborough University resulted in an agent based 
approach to STEP-NC CAD/CAM highlighted by Allen (Allen, 2003). 
Subsequently the information models for manufacture of asymmetric rotational 
components was the major challenge in implementing STEP-compliant CAD/CAM 
systems (Rosso-Jr et aI., 2004). This was followed by Ho who concentrated on a 
STEP-NC Compliant CAx System for Wire Cutting EDM where the major 
contribution is the design of a STEP-NC compliant CAx system framework with 
product and manufacturing information models supporting the WEDM process 
chain (Ho et aI., 2005). Finally Ali focused on the development of a STEP-NC 
Compliant Feature-based Inspection Framework for Prismatic Parts supported by 
STEP-Compliant product and manufacturing/inspection information models and the 
output of a feature based inspection plan (Ali et aI., 2005). 
3.4 STEP-Compliant Ne: Research and Development Systems 
STEP-NC has been developed as a result of several research projects carried 
out by companies and university institutes as shown in table 3.2 which is focused on 
machining and inspection. Recently a number of projects involving the areas of 
STEP-NC based interoperability and research and development for various CNC 
manufacturing processes have been started. 
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Table 3.2 STEP-NC Research from 2002-2007 
Implementation Milling operation Turning WireEDM Inspection 
in machining operation 
(Feeneyand 
Frechette, 2002) 
(Hardwick, 2002; (Storr and 
2002 Lee and Bang, Heusinger, - -
2002; Lewis, 2002) 2002) 
(Newman et aI., 
2002) 
(Suh and Cheon, 
2002) 
(AlIen et aI., 2003; (Heusinger, 
2003 Hardwick, 2003; 2003) (Erdos and -
Lee and Bang, (Suh et aI., Xirouchakis 
2003) 2003) ,2003) 
(Rosso-Jr et 
(Liu, 2004) aI., 2004) 
2004 (Liu et aI., 2004a) (Xu and - -
Wang, 
2004) 
(Rosso-Jr, 
2005 (AlIen et aI., 2005) 2005) 
(Nassehi et aI., (Xu et aI., (Ho et aI., (Ali,2005) 
2005) 2005) 2005) 
(Yusofet 
aI.,2006a) 
(Hardwick and 
Loffredo, 2006) 
(Kramer et aI., (Heusinger 
2006) et aI., 2006) 
(Lee et aI., 2006) (Choi et aI., (Sokolovet (Brecher et 
2006 (Liu et aI., 2007) 2006; Suh et al.,2006) al.,2006) 
(Nassehi et aI., aI.,2006) 
2006a) (Suh et aI., 
(Xu et aI., 2006b; 2006) 
Yamada et aI., (Yusof et 
2006) aI.,2006b) 
(Zhang et aI., 2006) 
2007 (Amaitik and Kilic, (Shin et aI., 
2007) 2007) 
- -(Liu et aI., 2007) (Yusofet 
(Kumar et aI., aI.,2007) 
2007) 
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3.4.1 Review of STEP-Compliant Manufacturing for Milling Machining 
Overall research activities in specific areas of STEP-NC based on 
manufacturing technology and processes focus more on milling rather than turning 
activities, due to ISO 14649, Part 11 for milling operation being established before 
Part 12 (Turning). Table 3.2 clearly shows that research activities in milling 
operations are more common than turning in the last five years. Work from 
Shimamura, is recognised as one of the earliest pieces of research to address an 
alternative for enhancing the capability of the existing NC machines economically 
using a PC-based retrofitting scheme for the manufacture of free form surfaces 
(Shimamura et aI., 1996). In 2002, research and development in terms of 
manufacturing technology and processes began with a proposal for the conceptual 
framework for designing and implementing an intelligent CNC system by Suh and 
Sheon (Suh and Cheon, 2002), followed by Hardwick providing the first outlook on 
STEP-NC compliant manufacturing (Hardwick, 2002). Lee and Bang have 
successfully developed and built a five-axis milling machine that is run by STEP-
NC in XML (Lee and Bang, 2002) and another prototype system has been proposed 
by Newman et al for a STEP·compliant CAD/CAM system based on one of these 
frameworks using the new ISO 14649 standard for milling components (Newman et 
aI., 2002). Finally test and validation methods have been proposed for testing data 
for numerical control (Feeney and Frechette, 2002). It is noticeable that in 2006 
researchers were extremely focused on this particular area, and details can be found 
a special issue edition of the International Journal of Computer Integrated 
Manufacturing (IJCIM) for STEP-Compliant Process Planning and Manufacturing 
(Xu et aI., 2006a). 
Kumar introduced a STEP-compliant framework that makes use of self-
learning algorithms that enable the manufacturing system to learn from previous 
data and results in error elimination and consistent quality products. It has been 
tested and certified for pocket and hole features for milling (Kumar et aI., 2007). 
The latest achievement in 2007 is the successful development of a system called 
ST-FeatCAPP for prismatic parts based on ISO 14649 by (Amaitik and Kilic, 2007). 
The system maps a STEP AP224 XML data file, without using a complex feature 
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recognition process, and produces the corresponding machining operations to 
generate the process plan and corresponding STEP-NC in XML format. Liu et al. 
also proposed a NC programming system for prismatic parts to be machined using 
STEP-NC machine tools, and the system consisted of three functional modules, 
namely i) a feature-based modeller, ii) a process planner and iii) a part program 
generator. The system can read the STEP-NC file and calculate the toolpath 
automatically compared to current systems that only produce low level control 
information (Liu et aI., 2007) 
3.4.2 Review of STEP-Compliant Manufacturing for Turning 
One of the aims for the next generation of CNC machines is to be 
interoperable and adaptable so that they can respond quickly to changes in market 
demand and the manufacturing needs of customized products (Xu et aI., 2006a). As 
part of this, 2006 was a time when researchers were particularly focused on 
proposing a framework for turning. Most of the researchers proposed prototype 
systems to support data interoperability between the various CAx systems based on 
ISO standard 14649 that provided the first data exchange format used in the 
operation of NC machines (see table 3.3). Among these systems, G2STEP is the 
latest system to cover the machine functioning from pre-processor to STEP-NC part 
program generation including part program verification (Shin et aI., 2007). This 
development of a future manufacturing platform to enable different processes and 
capability such as milling applications, multi-axis and complex components as the 
basis of the integration of CAD/CAPP/CAM and CNC will be a major research task 
for years to come. 
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Tables 3.3: Summary review of STEP-Compliant manufacturing for Turning 
Operations 
Author(s) Concerns 
Xu and Wang, Developed a STEP-NC Converter and a retrofitted CNC 
2004 lathe realizing a G-code free machining scenario 
Wei et aI., 2005 Proposed a framework for a CNC turning system based on 
STEP-NC with eighteen functional modules, involved in the 
software-based framework of a STEP-NC control system. 
As a result, this paper shows the high potential to aid the 
development of new CNC turning systems. 
Shin et aI., 2006 Presented development of a prototype G2STEP system to 
convert G-codes toa STEP-NC file. 
Choi et aI., 2006 Introduced the development process for TurnSTEP using 
structured and object oriented methodology to provide a 
distributed architecture for e-manufacturing. 
Suh et aI., 2006 Presents a STEP-CNC system for turning, named 
TurnSTEP, and demonstrated the potential and power of 
STEP-NC based CNC systems compared with conventional 
CNC systems 
Heusinger et aI., Presented a prototype methodology using technology based 
2006 on IS014649-12 for implementing a standardised CAx 
process chain for rotational asymmetric parts. 
Yusof et aI., 2006 Presents the current CAPP and CAM systems related to 
STEP-NC created by other researchers and the development 
of a STEP-Ne compliant CAD (CAPP (CAM system. 
3.5 Review of STEP-Compliant Systems 
One of the aims for the next generation of CNC machines is to be 
interoperable and adaptable so that they can respond quickly to changes in market 
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demand and the manufacturing needs of customized products (Xu et aI., 2006a). 
The changing business environment over the past decades including globalisation 
resulted in the standards ISO 10303 and ISO 14649 (STEP and STEP-Ne). being 
introduced to solve the interoperability issues. For the time being many obstacles 
come from software/hardware vendors as the current approaches give them many 
opportunities to maintain their market, but the new standards can provide the 
platform for the future of global interoperable manufacturing (Newman et aI., 
2007). 
The Shop-floor Programming System (SFPS) introduced by Suh is the first 
system fully compliant with ISO 14649 (Suh et aI., 2003) and to date, only this 
system has been patented (US patent references; 6400998, 65112961, 6556879, 
6650960 and 6671571). SFPS and other systems related to STEP compliance that 
have been developed by academia all over the world are shown in table 3.4. 
Table 3.4 Review of STEP-Compliant systems 
No Systems Input Output Domain 
1 SFPS STEP Part program Prismatic 
(Milling) (Suh et AP203 & physical file 
al.,2003) AP214 (text) 
2 STEPTurn STEP Part program Rotational 
(Heusinger et aI., AP203 physical file 
2006; Xu, 2006) (text) 
3 TurnSTEP (Choi STEPAP ISO 14649 Rotational 
et aI., 2006; Suh et physical file and 
al.,2006) extensible mark-
up language 
(XML) 
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Table 3.4 Review of STEP-Compliant systems (continued) 
No Systems Input Output Domain 
4 G-Code Free for STEPAP Native CNC Rotational 
lathe (Xu and 203 language 
Wang, 2004; Xu et program 
aI., 2005) 
5 G2STEP G-codes STEP-NC part Rotational 
(2-axis turning program 
machining) (Shin et 
aI., 2007) 
3.5.1 Shop-Floor Programming System (SFPS) 
The Shop-floor Programming System (SFPS) has been developed by 
researchers from POSTECH, South Korea as a computer assisted part programming 
tool capable of interfacing with a new CNC controller called STEP-CNC (STEP-
compliant CNC) (Suh et aI., 2003). This system has been proposed for prismatic 
components, as shown in figure 3.2, for generating ISO 14649 part programs based 
on the ISO documents such as ISO 14649 Parts 10, 11, I11 and ISO 10303 Parts 21, 
22, 23, 42, 203 and 224. Suh et aI., provided a useful definition of architecture and 
functionality including (Suh et aI., 2003); 
i. Full compliance with ISO 14649 and STEP APs. This is the fundamental 
requirement for SFPS for STEP-CNC. 
ii. Feature recognition/mapping capability. An ISO 14649 part program is 
depicted with respect to the ma~hining features. If the part geometry is 
given by AP203 feature recognition (mapping) is required for SFPS 
before proceeding to the process planning procedure. 
iii. Database structure for STEP interface. The database of SFPS is 
structured such that it can interface with other STEP databases such as a 
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STEP-repository storing all information, using a complete suite of STEP 
schema. 
iv. Accommodation of conventional CNC. As mentioned earlier, there are 
three types of STEP-CNC depending on how ISO 14649 is interfaced 
with CNC. The first type uses conventional CNC based on ISO 6983 via 
post-processing. To accommodate conventional CNC, SFPS should be 
designed to output in the form ofISO 6983 as well as ISO 14649. 
v. Editing capability. SFPS is also used for editing existing ISO 14649 part 
programs. For such a purpose, SFPS should be able to read (interpret) 
the ISO 14649 part program, and check the logical and syntax errors in it. 
VI. Human interface. For accuracy and efficiency of part programming, 
SFPS should be designed to be user friendly. A graphic user interface 
and diagnostic messages together with visual verification are necessary. 
vii. Process sequence editor. Conventionally, the process sequence is given 
in a linear (sequential) fashion. In practice, however, there often exist 
situations where the process sequence is not necessarily linear. In ISO 
14649, the sequence of working steps (program_structure) can be given 
in a non-linear fashion. This is to give flexibility to CNC in executing 
the tasks. However, programming a non-linear process plan is not easy 
for the programmer, and hence a process sequence editor should be 
provided by SFPS. 
viii. Optimization/knowledge-based system. Completion of an ISO 14649 
part program requires technical information. Even if a push-button 
interface is used, specifying all the entries may be cumbersome. Thus, 
minimization of input and provision of optimized values (cutting 
conditions, tool selections) are necessary using knowledge-based 
algorithms and technical databases. 
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Figure 3.2 Machining feature recognition for SFPS (Suh et aI., 2003) 
SFPS provides a method for generating a part program for a STEP-NC 
system based on seven steps (Suh et aI., 2004); 
• 
I. generating geometric kernel data by interpreting a STEP physical file or 
an ISO 14649 part program 
ii. recognizing manufacturing features from the geometric kernel data 
iii. setting a process plan according to the ISO 14649 on the basis of the 
manufacturing features 
iv. editing the process plan 
v. generating an ISO 14649 part program from the edited process plan as 
shown in figure 3.3. 
VI. generating a tool path based on manufacturing feature information 
specified in the ISO 14649 part program; and 
vii. verifying the produced tool path in a CNC (computer-based numerical 
control) apparatus. 
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Figure 33 Generated ISO Part Program from SF PS (Suh et aI., 2003) 
SFPS is a pilot system created by one of the ISO 14649 authors during the 
time when ISO 14649 was at the draft and final draft for ISO documentation and 
had been presented to the ISO 14649 committee. SFPS is recognised as one of the 
pioneer systems to have successfully generated a part program from a design file 
format in either AP 203 or AP 214 (Suh et aI., 2002; Suh et aI., 2003; Xu et aI., 
2005). This pilot system is becoming the basic platform for future improvement to 
milling operations. It also provides a possible method that could be applicable to 
turning operations. 
3.5.2 STEPTurn 
STEPTurn has been developed by researchers from the Institute for Control 
Engineering of Machine Tools and Manufacturing Units at the University of 
Stuttgart (ISW), Germany. ISW adopted the STEP and STEP-NC standards for 
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turned parts (Heusinger et aI., 2006; Xu, 2006). STEPTurn is a CA PP system 
bridging the gap between CAD and CAM as shown in figure 3.4 and it reads 
geometry data firstly from a STEP AP-203 Part 21 file, and displays the part 
geometry and performs normal process-planning tasks such as feature recognition 
and Workingstep sequencing in order to generate a STEP-NC physical file 
(Heusinger et aI., 2006; Xu, 2006). According to Heusinger, the stages in using 
STEPTurn are (Heusinger, 2001); i) Input of AP 203 file, ii) Display of the 
workpiece, iii) Generation of operations, strategies and technology, iv) Definition of 
the workplan and v) Output of the STEP-NC program. 
ShopTurn is used as the conversion data format of Siemens which is the 
input format to generate tool paths for the Siemens 840D NC controller of the 
Boehringer machine tool as shown in figure 3.5 (Heusinger et aI., 2006). The data 
filling the shop-floor-oriented feature dialogs was mapped onto the internal STEP-
NC data representation. After definition of features and their assignment to setups, 
operations were generated automatically. Where the operations have to be adapted 
to any other purpose, the operation data may be modified in operation dialogs 
(Muller, 2004). 
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(Heusinger et aI., 2006) 
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Figure 3.6 Prototypical CAP system: STEPTurn (Heusinger et aI., 2006) 
So far STEPTurn has been tested only for simple workingsteps for 
machining cylinders and cones using standard turning machines as shown in figure 
3.6 (z and x axis only) and does not really represent the capability of the proposed 
system. As stated by the researchers the prototype system needs to be extended for 
mill-turn components and to produce output in XML schemas (Heusinger et aI., 
2006). As clearly presented in the Heusinger paper STEPTurn only works on a 
specific machine (Heusinger et aI., 2006). 
3.5.3 TurnSTEP 
TurnSTEP is claimed by Choi to be fully compliant with ISO 14649 and 
suitable for e-manufacturing (Choi et aI., 2006; Suh et aI., 2006). TurnSTEP has 
been developed using three sub-systems namely; i) CGS (Code Generating System) 
to generate neutral independent STEP-NC code based on ISO 14649, ii) CES (Code 
Editing System), to edit or customise machine tool data to be used for execution of 
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STEP-NC code and iii) ACS (Autonomous Control System) as shown in figure 3.7 
(Choi et aI., 2006; Suh et aI., 2006). In terms of turning machining, TurnSTEP is 
one of the earliest systems to have been developed for compliance with STEP-NC 
and supported by XML schema. From the design perspective this system needs 
(Choi et aI., 2006); 
i. to provide a distributed architecture for e-manufacturing; 
ii. to support intelligent and autonomous execution of NC machines by 
fully utilizing rich STEP-NC information; 
iii. to optimize the machining sequence of a target manufacturing process; 
iv. to support automated and interactive generation of a process plan 
utilizing feature recognition, alternative generation, process sequence, 
cutting condition, etc; 
v. to provide a variety of data interfaces for e-manufacturing including 
physical files and extensible markup language (XML) translation 
capability. 
STEP/STEP-:"C ou the Iutel'llet 
snp .U'(CAD) filn~O H6.9 pm Vr9,g."'-'''------------------ I~?_~:~_ ... ~.!':~~~~~~~~~ __________ I 
Ul~~~ : 
00000 gg \EPSG> ~~ 
(!)nU~~~ I 
• .,. H~ 0.0 '-. I 
________________________________________________________________ J 
CGS CES ACS 
(Code Generation System) (Code Edit System) (Autonomous Control System) 
Figure 3.7 Three subsystems of the TurnSTEP (Choi et aI., 2006) 
TurnSTEP uses input geometry in an AP 203 format file to convert 
geometry information to an internal data form and map it to machining features by 
producing the machine independent format process planning (Suh et aI., 2006). 
TurnSTEP also allows the operators to edit existing files using a user interface and 
the output can be stored by as a nonlinear process plan graph. This system has been 
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tested using the simple example component in ISO 14649 Part 12 with standard 
turning operations. It loads an AP 203 fi le from a CAD system via the internet and 
visualises the part geometry. The blank part material is then defined, followed by 
determination of the number of set-ups and finally it generates a virtual machining 
simulation and machines the part (Suh et aI., 2006) 
3.5.4 G-Code Free Lathe 
This STEP-compliant CAD/CAPP/CAM/CNC system has been developed 
in the Manufacturing Systems Group at the University of Auckland, New Zealand 
and was aimed at making product data interchangeable, product information flow 
seamless and a system that is independent of any CAD/CAM system (Xu and Wang, 
2004). The proposed system has two parts i) retrofitting an existing CNC lathe and 
ii) a STEP CNC converter that is run with four phases; i) generation of generic 
STEP-NC programs, ii) generation of a native STEP-NC program, iii) generation of 
a native CNC language file and iv) execution of the process plan on a CNC machine 
as shown in figure 3.8 (Xu and Wang, 2004). Xu describes how the low level 
language rather then G-codes is interpreted by STEP-NC into this axis movement 
language by using a 6K program and passed on to the retrofitted lathe (Xu and 
Wang, 2004; Xu, 2006). 
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Figure 3.8 IDEFO diagram of the STEP-compliant CAD/CAPP/CAMlCNC system 
(Xu and Wang, 2004) 
3.5.5 G2STEP 
The G2STEP system has been designed based on design and functional 
considerations developed by researchers from the National Research Laboratory for 
STEP-NC, POSTECH, South Korea together with a researcher from the EPFL, 
Switzerland and is based on the ISO 14649 data model, the ARM model and 
instruction schema on G-code based on the FANUCO series (Shin et aI., 2007). The 
main proposal for G2STEP is to generate a STEP-NC part program from a G-code 
program with additional information related to real machining that is easily 
generated by skilled operators. G2STEP comes with nine functions as summarised 
below; 
i. Pre-processor function: each block of a G-code part program together 
with other information is interpreted and stored in the pre-defined data 
structure. These blocks are divided using some clues as to which G-
eodes form boundaries to start new machining operations and these 
blocks are grouped into workingsteps, the basic unit of STEP-NCo 
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ii. Machine tool generation function: the tool holder and insert, expressed 
by the tool maker's catalogue model number, is converted into 
functional requirements for the model defined in ISO 14649 Part III 
(ISO/FDIS, 2004) and Part 121 (ISO, 2005b). 
iii. Technology generation function: technology information such as spindle 
speed control, feedrate and so on is generated to interpret an S or F-code. 
iv. Machine function generation function: machine functions such as 
coolant on--{)ff, are generated as interpretations of the miscellaneous 
code (M-code). 
v. Machining operation generation function: the machining operation is 
mainly generated and divided into roughing and finishing. This 
information needs to use information about tools and technology and 
hence the machining operation generation function follows the functions 
which generate these. 
vi. Feature recognition function: the feature profile remaining after a 
workingstep is generated, and the manufacturing feature, defined by 
STEP-NC, is recognized by a profile and pre-determined machining 
operation. 
vu. Machining strategy generation function: the approach/retract strategy 
and machining strategy for tool paths are generated. 
viii. STEP-NC part program generation function: the enriched information of 
the workingsteps is stored in succession, one workplan entity includes 
these workingsteps an'd finally these are included in one project entity, 
the first interpreted entity in the STEP-NC data model. This information 
is instanced in the STEP-NC schema and is printed in a physical file 
format according to the ISO 10303 Part 21 rule (ISO, 2002). 
ix. Part program verification function: the STEP-Ne part program is 
verified and modified through visualization. The machined feature 
profile is shown and each workingstep can be examined and edited 
through the workingstep editor. 
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G2STEP has been developed for 2-axis CNC Turning using the C++ 
language and runs on a Windows platform used a geometric modelling kernel and 
OpenGL for the GUI (Shin et aI., 2007). As mentioned, one of the functions for 
G2STEP begins with a pre-processor to interpret G-code blocks such as instructions, 
location coordinates, feedrate, spindle speed control and allocated tool number 
which are stored into groups according to workingstep as shown in figure 3.9. For 
machining operation generation, G2STEP allows the skilled operator to control the 
spindle speed and feedrate based on either strong, normal or weak rules that have 
been determined in each machining operation rule. The subsequent process is 
feature recognition, based on machining features using Boolean operations with 
workpiece with machining areas. As stated in ISO 14649, the machining strategy 
for turning operations refers to bidirectional, unidirectional, contour or grooving 
strategies. Again the machining strategy is determined from strong, normal or weak 
rules. 
G--code ---.- -
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Figure 3.9 G-code load to G2STEP system (Shin et aI., 2007) 
The commercial controller to interpret STEP-NC part programs has not been 
launched yet and this prototype provides a basic simulation only. G2STEP has been 
verified through Virtual NC software from Delmia. G2STEP is at the prototype 
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stage and future work is needed to add milling applications, multi-axis and complex 
machining (Shin et aI., 2007). 
3.6 Review Discussion 
There is no doubt, that so far none of the proposed systems are fully capable 
of machining turn/mill components. Work to date has focused on the separate parts 
of ISO 14649 using Part II for milling operations including drilling and Part 12 for 
turning. No significant work has been done on combining the two parts for turn/mill 
components. However, the author and some researchers (Heusinger et aI., 2006) 
believe that this industrial requirement could be achieved through research and 
development involving collaboration by researchers, users, manufacturers, 
academia and the ISO committee. If developers look from the business perspective, 
and academia focuses on theoretical aspects the objective of combination turning 
and milling machining compliance with the new standard (STEP-NC) can be 
realised. 
Ifwe focus on turning operations, only three proposed systems are available, 
STEPTurn, TurnSTEP and G2STEP. But, if we scope for e-manufacturing, 
STEPTurn leads in this aspect due to the capability of internet file transfer. 
TurnSTEP clearly defines the number of set-ups as either one set-up or two set-ups 
dependent on the independent machine format (Suh et aI., 2006). TurnSTEP has 
some weaknesses such as threads cannot be automatically generated but need to be 
defined and the process plan graph edited by the user manually. The output of this 
system can be in text and XML file formats (Suh et aI., 2006). As reported 
TurnSTEP is at a prototype stage and the implementation of another part, which is 
intelligent and autonomous is still under development. 
In terms of implementation of bi-directional information flow, none of the 
systems show how it would work and do not make it clear how the functionality is 
supported in prototype systems. So far the test components used contain only 
simple turning operations with z and x axes and do not cover multi-axis machining. 
The author strongly agrees with the suggestion by Heusinger and Rosso-Jr, for the 
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STEP-NC compliant information structure to support the milling capability of the 
NC turning centre to meet industrial needs mapped by ISO 14649 Part 11 and 12 
(milling and turning) (Heusinger et aI., 2006; Rosso-Jr et aI., 2004). 
The author has noticed that all the proposed systems use a feature 
recognition approach and feature based techniques to allow the user to edit the part 
program. XU has stressed that the commercial software, namely ST -Plan, can create 
STEP AP 224 machining features from CAD files (AP 203 or AP 214) (Xu and 
Newman, 2006). All the proposed systems comply with ISO 14649 and this is the 
first stage to develop the universal manufacturing platform for CNC machining as 
proposed by (Choi et aI., 2006; Newman et aI., 2007). 
3.7 Summary 
This chapter provides a literature review of the STEP-NC compliant 
research around the world focused on STEP-Compliant NC Research Projects; the 
intelligent manufacturing system (IMS) and the intelligent manufacture for STEP-
NC compliant machining and inspection as an overall view based on STEP-NC. 
The IMS and intelligent manufacture for STEP-NC compliant machining and 
inspection project was successful developed and involved both industries and 
academia around the world. The second part of the chapter concentrated on the 
systems or prototypes which have been developed by other researchers. STEP-
Compliant systems for the manufacturing environment have been reviewed focused 
on turning operations such as the Shop-Floor Programming System (SFPS), 
STEPTurn, TurnSTEP, G-code free for lathe and G2STEP. All the systems have 
advantages and disadvantages and the opinions are based on published information 
rather then first hand experience. The next chapter discusses the design of the STEP 
compliant system framework. 
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Chapter 4 - Design of the STEP-NC Compliant 
System Framework 
4.1 Introduction 
In order to reach the second objective of this research (section 1.4), it is 
necessary to outline the design and framework of the proposed system based on 
information from the literature review and the model developed by the author. This 
chapter discusses the design and framework of the STEP Compliant CAPP/CAM 
system for turning operatioris, by referring to ISO 14649 Part 1, Part 10, Part 12 and 
Part 121. The ISO document specifies the process data which is generally needed 
for NC programming within all machining technologies. Part 121 refers specifically 
to process data for turning including tools for turning machines. This framework 
covers questions such as i) where to start, ii) what to machine, iii) how to make 
things happen and iv) how to machine. The chapter starts with the design and tools 
for SCSTO. The chapter then discusses the fundamentals of workpiece and turning 
manufacturing features, followed by machining workingsteps for turning, and 
machining operations for turning. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the 
framework model for the proposed system. 
4.2 Fundamentals of Machining Process Planning 
The fundamentals of planning a machining process in a numerically 
controlled environment lie with the control and quality of operation planning and 
that planning time represents 50 to 80 percent of the actual machining time for 
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single parts or small batches (Ahlquist, 2002). It becomes more critical for complex 
situations and new manufacturing technologies tend to extend the time further. 
Process planning has been defined by (Alting and Zhang, 1989) as a function within 
the manufacturing environment which deals with the selection of manufacturing 
processes and parameters to be used to create the final product (Alting and Zhang, 
1989). Investigations by Younis showed that an efficient CA PP system could result 
in reduction of the manufacturing costs by up to 30% and would also reduce the 
manufacturing cycle and the total engineering time by up to 50% (Younis and 
Wahab, 1997). Hence, the focus has been on process planning as the task of the 
determination of manufacturing processes, which for instance can determine 
whether or not a product should be manufactured through turning operations. 
4.3 Design of a STEP Compliant System for Turning Operations (SCSTO) 
This section proposes a system framework for a STEP Compliant System 
for Turning Operations (SCSTO) which considers both informational and functional 
perspectives of the system. The information perspective will be discussed in 
Chapter 5. From a functional perspective the proposed system has been designed to 
be a semi-automatic process planning system, meaning that it does not 
automatically generate manufacturing information directly from the CAD model. It 
is aimed at the creation of feature-based process plans for manufacturing processes 
such as turning operations. The proposed system is for turning operations and is 
based on a STEP compliant environment. It consists of several elements that define 
turning features and generate STEP code compliant with ISO 10303 Part 21 (ISO, 
2002). The system is based on feature-based design and begins with the selection of 
the workpiece followed by the choice of turning manufacturing features and finally 
the choice of the tools. The output of the system is a physical file complying with 
Part 21 (ISO, 2002). 
The aim of this work is to address the process planning and machining of 
rotational components and to propose a STEP Compliant NC structure for 
generation of ISO 14649 code which can be used for turning component 
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manufacture. Interoperability within this context is a significant objective. 
Interoperability is defined as the ability to integrate STEP-NC compliant 
information in the product life cycle including CAD, CAPP, CAM and CNC, 
combined with feasible information structures to represent various configurations of 
turning machining centres. The overall framework is illustrated in figure 4.1 and is 
based on the Java programming language. The prototype has been developed using 
lBuilder 2005 (Landy et aI., 2003) to provide a suite of integrated development 
tools related to STEP standards. This concept has been used to generate java classes 
from the EXPRESS schema and to handle the STEP Part 21 physical file format. 
Brief details of the system will be presented in Chapter 6. 
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The data model for manufacturing of turned components was based on the 
ISO 14649 standard. Part 10 is the backbone of the standard covering the common 
data structure. In the standard, the part is defined as a work piece while the task is 
defined as a workplan consisting of a series of machining_ workingsteps to carry out 
the machining_operation on a manufacturingJeature. In turning operations it 
becomes a workplan with a series of turning_ workingsteps to carry out the 
turning_operation on a turningJeature. The turning_operation itself is supported 
by turning_technology, turning_machine ..function and turning_strategy as shown 
in figure 4.2. An overview of the ISO 14649 data model structure is shown in figure 
4.3. for the proposed system. This diagram is a summarised by the excerpt 
EXPRESS_G diagram (figure 4.3) from ISO 14649 Parts 10, II and 12 (ISO, 2004a; 
ISO, 2004b; ISO, 2005a). 
I Turning workingstep Its_feature I I . Turning feature. 
ItL peration IG!perat;on 
Y Turning_operation Its technOIOg~'I I Turning technology 
Its_mac ine_1unction 
-I TurningJTlachine_function 1 
Its_str tegy 
-\ Turn·lng_strategy I 
Figure 4.2 Overview of the turning operation based on STEP-NC adopted from 
(ISO, 2005a) 
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Figure 4.3 Overview of STEp·NC data structure (ISO, 2003b; ISO, 2004a; ISO, 
2004b; ISO, 2005a) 
Both product and manufacturing information models are considered and 
described in Chapter 5. The major activities of the proposed system include the 
translation of geometrical features, information database tools, the planning of 
machining operations and the generation of the STEP·NC process plan (ISO 10303 
Part 21 file). The proposed system also considers the CNC machine capability 
which in this research is limited to a maximum of six (6) axes. Figure 4.4 shows the 
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interoperable manufacturing environment for turning operations. The output from 
the system is a process plan with corresponding CAx systems or CNC machines. 
4.4 Interoperable Manufacturing Euvironment 
The proposed system framework supports data interoperability between the 
various CAx systems in the manufacturing chain. Figure 4.4 illustrates how the 
proposed system operates in an interoperable manufacturing environment. 
Product 
Model 
Manufacturing 
Model 
Figure 4.4 Interoperable Manufacturing Environment for Turning Operation 
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4.5 Application Tools for SCSTO 
The implementation of SCSTO is based on the application of STEP-NCo 
The realisation of the system together with the supporting information models is 
presented in Chapter 5. The system has been designed through the use of the UML 
class diagrams and JDataStore (Borland, 1997) together with the java programming 
language. Product, process and resource models have been used based on the STEP 
method to represent products, processes and the information to support 
communication. Well-established information models have been used to model the 
information and the user interactions with the system. The details of the product, 
process and information models will be discussed in chapter 5. 
4.5.1 STEP 
STEP is an unofficial name; the actual designation of the STEP standard is 
IS010303 Industrial automation systems - Product data representation and 
exchange. (for details refer to Chapter 2, section 2.4). 
4.5.2 UML 
UML has been used to represent the various objects in the turning 
manufacturing environment and the relationships between these objects. UML is an 
industry standard and object oriented modelling language that provides a reliable 
architecture for specification, visualisation and documentation of information 
models (Quatrany, 1998). UML is used as an information model and consists of a 
number of UML class diagrams. It has enabled the design along with the structure 
of the product and process knowledge to be explicitly illustrated and easily 
implemented in the database management system (DBMS). The JDataStore DBMS 
(Borland, 1997) is employed in the system to store, modify and extract data from 
the database and allows it to be shared among mUltiple applications (for details refer 
to Chapter 5, section 5.7). 
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4.6 Major Activities of system 
The major activities of the proposed system include the translation of the 
geometrical features, planning of machining operations and generation of the STEP-
NC process plan. These turning process planning activities are outlined below; 
i) Translation ofturning features (section 4.7) 
ii) Turning feature library (section 5.8) 
iii) Specification of base part (section 4.8) 
iv) Machining operation planning (section 4.9) 
v) Tool Database (section 4.10) 
vi) Process plan generation (section 4.11) 
4.7 Translation of Turniug Features 
In the proposed system, a feature extraction approach is favoured rather than 
feature based design due to the ability to extract features from a library based on 
ISO 14649 Partl2 turning features. Machining operations for turning mainly focus 
on ISO 14649 part 10 and 12. Part 10 describes general machining operations and 
part 12 defines turning machining operations and machining strategies (ISO, 2004a; 
ISO, 2005a). Suh illustrated his view of both manufacturing features (Part 10) and 
turning features including outer round, revolved features, knurl and cut in (Part 12) 
process data for turning (Suh and Cheon, 2002), as shown in figure 4.5.The basic 
elements of the turning operation model that have been developed so far include 
technology and strategy, machine functions and tools (Heusinger, 2003). 
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Figure 4.5 Manufacturing Features and Turning Features (Suh, 2002) 
Referring to ISO 14649-12 (ISO, 2005a), the following features are 
currently included: outer Jound (outer_diameter, outer _diameter _to_shoulder), 
revolved Jeature (revolved ...flat, revolved Jound, groove, general Jevolution), 
knurl (straight_knurl, diagonal_knurl, diamond_knurl, tool_knurl). Features 
supported by SCSTO are restricted to those based on STEP AP224 which was 
developed for mechanical product definition for computerised process planning 
using form features (lS010303-224). Figure 4.6 shows the structure of the 
turningJeature entity within the manuJacturingyature class (ISO, 2004a; ISO, 
2005a). 
A manuJacturingJeature identifies the types of features necessary to 
manufacture a component. Each manuJacturingJeature is either a 
transitionJeature, tw05D _ manuJacturingJeature or region. Each 
transitionJeature type, is either an edgeJound, fillet or a chamJer. Each region 
class has another three subclasses i) regionyrojection, ii) region_surJace_list and 
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iii) topologicalJegion. However In this research the focus is on 
tw05D _ manufacturingJeatures and more speci fically on turningflatures. 
I manufacturingJeature \ 
1 I 
I transition_feature I I two5D_manufacturlngJeatllre J I region I 
1 
I compound_feature I r-{ turning_feature J --1 machining_feature I I repllcateJeatllre I 
I 
I 
I materi~=Side-1 direction I I elementaly_surface I depth 
Figure 4.6 Location of turningJeature adopted from ISO 14649 Part 10 
(ISO, 2004a) 
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the UML format and EXPRESS-G representation 
of ISO 14649-12: Process Data for Turning. This standard represents the 
turningJeature within the abstract subtype (ABS) tw05D _ manufacturingJeature 
and also within the outer Jound, revolved Jeature and knurl subtypes. An 
outer Jound is a type of turningflature that is an outline shape that is swept 
through a complete revolution about an axis, either outer_diameter or an 
outer_diameter _to _shoulder. (See section 4.7 for detail turning features graphic). 
A revolvedJeature is a type of turningJeature that is the sweeping of a 
planar shape one complete revolution about an axis. Each revolved Jeature is one of 
the following; revolved.Jlat, revolved_round, groove or a general_revolution. 
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Outer_round 
Figure 4.7 The turning feature and its subtypes described in UML format. 
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diagonaLknurl 
diamond_knurl 
catalogue_knurl 
Figure 4.8 Manufacturing Features for Turning 
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Figure 4.9 shows the combined structure for ISO 14649 Parts 10 and 12 
illustrates represent turning features in EXPRESS-G diagram. 
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Figure 4.9 EXPRESS-G representation ofISO 14649-12: Process Data for Turning. 
(ISO, 2005a) 
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4.7.1 Outer round 
An outer Jound is a type of turningJeature that is an outline or significant 
shape that is swept through a complete revolution about an axis. Each outer Jound 
is either an outer_diameter or an outer_diameter _to _shoulder. The axis of 
revolution should be the same as the z-axis of the feature. These words can be 
translated into the EXPRESS language as follows; 
ENTITY outer round 
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF (ONEOF (outer_diameter, 
outer_diameter _to_shoulder» 
SUBTYPE OF (tumingJeature); 
END_ENTITY ;--Outer _round 
Outer_diameter The outer _diameter is a sUbtype of outer Jound that is the 
sweeping of an outline specified by a line segment by one complete revolution 
about an axis. The line is finite in length and coplanar with the axis. The 
outer_diameter (figure 4.1 0) may have a constant diameter around the axis of 
rotation that is straight_outer_diameter, or it may be tapered that is 
tapered_outer _diameter. Diameter, feature_length and reduced size are the 
parameters necessary to completely define the outer_diameter geometry. In the case 
of the definition of a cylinder the diameter _atylacement and the feature_length are 
sufficient. A cone describes a continual transition from one diameter to another 
diameter across a certainfeature_length and for its definition the additional attribute 
reduced size is used. These words can be translated into the java language as 
follows; 
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packageisol4649; 
II Imports 
import java.utiI.ArrayList; 
public class outer Jound extends turningJeature { 
II Constructors 
public outer JoundO { } 
public outer _round(String _itsJd, workpiece _its_ workpiece, 
machining_operation[) _its_operations, axis2ylacement_3d Jeatureylacement) 
{} 
} 
II Methods 
public ArrayList getyrop _ namesO { return null;} 
public void set_attributesJromyart2IJine(String part21line, ArrayList A) { } 
public ArrayList get_attributesO { return null;} 
public ArrayList get_outputO { return null;} 
Outer diameter to shoulder 
An outer diameter to shoulder as shown in figure 4.11 is a type of 
outer Jound that is a sweeping of a shape one complete revolution about an axis. 
The shape is specified by two lines tha! are connected at a point and extend 
infinitely. The enclosed angle must be smaller than 180°. 
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Figure 4.11 Outer_diameter _to _shoulder (ISO, 2005a). 
4.7.2 Revolvedjeature 
Revolved flat 
The revolved Jlat as shown in figure 4.12 is a type of revolved Jeature that is the 
sweeping of a straight line about an axis. 
x 
~-' 
Figure 4.12 RevolvedJlat (ISO, 2005a) 
Revolved round 
The revolved Jound as shown in figure 4.13 is a sUbtype of revolved Jeature that is 
the sweeping of an arc about an axis. 
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Figure 4.13 Revolved round (ISO, 2005a) 
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The groove as shown in figure 4.14 is a type of revolvedJeature that is a narrow 
channel or depression that is swept through one complete revolution about an axis. 
The face shape that has the groove applied to it is determined by the profile 
orientation. 
Figure 4.14 Groove (ISO, 2005a) 
General revolution 
The general Jevolution as shown in figure 4.15 is a subtype of revolved Jeature 
that is an arbitrary planar shape swept one complete revolution about the z-axis. 
The arbitrary planar shape is finite in length, coplanar with the axis of revolution 
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and must not intersect the axis of revolution. The general Jevolution may be either 
an outer shape of a part or a removal volume, depending on the material direction. 
outer_edgeyrofile 
-......... --~ .... 
defined by 
general_profi 
Figure 4.15 GeneralJevolution (ISO, 2005a) 
4.7.3 Knurl 
Straight_knurl 
A straight_knurl as shown in figure 4.16 is a type of knurl in which the knurl 
scoring is parallel to the axis of the scored surface (z-axis). In figure 4.16, x, z and 
Xk, Zk indicate the placement of the base Jeature and knurl, respectively. 
x, X 
z, z 
- -
Figure 4.16 straight_knurl (ISO, 2005a) 
Diagonal_knurl 
A diagonal_knurl as shown in figure 4.17 is a type of knurl which makes it possible 
to define helical cuts at an angle about the axis of a surface. 
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Figure 4.17 Diagonal_knurl (ISO, 2005a) 
Diamond_knurl 
A diamond_knurl as shown in figure 4.18 is a special knurl with two helical cuts on 
its surface. The angles of the two helixes are independent of each other. 
Figure 4.18 Diamond_knurl (ISO, 2005a) 
Tool knurl 
A tooCknurl is the general knurl pattern that cannot be represented by any of the 
above. A tool_knurl is only done with special tools, the user_defined_turning_tool 
for knurls defined in ISO 14649-121 (ISO,2005b). 
4.8 Specification of the base part 
In the proposed system, the initial process is to specify the base part in terms 
of shape and dimensions. The base part shape is then considered as the initial shape 
of the material. Figure 4.19 illustrates the cylindrical base part supported by the 
proposed system and its shows the shape, location and orientation. The base shape 
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is positioned with the z axis parallel to the principle axis of the cylinder. The x and 
y axes are orthogonal to the z-axis. The origin of the axes is positioned at the centre 
of the circular base of the cylinder. 
r'A-""""""7"'-"<-"'-'~ ~.'~~ ,~-~-,~. __ .-,-."",_.~, ~~._n __ .. _,_.," .. ~_. -_. __ --'-" .. '~ '-_-~-~'-''''-'_'.~--__ ,.---.".,. _ .. -.- ~ .... 
i~ 
...... @. 
~I 
Figure 4.19 The cylindrical base part 
4.9 Machining operation 
This is the base class of all operations for turning. It includes all necessary 
attributes to describe technology and cutting strategy. It is a subtype of the entity 
machining_operation as defined in ISO 14649-10 (ISO, 2004a). If the 
turning_machining_operation is referenced by a turning_workingstep, the inherited 
attribute startyoint refers to the first feature in the list of the associated 
turningJeatures. In general, there are two types of machining operations: roughing 
and finishing. Roughing is used to remove material from the original raw material 
by multiple surface passes down to the finishing allowance. Finishing then removes 
the finishing aJlowance to yield the final form of the feature. 
Turning_machining_operation is one of the following: facing, grooving, contouring, 
threading or knurling as shown in figure 4.20. Milling, drilling, boring, centre 
drilling and reaming not defined as subtypes ofturning_ machining_operation but 
are defined by referring to the respective operations in ISO 14649-11 (ISO, 2004b). 
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Part 10 Its_technology Part 12 
r--1 (ABS) technology I turning technology I 1 I (ABS) machining_operation ~ I 
f.r H turning I I ~~ABS) machine_functions r machine functions Its achine functions 
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I L -
(ABS) grooving facing finish 1 (ABS) turning (ABS) cutting_In • machining operation I 1 • 
-
(ABS) contouring • 
-
(ABS) threading • 
Its_strategy 
-
threading 
I"""'" (ABS) unidirectional perpendicular unidirectional I 
~ bidirectional 1 diagonal unidirectional 1 
I (ABS) turning 1 contorucstrategy machining strategy 11 ~ thread stratgegy 
""'""' 
expliciCstragegy 
Figure 4.20 The EXPRESS-G diagram for machining_operation (ISO, 2005a) 
4.9.1 Workpiece and Manufacturing Features for Turning 
The base class of all features used for tuming is the turningJeature. The 
turningJeature is a subclass of the two5D _manufacturingJeature described in ISO 
14649-10. The turning features described in this chapter are fully harmonized with 
ISO 10303 AP224. The entity turningyature is the abstract base class for all 
features used for turning. The defined turning features are classified geometric 
shapes that can be obtained by turning the cylindrical workpiece with 2-axes (x and 
z) operation or 3-axes (x, z, and c) operation as shown in figure 4.21 (ISO, 2005a). 
The x and z axes refer to linear movement and the c axis refers to rotary movement. 
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z 
Figure 4.21 Axis and motion nomenclature of turning operation (ISO, 2005a) 
4.9.2 Turning Machining Strategy 
This entity is used as an abstract supertype (ABS) for the description of the 
strategy that can be used for creating a turning toolpath. It is a subtype of entity 
machining_strategy as defined in ISO 14649-10. All directions defined in subtypes 
are related to the workpiece co-ordinate system. A detailed UML representation of 
such bidirectional strategies adopted from ISO 14649 Part 12 is shown in figure 
4.22 and 4.23. 
r-< unidirectional L 
perpendicular unidirectional 
n I- bidirectional diagonal unidirectional 
I L turning _machining_strategy 11 contorur strategy I- thread strataegy 
....... explicit_stragegy 
Figure 4.22 EXPRESS-G diagram for turning_machining_strategy 
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Ji tool \ 
;-__ /~".22_i~/apprOaCh 
3 __ >,---.--... 
z 
(a) feed direction:-z 
lJ tool \ 1 _ 
...... approach 
(b) feed direction: -x 
Figure 4.23 The turning_machining_strategy, Bidirectional x axis (a) and z axis (b) 
(ISO, 2005a) 
4.9.3 Turning Technology 
This entity defines the technological parameters of the turning operation. It 
is a subtype of the entity technology defined in ISO 14649-10 and is shown in 
figure 4.24. The feedrate for the x-axis and the z-axis are defined through the 
feed rate property or alternatively by feedyer Jevolution, which is inherited from 
the entity's upper class. If its_adaptive_control is invoked, some or all of the values 
from turning_technology may be ignored. 
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Figure 4.24 EXPRESS-G diagram for turning_technology (ISO, 2005a) 
4.9.4 Turning Machine Function 
This entity describes the state of various functions of the machine, like 
coolant and chip removal to be applied during the time span of an operation. It is a 
subtype of the entity machineJunctions defined in ISO 14649-10 (ISO, 2004a). 
Some attributes of turning_machine Junctions are the same as those in 
milling_machine Junctions which are defined in ISO 14649-11 (ISO, 2004b). 
Referring to ISO 14649 Part 12 (ISO, 2005a), turning machine functions involve 
machine functionality such as the coolant being either active or not and the type of 
coolant. 
4.9.5 Turning Machining Operation 
This is the base class of all operations for turning. It includes all necessary 
attributes to describe technology and cutting strategy as shown in figure 4.25. It is a 
subtype of the entity machining_operation defined in ISO 14649-10 (ISO, 2004a). 
If the turning_ machining_operation is referenced by a turning_ workingstep, the 
inherited attribute start yoint refers to the first feature in the list of the associated 
turningJeatures. Turning_machining_operation is one of the following: facing, 
grooving, contouring, threading or knurling. 
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Figure 4.25 Turning machining operation and strategy schema 
4.10 Turning Machine Tool Database 
This entity describes the technology-specific information needed for the 
description of cutting tools for turning machines. It is a subtype of entity 
cutting_tool defined in ISO 1464 Part 10 (lSO, 2004a). As illustrated in Figure 4.26, 
overall_assembly _length means the total length of holder including any portion in 
front of the cutting point, and overall_assembly_width means the total width of the 
holder including any portion in front of the cutting point. The definitions are valid 
for other types of turning machine tools, such as those shown in Figure 4.27 and 
overall tool assemblies referenced from ISO 14649 Part 121 (ISO, 2005b) shown in 
figure 4.28. 
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I 
overall_assembly Jength 
(inherited from cuttin[Ltoo/ defined in ISO 14649-10) 
Figure 4.26 Overall tool assembly (ISO, 2005b) 
Palt 10 
I (ASS) machining_operation I 
Its tool 
l (ABS) machining_toolJ 
I 
~ ,! 
I {ABS)mllling_tool I I {ABS)turnlng_tool J 
Part 111 Part 121 
Figure 4.27 Machine tool (ISO, 2005b) 
Its_ cutting_component 
Figure 4.28 Overall tool assembly (ISO, 2005b) 
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The entity Turning_machine _tool_body is the supertype for all types of 
turning tools which are the general_turning_tool, knurlingJool, 
turning_threadingJool, grooving_tool and the user_dejined_turningJool. With 
this set of entities STEP-NC can describe most of the turning tools used in industry. 
Figure 4.29 describes the Turning_machineJool_body entity. The majority of the 
parameters in the Turning_machine_tool_body entity are optional with the 
exception of the dimension parameter defined by the Turning_tool_dimension entity. 
ENTITY turning_machine _tool_body 
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF (ONEOF(generaUurning_tool, knurlinlLtool, 
turning_threading_tool, groovin~tool, user_defined _turning_tool»; 
SUB TYPE OF (tool_body); 
dimension: turning_tool_dimension; 
hand_of_tool : OPTIONAL hand_oUool_type; 
tool_allowanceJength : OPTIONAL length_measure; 
tool_body_height: OPTIONAL length_measure; 
tool_body_width: OPTIONAL length_measure; 
rotational_direction: OPTIONAL rot_direction; 
END_ENTITY; 
. Figure 4.29 - Turning_machine_tool_body entity (ISO, 2005b) 
4.11 Process Plan Generation 
A pre-processor has been developed to generate a physical STEP-NC 
process plan file. The main function of this pre-processor is to receive information 
related to the workpiece (features, tolerances, material, etc.) and information 
produced by process planning (machining operations, cutting tools, machining 
parameters, etc.) to generate a STEP-NC process plan. STEP-NC, ISO 14649, 
consists basically of feature-based process plans for manufacturing processes such 
as milling and turning operations. To date STEP-NC has been developed either for 
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milling or turning operations based upon the feature information of ISO 10303-
AP224 (ISO, 2000b). There have been no attempts to handle turn/mill operations. 
4.12 Output Structure 
A part program is described in a Physical File Format according to ISO 
10303-21 (ISO 10303 Part 21) and has two sections namely "Header" and "Data" as 
shown in figure 4.30. As mentioned before, the proposed SCSTO is based on ISO 
14649, which is related to ISO 10303. Output is specified in an exchange structure 
format using ISO 10303 Part 21 representation for product data of the STEP AP 
224 schema which is specified in the EXPRESS language (STEP Part 11) (ISO, 
2002). The file format is suitable for transferring product data among computer 
systems and can be edited by users. 
4.12.1 Header Elements 
Header elements contain information that is applicable to the entire 
exchange structure, and are present in every exchange structure. Three header 
elements are specified and each is required to occur exactly once in every exchange 
structure. The header elements are: 
i. The file description specifies the version of this part of ISO 10303 used 
to create the exchange structure as well as its contents. 
ii. The file name provides human readable information about the exchange 
structure. 
iii. The file schema indicates the EXPRESS schemas that specify the entity 
instance in data elements. 
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[----~' General information 
Data section 
Technology 
description 
Figure 430 Part ofSTEP-NC structure format (Muller, 2000b) 
4.12.2 Data Elements 
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Data elements contain the product data to be transferred by the exchange 
structure. The data elements are instances of entities that correspond to the 
EXPRESS schemas governing the exchange structure; 
i. The part properties contain the description of characteristics of the part 
that is being defined. These characteristics specify requirements for 
manufacturing that apply to the state of the part at a particular time prior 
to or after the manufacture of the part. 
ii. The base shape specifies the size and shape of the initial stock from 
which the part is to be produced. The placement element which specifies 
the location and orientation of the part is also included. In this thesis the 
base shape is restricted to be cylindrical. 
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iii. Administrative data contains information that identifies the product data 
order of information. 
iv. The machining feature element contains the information necessary to 
identify shapes which represent the volumes of material that shall be 
removed from the part by machining or shall result from machining. 
This will be repeated in the structure according to the number of 
machining features that exist in the part. 
v. The placement element specifies a set of axes and positions to place the 
feature in the part. 
vi. The feature definition element contains the information necessary to 
create a machining feature. 
The main element of the data section of the program file consists of all 
information about; i) workplan and executables, ii) geometry, and iii) technology 
descriptions (STEP-NC-Project, 2000). 
4.13 Summary 
This chapter has highlighted the framework of the proposed system based on 
ISO 14649 Part I, Part 10, Part 12 and Part 121 (ISO, 2003b; ISO, 2004a; ISO, 
2005a; ISO, 2005b) and has described tools that are used for the STEP Compliant 
CAPP/CAM system for turning operations. SCSTO aims to address the process 
planning and machining of turning discrete components and generation of ISO 
14649 code which can be used for turning component manufacture. The 
fundamental aspects of the machining process plan and a design of the framework 
for SCSTO has been provided. The following chapter presents the STEP-NC 
compliant information model. 
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Chapter 5 - STEP-NC Compliant Information 
Modelling 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter outlines the research development in tenns of STEP-NC 
compliant information modelling. Infonnation from traditional CAD systems is 
largely limited to the representation of geometric data but the work presented here 
may be seen as intended to serve as the precursor for STEP in the lifecycle of a 
product and is used to capture relevant information. As discussed in Chapter 2, STEP 
is used for the exchange of information that is the outcome of design activities and in 
this context conceptual infonnation models form the basis of the work. From previous 
research it is clear that an information model can be represented using different 
techniques, such as EXPRESS-G (Schenck and Wilson, 1994), the Unified Modelling 
Language (UML) (Booch, 1999), the Entity-Relationship (ER) (Chen, 1976) and 
Nijssen's Infonnation Analysis Method (Nijssen and Halpin, 1989) as well as 
EXPRESS (ISOITCI84/SC4, 1994; (Schenck and Wilson, 1994). 
In this research the focus is on UML as it is a universal format that is familiar 
to most business applications, and a comprehensive framework for the proposed 
system was presented in the previous chapter. The information model represents the 
manufacturing capabilities of the turning operations by implementation of both a 
Product Model and a Manufacturing Model using the combined methodologies of the 
Integration Definition for Function Modelling (IDEFO) and UML. This research work 
applies the obj ect oriented approach to construct the product model and corresponding 
design and process planning function models. The object oriented programming 
language, Java programming (Landy et aI., 2003), UML and Rational Rose 2005 are 
used to implement the proposed data model and process planning functions. 
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The basic consideration for the design of the structures was that they must 
allow the use of the models as a source and repository for the information required 
during the product development cycle by software applications running concurrently. 
The rest of this chapter describes the process followed in order to define the general 
structures of the information models and mainly focuses on the development of the 
model that is required for SCSTO. 
S.2 Overview of Modelling Languages 
A modelling language in this thesis refers to any artificial language that can be 
used to express information in a structure that is defined by a consistent set of rules. 
Interpretation of the meaning of the components in the structure may be either in 
graphical or textual form. The graphical form refers to diagrammatic techniques with 
concepts represented by symbols and relationships and constraints represented by 
lines. The textual form refers to standardized keywords accompanied by parameters to 
make computer interpretable expressions. The following section in this chapter is 
concerned with modelling itself and it consists of product and manufacturing 
information. As stated in Chapter 4, this model refers to the STEP-NC environment 
and is involved with the product, process and resources as summarised by Larson, 
(2006). The model can be divided into the three aspects of product model, process 
model and resources model (Larsson, 2006). The Product model can be classified as a 
model that describes the product of a process, e.g. its type, structure, properties and 
the relationship between its components. A Process model refers to the part of the 
lifecycle that deals with production and maintenance of the product, as opposed to the 
management process. Finally, the resource model can be described as a model 
describing resources either needed or supplied to a process, e.g. their types, relations, 
structure and properties. 
One of the constructors in information modelling in the EXPRESS language is 
EXPRESS-G. EXPRESS-G is a graphical notation for the display of information 
models. The notation only supports a subset of the EXPRESS language and therefore 
EXPRESS-G models are normally abstractions of EXPRESS models. To understand 
the flow of application objects and to identify where the appropriate data is coming 
from or going to, outer Jound has been chosen as an example as shown in figure 5.1 
(EXPRESS-G diagram). Outer Jound is found in the STEP AP224 documentation 
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(ISO, 2000b). It is clearly stated that outer Jound, has two subtypes that are 
outer_diameter _to _shoulder and outer_diameter. An outer _diameter _to_shoulder 
feature is defined by a shape boundary (v_shape_boundary) from the veeyrojile 
object. Similarly the outer diameter feature is defined by the three parameters 
diameter, feature _length and reduced_size. 
(ABS)Outeuound 
Outer_diameter_to 
_shoulder 
diameter 
6,2, 
Numericj)arameter 
Outer_diameter 
diameter 
6.7. 
Numeric-parameter 
22. 8, Taper_select 
Figure 5.1 Express-G diagram for the feature outer Jound (ISO, 2000b) 
5.3 Information Model 
The information modelling approach has the' ability to offer the information in 
a readily usable manner. The structure and classification of information is important, 
if information as to be readily found and used (Young, 2003). According to ISO a 
model is a representation or description of an entity or a system, describing only the 
aspects considered relevant in the context of its purpose (ISO, 2003a). An information 
model needs to provide the explicit interpretation ,rules that are required (Nielsen, 
2003). Most manufacturing models concentrate on representing manufacturing 
. resources and their combination into manufacturing processes (Giachetti, 1999). The 
manufacturing resources are the tools, fixtures and machines that are combined and 
arranged into a manufacturing process to fabricate a product. 
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The implementation of SCSTO was build up of three main stages, namely the 
representation of the information model, the development of the tool database and the 
construction of the system application. Figure 5.2 shows an information model of the 
proposed system. The first stage starts with the proposed system framework for 
SCSTO including the information model derived from the STEP-NC standards. The 
framework is described mainly by the information and functional perspectives of the 
CAD to CNC process chain. The information model was established by Molina 
(Molina, 1995) and consists of product and manufacturing models. The product 
model represents relevant information about the product throughout its life cycle 
while the manufacturing model is defined as an information model that identifies 
information describing the manufacturing resources, processes and strategies. 
The author's information model for the product involves the bar (material), 
manufacturing perspectives and design. On the other hand, the manufacturing model 
includes resources, operation and strategy. The system is modelled by a UML 
diagram and clearly represents the system information model in terms of classes, 
attributes, relationships and operations. Each of the entities is based on ISO 14649 
Parts 10, 11, 12, 111 and 121 (ISO, 2004a; ISO, 2004b; ISO, 2005a; ISO, 2005b; 
ISO/FDIS, 2004) 
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The information such as manufacturing features, tool requirements and the 
manufacturing process can be described as "what-to-do" information, meaning only 
manufacturing tasks are described. Wang and Xu called generic STEP-NC 
information "how-to-do" information (Wang and Xu, 2004) as it is hardware 
independent and is used in generating process plans. Both types of information are 
based on ISO 14649-1 (ISO, 2003b) as shown in IDEFO figure 5.3. 
MnnufaclurWlg Resource 
Database 
nu T ethnology Manufc;!clurl 
Data "SO 
'" 
Geometry Modol Os' 
of Mechanical Parts 
(AP203 Formal) 
. 
-
Moter\ar 
-
I t 
Create process plan and 
machine mechanical parts 
MachInIng OeskJn F eature Data Model" 
AP224, AP214] (ISO 10303 
Machining Process Dala Model" 
3 NewAPJ 11501030 
Manufacfurf ng Rc$OUrco Data Model 
3399, (ISO 14649)] [ISO' 
OalaM 
N, 
r-- Nc~ram 
odel for Compt.Jtertzed 
merlcal Conlroler 
[ISO ,. ... 9[ 
Ne Progrnmmllg language (G codes)" 
{ISO 69831 
r-- Mad'llnTng Process Design and Worklngs1eps 
~ Model Data of machfning Proooss Feature for Mechanical Parl$ 
f-- Madllood Part~' 
I CAM ~ 
M anufacturlng Engrl'lCCf MachIne Tool with CNC" 
F tur·-
" . 
"- Cu!1 Tool 
Figure 5.3 Digital manufacturing based on ISO 14649-1 (ISO, 2003b) 
The second aspect of SCSTO is a database system developed using JdataStore 
(details discussed in Chapter 6). In this system all the cutting tools that are involved 
in SCSTO are either turning or milling tools. The process of developing a database 
starts with creating a file, establishing a network connection, using a test query to 
confirm connection and development of a database. 
A graphical user interface (GUI) is the following stage for SCSTO and was 
created using JBuilder 2005 based on java programming (Landy et aI., 2003) and is 
described in Chapter 6. The JBuilder essentially contains classes of related 
functionality that are used to develop the graphical user interface (GUI), to access the 
database and to identify the inputs and outputs of SCSTO. 
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5.3.1 The Product Model 
In the design stage, the expressions and circumstances of the real world are 
transferred into an abstract model. This model has to fulfil a number of requirements. 
Besides the requirements resulting from the analysis stage, there are also some basic 
requirements like clarity, maintainability, extendibility and robustness. Also it must 
satisfy the aspects of object-orientation. The main parts of an object-oriented model 
are; 
1. basis elements (classes, objects, attributes, methods, ... ) 
ii. static elements (associations, aggregations, generalizations, ... ) 
111. dynamic elements (conditions, activities, ... ) 
The product model is contained within a set of interconnected objects. The 
class definition of these objects is based on the entity definition that exists within ISO 
14649. In this case, the product model facilitates the management of information 
representing the stock material, in terms of the material and size, and the design 
represented by the dimensional and geometric tolerances. In addition, the 
manufacturing perspective of the part is included in the product model in order to 
serve as a means of integrating the product and manufacturing models as shown in 
figure 5.4. (Turning features are marked on this diagram as being of particular 
interest). 
The manufacturing perspective supports the preliminary and interoperable 
process planning in the early product development stage in an integrated 
manufacturing environment. 
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I 
Resources 
I 
Processes 
I 
Strategies 
Figure 5.4 Representation of STEP-NC compliant model for turning - product data 
model 
5.3.2 The Manufacturing Model 
A comprehensive framework for a manufacturing model which encompasses 
processes, resources and strategies for factories, shops, cells and stations is described 
by Molina but in this research the focus is on workstations (Molina, 1995). The 
overall manufacturing model is shown in figure 5.5 (Rosso-Jr, 2005) and, consists of; 
i. Process characteristics that have been modelled in a generic format. Reference. 
to form makes the nature of the description process- specific. 
ii. A mapping between manufacturing processes and manufacturing resources has 
been established and used. This enables the identification of the appropriate 
resources in a manufacturing facility to support product manufacture. 
In this research the manufacturing model has been made up of the following 
attributes; 
Turning resources - model the physical constraints imposed on the turning 
process to machine the required part such as turning_tool and machine. 
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Turning processes - model the functional capabilities of the turning process to 
perform the machining operations such as workpiece_setup and 
turning_ machining_operations. 
Turning strategies - model the machining schemas of the turning process on 
the given turning resources and processes such as turning_approach! retract_strategy 
and turning_technology. 
--~---~-
Factory 
I 
/' ......... 
-~'- ,--~--
/" Shop /" Cell /' I Workstation I) 
I I .......... 
V 
Facility 
Resources ~ ( .-~ Processes 
------------ Strategies ~ 
(a) The top entities in the Manufacturing Model 
with a modified Molina's (1995) structure 
I ./ 
T 
Resources_capability f----1uses---j Process_capability 
(b) The top entities in the Manufacturing Model 
Figure 5.5 The Manufacturing Model representations of (Molina, 1995) and (Rosso-
Jr,2005) 
Finally the author has proposed a manufacturing data model compliant with 
STEP-NC as shown in figure 5.6, that is specifically directed at turning machining 
operations and drilling machining operations. 
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setup h ... 
r----'----il L....f.) Workplan 
workPiec~ milling type machining 
machining workingstep 
~~~£=~~ __ ~~~~ 9 S turning machining operation) milling machining operation 
I 
- ,,' turning machining strategy 
turning technology 
........ 
drilling type machining 
turning machine function 
Figure 5.6 Representation of STEP-NC compliant for turning - manufacturing data 
model 
5.4 ISO 14649 Classes 
The ISO 14649 process data for turning is Part 12 (ISO, 2005a), which 
specifies the technology specific data elements that are needed as process data for 
turning (ISO, 2005a). Part 10 (ISO, 2004a) is general process data which describes 
the interface between the computerized numerical controller and the programming 
system such as a CAM system or a shop floor programming system for turning. It can 
be used for turning operations on all types of machines including turning machines 
(lathes) or turning centres. Included in part 12 are features and operation data models 
for conventional turning involving x and z movements. This again only represents the 
standard rotational turning with no representation for features and operations for 
composite machining such as C-axis milling operations. Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the 
example turning classes based on ISO 14649. This system needs integrated 
manufacturing information about the product model and manufacturing resources, 
and is also based on an object oriented platform. Another aspect of information is 
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describing the manufacturing process and the product geometry that can be created 
and manipulated. 
" structure I<- [J )( 
I±H1};) Imports Class 
8··· 0 oll" workpiece 
: ...... -0 -'i:I- ""pt'eos _ ... nI~y- - - - - - - - -=-=-:-::-=-=-:-:::-=-:-::;-;- - - - - - -
i······ ~ oll" workpieceO 
.... ~ oll" workpiece(string _asjd, material _as_material, Double ...lllobaUolerance,' 
... ~ oll" get_attributesO 
i .... ~ oll" get_clamping"posaionsO 
i .... ~ oll" get...lllobaUoleranceO 
:.:.' ... ~ oll" get_as_bounding...lleometryO 
... ~ oll" geUS...lleometryO 
... ~ oll" get_hjdO 
.... ~ oll" get_as_materiaIO 
.... ~ oll" get_as_rawpieceO 
.... ~ oll" get_outputO 
... ~ oll" get..prop_namesO 
Operations 
... ~ oll" sat_attributes_from"part21 Jine(string part21 line, Arraylist A) 
' .... ~ oll" set_clamping"posaions(cartesian"point[) _clamping"posaions) 
... ~ oll" set...lllobaUolerance(Double ...lllobaUolerance) 
... ~ oll" set_as_bounding...lleometry(Objecl _as_bounding...lleometry) 
... ~ oll" set_as...lleometry(advanced_brep_shapeJepresentation _as...lleometry) 
.... ~ oll" set_as jd(string _as_id) 
. ~ oll" set_as_material(material_as_material) 
..... ~ oll" set_asJawpiece(workpiece _asJawpiece) 
! .... q oll" clamping"posnions 
i ...... .# oll" globaUolerance 
i ...... ...I'-r;liil-its-_boonding-..,geometry- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
i· .. .# oll" as ...lleometry 
i ...... q oll" as id 
i ...... q oll" as-material 
L .... q oll" as::'awPiece 
Attributes 
Figure 5.7 Workpiece class diagram 
Class name: I is01 4649 
i ...... • .. turning_feature 
i· .... ·• .. turning_machine _functions 
i ...... • .. turning_machine_tool 
i ...... • .. turning_machine jooLbody 
i ...... • .. turning_machining_operation 
i ...... • .. turning_machining_strategy 
i ...... • .. turningjechnology 
i ...... • .. turning_threadingjool 
: ......... turningjooLdimension I ...... • .. turning_worklngstep 
Figure 5.8 Turning classes 
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The structured model approach, in the STEP-NC manufacturing chain, starts 
with the definition of the feature-based design geometry in a CAD/CAM system. An 
[SO 10303 Part 21 physical file (ISO, 2002) is then generated from a STEP-NC 
Compliant CAPP/CAM system based on a suite of JAVA information classes from 
the STEP-NC ARM model definition, developed by Loughborough University 
(Nassehi et ai., 2006a). The user is able to define STEP-NC features and is prompted 
for associated manufacturing inputs such as workingsteps, operations, tools, feeds and 
speeds consistent with the STEP-NC ISO 14649 Parts 12 and 121 standards (ISO, 
2005a; [SO, 2005b). The [SO 10303 Part 21 physical file (ISO, 2002) is automatically 
generated. This file is processed by the STEP-NC translator (developed by [SW, 
Stuttgart and Siemens) and is converted into the Siemens proprietary format .MPF 
file (Nassehi et ai., 2006a). The generated file can then be directly machined on any 
CNC workstation equipped with a Siemens controller and ShopTurn CAM software. 
5.5 Turning Operation 
The turning schema of the ISO standard provides definitions of technology 
specific data types representing machining features and processes for turning 
operations on lathes (ISO, 2005a). The turning operation has two basic categories of 
machining operations; either roughing or finishing. All the turning operations are 
under the machining.:.. operation sub class which is based on the operation class. 
Figure 5.9 shows an example of the turning machining operation under the EXPRESS 
Schema and the class diagram offacing objects from the entity definitions within [SO 
14649. In turning, the workingsteps include manufacturing features and machining 
operations defined by turningJeature and turning_operations respectively. 
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public turning_machining_operation( ) 
public turning_ machining_operation 
( 
toolpath~list _its_tool path, 
tool_direction _its_tool_direction, 
String Jts_id, 
Double Jetractylane, 
cartesian_point _start_point, 
machining_tool Jts _tool, 
technology _its_technology, 
machine_functions _its _machine_functions, 
approach Jetract_ strategy _approach, 
approach _retract_strategy Jctract, 
turning_machining_ strategy Jts _machining_strategy 
) 
Figure 5.9 EXPRESS Schema for turning_machining_operation 
5.6 Turning Feature Library 
Manufacturing features geometry data contains the information necessary to 
identify shapes which represent volumes of materials that shall be removed from a 
component by machining or shall result from machining. To extract a rotational 
feature manufacturing features with their attributes from the ISO 10303 AP 224 
document (ISO, 2000b) are used to make the feature a member of the turning feature 
library (TFL) and construct the manufacturing features and part geometry data 
component of the feature definitions. The Java language is used to define each turning 
feature class based on class, operation and attributes. 
In normal practice, object oriented concepts are accepted to be suited to 
engineering activities because object structures are readily able to model the real 
world, support communication and provide interfacing and manipulation of different 
data tyres (Motavalli et aI., 1997). Based on studies by Fidan, the object oriented 
representation gives the flexibility to define the system in a hierarchical manner, 
(Fidan, 2004) and provides the following characteristics: 
1. Features in the feature definitions library can be represented as objects. 
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ii. Functions of the features in the feature definitions library can be 
represented as methods on objects such as drawing functions or export to 
STEP functions. 
111. The relationships between features in the feature definitions library can be 
represented as messages passed between objects. 
IV. System architecture can be represented by the iIse of UML diagrams and 
class hierarchy. 
Based on object oriented capability, the author has created a turning feature 
library (TFL) in the form of a file of code containing objects that can be called from 
other executable codes. The TFL is arranged according to the turningJeature parent. 
For example the outer_diameter is a child of outer Jound. 
Referring to ISO 14649-12 (ISO, 2005a), the following features are currently 
included: outer round (outer_diameter, 
revolvedJeature (revolvedJlat, revolvedJound, groove, generalJevolution), knurl 
(straight_knurl, diagonat knurl, diamond_knurl, tool_knurl). Features supported by 
SCSTO are restricted to those based on STEP AP224 (ISO, 2000b) which was 
developed for mechanical product definition for computerised process planning using 
form features. Figure 5.10 shows the structure of the turningJeature entity within the 
manufacturingJeature class (ISO, 2004a; ISO, 2005a). 
I manufacturing_feature I 
1 1 
I region I I transition_feature I I two5D_manufacturing_feature I 
1 I 
I compoundJeature I r- turning_feature r-l machiningJeature I I replicate_feature I 
I 
I 
materi~~Si~e-1 direction I elementary _surface I depth 
Figure 5.1 0 Location of turningJeature adopted from ISO 14649 Part 10 (ISO, 
2004a) 
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A manufacturingJeature identifies the types of features necessary to 
manufacture a component. Each manufacturingJeature is either a transitionJeature, 
a tw05D _ manufacturingJeature or a region. Each transition Jeature is either an 
edge Jound, fillet or a chamfer. Each region class has another three subclasses i) 
regionyrojection, ii) region _surface _list and iii) topological Jegion. In this research 
the focus is on tw05D _ manufacturingJeatures and more specifically turningJeatures. 
Figure 5.11 shows the UML format representation of ISO 14649-12: Process 
Data for Turning. This standard represents the turningJeature within the abstract 
subtype CABS) tw05D _ manufacturingJeature and also within the outer Jound, 
revolved Jeature and knurl subtypes. An outer Jound is a type of turningfiature that 
is an outline significant shape that is swept through a complete revolution about an 
axis and either is an outer _diameter or an outer _diameter _to_shoulder. 
A revolved Jeature is a type of turningJeature created from the sweep of a 
planar shape one complete revolution about an axis. Each revolved jeature is one of 
the following; revolved_flat, revolved_round, groove or a generalJevolution. 
Two5D_manufacturing_feauture 
Knud 
Figures 5.11 UML format representation ofISO 14649-12: Process Data for Turning. 
The manufacturing feature object in figure 5.12 shows a class diagram 
illustrating how the object identifies itself through an ISO 14649 package. A package 
describes manufacturing features consisting of fields, constructors and methods using 
a Java programming approach. In order to develop the system a set of computing 
tools will be used. The Java programming language is used for the actual 
development of software components based on the object oriented methodology and 
UML is utilised as the modelling language. 
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public class l11anllfacturin~feature extends express_entity { 
II Fields 
public String its_id: 
public workpieee its_workpiece; 
public maehining_operation[] its_operations; 
II Constructors 
public manufacturingJeatureO { } 
publ ic manufactllringJeature(String _itsjd, workpiccc _its_ workpiece, 
Illachining_opcmtion[] jts_operations) { } 
II Methods 
public ArrayList get_prolUlamesO { return null:} 
public void sct_attributesJrolll_pm121 Jine(String pal12 I line, ArrayList A) { } 
public void seUtUd(String _its_id) { ) 
public void seUts_workpiece(workpiece _its_workpicce) { ) 
public void scUts_operations(machining_operation[] _its_operations) { } 
public String get_its_idO {return null:} 
public workpiccc gcUts_workpicceO { return null;} 
public macilining_ operation [] get_its_ operationsO { return null:} 
public ArrayList gct_attributesO {rctum null;} 
public ArrayList get_outputO { return null;) 
Figure 5.12 A ISO 14649 package for manufacturing features 
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A sample of code containing the implementation and structure of one the most 
general class turning feature library is given in figure 5.13 and the details are 
presented in Appendix C. This code consists of public class, constructors and 
methods. 
packageisol4649; 
II hnports 
import j ava. uti I .Array List; 
public class turninILfcature extends two5D_l11anufacturingJeature { 
II Constructors 
public turningJeatureO { } 
public turning_feature(String _its_id, workpiece _its_ workpiece, machining_operation[] 
jts_operations, axis2ylacement_3d Jeatureylacement) { } 
II Methods 
} 
public ArrayList getyrop_namesO {return null;} 
public void set_attributesJromyart21Jine(String part21line, ArrayList A) { } 
public ArrayList get_attributesO { retllrn null;) 
public MrayList get_outputO { return null;} 
Figure 5.13 Sample code for general class turning feature library 
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5.7 Representation Diagram 
The UML was developed representing the representation and model diagrams, 
the constraints and the extension mechanisms. UML is the most widely known and 
used standardized notation for object-oriented analysis and design. The most useful 
standard UML diagrams are; use case diagram, class diagram, sequence diagram, 
state chart diagram, activity diagram, component diagram and deployment diagram. 
For the purposes of this research, only class diagrams and their notation have been 
used. 
In order to develop the system, a set of computing tools will be used. The Java 
programming language is used for the actual development of software components 
based on the object oriented methodology and UML is utilised as the modelling 
language. The manufacturing models refer to the process that deals with production 
such as operation and strategies. The UML represents the various objects for the 
SCSTO manufacturing environment and the relationships between these objects. Each 
data type in these models is based on ISO 14649 part 10 (ISO, 2004a) and part 12 
(ISO, 2005a). Development of the graphical user interface (GUI) is based on the 
literature review and current systems. It starts with gathering the information related 
to SCSTO, focuses on the product and manufacturing models to provide additional 
input into the construction of the model and forms the basis of the conceptual 
information. A comprehensive task description of the proposed system is presented in 
Chapter 6. 
5.7.1 Turning Features 
Figure 5.14 shows the turning features classes, and consists of outer Jound, 
revolved Jeaure and knurl. Each class has other sub-classes as shown in the figure. 
Any definition of new or existing features will refer to the turning features classes 
whether that definition is recognised or not. 
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diamond_knurl 
tool_knurl -its_id: String 
-lts_workPiece : Siring 
-its_Id: String 
·Its operation; String 
outer_diameter -Us_workplece: String n~1 -its_id: String .Its_operation: String 
.. lts_WOrkpiece : Siring 
-its_operation: String ~ knurl dlagonaLknurl -itsJd: String L--1 -itsJd : Siring 
outer_round -its_WOrl<piBca: Siring ~ -ils_workpiece: Siring 
-its_operation: String .its_operation: String 
-itsJd: String 
.i"_w,~pi."" Sm'g ~ tomin,-""o", 
-Its_operation: String -itsJd: String ~ I .Us_wonc.pieC8 : String 
.Its_operation: String stralghCknurl 
ouler _diameter _to_shoulder 
-itSJd : String 
-HsJd : String f -its_workpiece: String -its_wOrkpieca: Siring -its operation: String 
-its operation: String 
revolved feature 
, .. itsjd: String n generaLrevolutlon .; -ils_wor1<piece: String -itS_id: String -its operation: String 
-its_wor1<.piece: String 
~ 
-Its operation: String 
revotved_round 
-itsJd: String revolved_flat 
-Its_workpiece : Siring 
-its_id: String groove 
-its_operation: String 
-its_workpiece: String -its_id: String 
-its operation: String -its_workpiece: String 
·Its operation: String 
Figure 5.14 UML diagram for the turning feature 
The UML diagram of an example, outer Jound, is represented by the inherited 
structure of the classes with properties and methods shown in figure 5.15. 
Outer_round 
~ +outer_diameter: Object ..-1 
v 
-outeCdiameter_to shoulder: Object f'J 
outer_diameter 
-reduced_size: Object outer_dlameter_to_8houlder 
...., 
"-
-diameter: Double 
-diameter: Double 
v 
-length: Double '-J I , v 
-length: Double 
-placement: Object orientation -featureID: String 
-featureID: String 
-axis1 : Object -diamensionaUolerance : Object 
-diamensionaUolerance: Object 
-axis2 : Object -geometricaUolerance : Object taper_select 
-geometricaUolerance : Object 
-axis3 : Object -increasing_diameter: Boolean 
-angle_taper: Object -increasin9-diameter: Boolean 
-location: Object -decreasing_diameter: Boolean 
-diameter_taper: Object -decreasing_diameter: Boolean 
-totaUength : Double 
-direction_taper: Object -totaUength : Double 
-previous_totaUength_right: Double 
-previous_totaUength_right: Double t.;> -previous_totaUengthJeft: Double 
-previous_totaUengthJeft: Double 
locatlon_element -right_feature: Boolean 
-rightjeature: Boolean 
-left feature: Booiean 
-left_feature: Boolean -x: Double 
+Export]MLO 
+Export_XMLO -y: Double +OuterDiameterShoulder() 
. +StraightOuterDiameter() -z: Double 
+ T aperedOuterDiameterO 
Figure 5.15 UML diagram for the feature outer Jound 
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5.7.2 Turning Centre Classification 
In order to consider the turning machine in the proposed prototype system, 
they have simply been classified according to their axes, from 2 to 8, plus multi-
process machines. Figure 5.16 shows the detailed classification in a UML diagram 
with number of axes, the type of construction, horizontal or vertical spindle and the 
number of work holding devices that the turning centres have and single or twin 
spindles. This classification also considers the number of tool holding devices as 
either single or dual turrets. Though this figure is not totally inclusive of all turning 
centre designs it does illustrate the enormous variety of configurations and complex 
solutions that can be provided for rotational component manufacture. 
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5.7.3 Machining Operations 
The turning machining operation class uses the taxonomy described in ISO 
14649 Part 12 (ISO, 2005a) and is divided into the sub·classes facing, contouring, 
knurling, grooving and threading as shown in figure 5.17. The 
turning_machining_operation is defined under the machining_operation class 
defined in ISO 14649 Part 10 (ISO, 2004a) and drilling operations are also part of 
the milling_machining_operation class defined in ISO 14649 Part 11 (ISO,2004b). 
Turning machining operations model the functional capabilities of the turning 
process to perform the machining operations such as workpiece _setup and 
turning_ machining_operations. 
5.7.4 Manufacturing Strategy 
Manufacturing strategy for turning operations is called turning machine 
strategy and is defined as part of the manufacturing strategy class. Figure 5.18 
shows classes under turning machine strategy such as unidirectional, bidirectional, 
contour _turning and grooving_startegy. 
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lIel spiral strategy _turning turning _strategy 
Bidirectional Center_m 
contour illing Bidirectional Thread_ E f--'- _tumin"~_ Strategy 
-~--- c---'--.: -
Figure 5. I 8 Class diagram for manufacturing_strategy for turning operations 
5.7.5 Manufacturing Resources 
Manufacturing resources for turning operations are called turning machine 
functions, turning cutting tools and turning machine tool bodies defined under 
machine function, machine tool and tool body. Figure 5.19 shows classes under 
turning resources such as turning_ cutting_tool and turning_machine _tool_body. 
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Figure 5.19 Class diagram for ManufacturingJesources 
5.7.6 The UML Diagram for SCSTO 
Finally after considering the product data model and the manufacturing data 
model referring to manufacturing resources, processes and strategies the author has 
developed a model for SCSTO using STEP-NC schemas as shown in figure 5.20. 
This model becomes a platform for developing the SCSTO prototype based on 
functional and information referring to resources, processes and strategies. 
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5.8 Summary 
This chapter has presented the STEP-compliant information models (UML 
diagrams) that support the proposed framework for turning operations. The STEP-
compliant product information model provides the geometric information of the 
individual part and its features information. The features in this case are specified 
according to definitions provided by ISO 14649 for 211, D manufacturing and 
transition features. These features including turning features such as outer round, 
knurl and revolved feature. 
Beside turning features, the main models also include tuming machining 
operations, manufacturing resources and turning strategies. These information 
models have been defined through the use of object oriented UML in implementing 
the prototype system called SCSTO. The information model represents the 
manufacturing capabilities of the turning operation by implementation of both the 
Product Model and the Manufacturing Model using the combined methodologies of 
Integration Definition for Function Modelling (IDEFO) and UML. The following 
chapter will describe and illustrate the STEP Compliant System for Turning 
Operation (SCSTO) using a STEP-based machining features approach. 
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Chapter 6 - Realisation of a STEP Compliant 
System for Turning Operations (SCSTO) 
6.1 Introduction 
This research focuses on the implementation of a new standard adopted for 
CNC machining and is based on the design and specifications to bring together the 
information models, tool 'database, user interface and STEP output file into a 
prototype system. The functions and outputs of these components and the 
implementation methods have already been described in Chapter 4. This chapter 
describes and illustrates the STEP Compliant System for Turning Operations 
(SCSTO) using a STEP-based machining features approach. The chapter is divided 
into two parts; i) Development of SCSTO and ii) Application of SCSTO. The 
system was developed as an object-oriented feature-based design system to support 
concurrent design and to generate process plans. This approach was chosen since it 
represents a logical means for representing real world objects like machine 
components (Chep and Tricarico, 1999). 
As mentioned in the research specification, the information can either be 
about the product to be manufactured (product model), or the manufacture of the 
product (manufacturing model). The information models described in the previous 
chapter support the proposed system together with the information models defined 
in the ISO 14649 standard used to create the NC program (ISO, 2003b). This is 
followed in this chapter by detailed elaboration of the system development. The 
implementation of SCSTO was conducted in three stages. The first stage involved 
developing the information model using UML diagrams. The second stage 
concentrated on the development of the prototype based on the model proposed and 
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the third stage is the evaluation carried out by implementation of two case study 
components that will be discussed in Chapter 7. 
6.2 Assumptions 
The proposed model for SCSTO is based on two assumptions: 
i. Data gathered from the literature review on STEP compliance is 
sufficient as the basis for the modelling of SCSTO. 
ii. ISO 14649 Parts 12 and 121 are core references for STEP compliance 
for turning operations, but some aspects were still under discussion 
during this research. 
6.3 Overview of SCSTO 
The overall system as shown in figure 6.1 consists of three main 
subsystems; manufacturing features creator, manufacturing operations and program 
generator. In SCSTO, the user has a choice to either create a new project with new 
features (refer to figure 6.1 (I) and figure 6.1(2)) or open a project from a CAD file 
in STEP AP 203 format (refer to figure 6.1 (2) and figure 6.2). Geometry described 
in the AP 203 format defines the features but not their location and orientation. 
Feature geometry is defined in ISO 14649 Part 12 (ISO, 2005a) and has been 
described in section 4.7 and more formally described in terms of UML diagrams in 
section 5.9. The placement and location of the feature needs to be provided by the 
user once the feature has been extracted from the AP 203 file. 
The alternative is to create the feature by user definition which is limited to 
features within the feature library. If the user needs to define a new feature, the first 
step in designing a part is to specify the base part shape and the dimensions 
associated with the shape to define its size. In this thesis the base part shape is 
limited to cylindrical, so only this shape can recognised for further processing. The 
base part shape is considered as the initial shape of the material before machining 
the features. 
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Cylinder length and diameter are the only parameters needed to define the 
base part that is positioned with the z-axis parallel to the longitudinal axis of the 
shape. The x and y-axes are orthogonal to the z-axis. The axis origin is positioned at 
the centre of the circular profile forming the bottom of the cylindrical base part. 
The second subsystem consists of five major components: 
i. Integration and preparation of part design data. 
ii. Selection of machining strategy 
iii. Selection of machining technology. 
iv. Selection of machine functions. 
v. Selection of cutting tools. 
The third subsystem is the Generation of Process Plans as described in 
section 4.11 to generate a physical STEP-NC process plan file. This file consists of 
information such as machining operations, cutting tools, machining parameters, etc. 
If the user is not satisfied with this part program, it can be edited to modify either 
turning features or turning operations. 
The turning machining concept is based on 2D profiling except for drilling 
perpendicular to the z axis. Figure 6.3 shows the raw material and the working area 
which is defined as the Boolean difference between the raw material and the 
finished part. 
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Figure 6.3 2D turning machining concept 
6.4 SCSTO Tools 
There is a large variety of software development tools available on the 
market. This implies that it should be possible to choose the most suitable tool for a 
specific purpose. However, sometimes the effort involved in learning to use a new 
tool, just for one case, might be greater than the benefit. On the other hand, 
choosing the wrong tool has resulted in very discouraging experiences and 
reluctance for the development of prototypes in general. After consideration of the 
tools, costs, flexibility and recommendations from previous researchers, the author 
used the tools as shown in table 6.1 for SCSTO development. 
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Table 6.1: SCSTO development tools 
No Stage Function Tools 
1. Developing Gathering the information related to UML, Rational 
information model SCSTO, with a focus on the product Rose 2000 
and manufacturing models to provide (Quatrany, 
(Discussed in 
additional input into the construction 1998). 
chapter 5) 
of the model and forming the basis of 
the conceptual comprehensive task 
description of the proposed system. 
Design models were constructed using 
UML, since SCSTO is implemented 
on an object oriented platform. 
2. Development of To develop the graphical user JBuilder 2005 
the prototype interface (GUl) based on the literature (Landy et aI., 
(Design the GUI) review and previous systems. It starts 2003). 
from programming, running and 
executing the system. Use of lBuilder 
to compile and run Java programs. 
3. Tool database To support SCSTO in tool selection JStoreData 
for machining the component. (Borland, .1997) 
6.4.1 Programming with JBuilder 2005 
The are many java integrated development environments (IDEs) available 
today, such as Borland Jbuilder, IBM Eclipse IDE, Oracle JDeveloper, Xinox 
JCreator, Intellil IDEA, NetBeans !DE, GNU Java IDE, Sun Java Studio Standard 5, 
Microsoft Visual 1++, etc (Nguyen and Abdali, 2005). From the three Borland 
JBuilder 2005 editions (foundation, developer and enterprise), the lBuilder 
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Foundation has been chosen because it has a good java development environment 
for users who want to learn java (Landy et aI., 2003) ( for details refer to 
http://info.borland.comltechpubsljbuilderl). 
6.4.2 Creating ISO 14649 Classes 
The product model is contained within a set of interconnected objects. The 
class definition of these objects is based on the entity definitions that exist within 
the ISO 14649 standard. From the standard, classes are written in the java language 
as shown in figure 6.4 and an example of the structure of these classes is shown in 
figure 6.5. 
Browse I Search I 
Class name: It"iS-01-4-6-49--------------
advanced_brep_shape_representation 
advanced_face 
air_strategy 
along...Path 
and_expression 
angle_taper 
angularity _tolerance 
apJift...Path_angle 
apJift...Pathjangent 
ap Jetract_sngle 
ap_retract_tangent 
appned_shape_tolerance 
approachJift...path 
8pproach_retract_strategy 
approval 
., •..... , ... _._- .... -' ... 
~ Cancel I Help 
Figure 6.4 Java classes based on ISO 14649 standard 
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package iso14649; 
II Imports 
import java. util.ArrayList; 
public class manufacturinlLfcature extends express_entity { 
II Fields 
public String itsjd; 
public workpiece its_workp 
public machining_operation ;.;.; i~'r , ,"L~.i<.~_~"" __ ".""""''-' , ."""~'-' ~. ~- • ..J 
II Constructors !!!l r~ i[ii! ~ f ~, @ 
public manufacturingJeatu ~~ ,"ports 
public manufacturingJeatu B··· 0 riP turningJeature 
machininlLoperation[] jts to .. , 0 ~ two5D _manufactIJringJeature 
; ... , ~ rllumingjeatureO II Methods 
1. 0 ••• ~ rI tumingjealure(String JsJd, workpiece Js_workplece, machining_operatiOl1I1 Js_operations 
public ArrayList get_prop_l i -\ , gcl_altrlll"s() 
public void set_attributes_fI i·· \ , gcl_OlrtpllO 
public void seUts_id(Strin i·· \ , get.proPJ1.mesO 
public void seUts_ workpie l .. ,' ~ riP setattribules JromJlar121 Jine(string par121line I ArrayLis1 A) 
public void seUts_operatio 
public String get_its_idO { return null;} 
public workpiece geUts_workpieceO { return null;} 
public machininlLoperation[] geUts_operationsO {return null;} 
public ArrayList get_attributesO {return null;} 
public ArrayList get_outputO { return null;} 
} 
Figure 6.5 Java class structure 
6.4.3 Key Elements of JBuilder 
Before developing a prototype system, it is important to understand the key 
elements of JBuilder. Figure 6.6 illustrates the screen designer that is used to create 
a prototype system for turning operations using ]Builder. The ]Builder Screen 
Designer. uses a powerful feature called a two-way designer that allows user 
interfaces to be constructed either by using the Screen Designer or coding events 
interchangeably. This approach makes it flexible to use whatever technique works 
best, depending on what needs to be accomplished. For example, it might be easier 
to make changes to the code to change properties based on variables. 
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Figure 6.6 Screen designer 
b) Common standard control 
The development of the prototype followed the general procedure for 
developing a java language program and consisted of the creation of a coordinated 
set of classes and features using standard GUI features such as Push button. 
c) Coding events 
Event code is executed upon a given associated action. This is programming 
based on the event-driven programming model. In other words, code is executed as 
a reaction to a given event or events. This code is written within an event-handling 
stub to allow for better organization of code. lBuilder then manages the relationship 
or the attachment of these code snippets to the corresponding component's event. 
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Using the Events tab of the Inspector, the designer can easily attach a new or 
modify an existing event handler. Figure 6.7, shows the code generated by JBuilder 
as seen by the designer. For full details refer to the Jbuilder developer guide 
(JBuilder, 2005). The Code Generated responds to an actionPerformed Event 
j Bul/ol11.addAcl ion Lisfener(newjava. mpl. evenf.A clionLislener() r 
public void aClionl'erjimned(AcfionEvenl e) ( 
jBullonl_aclioI1Pedimned(e),' 
} 
}) " 
voidjButtoni_aClionPel.jiJl'llled(AclionEvenl e) ( 
) 
Figure 6.7 code generated by JBuilder 
6.5 System Architecture 
To ensure that the desired features and objectives of the prototype are 
accomplished, the system architecture for the prototype, illustrated in figure 6.8, 
was developed. There are four main components that provide the means for 
developing a STEP compliant system for turning operations. These components are; 
i. Information model 
ii. Tool database 
iii. GUI 
iv. STEP File' 
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SCSTO Architecture 
. ')' . 
'C~~~l~~:gl ~:I="·="~~-:=~=~~="~Q..=""'=I ===i "=-~=-~'~=':=~!~="ri~=-g'=i ================~':=n_=;'-1:=~=;"":=-"" 'Ir1!o TOOL O'ATAB-ASE ' L=.J~_ W 
I 1 102 
12 112 
J 113 
, 4 11S 
~ ~ ~ H + - ~ X 11 ~ a 
OetaU d8la set: TOOLS 
DESCRIPTION 
M'"~ MU.L1 
MILL ;MLL2 
Manufacturing Feature I 
Manufadurlng Operation I 
Machining Strl"!ltegles I 
Turning Technology I ~ 
Machine Fun 
Tools 
Gllnerate C 
Copyright (cl 2000 V.Y 
I 
[SO 10303 
Part 21 File 
#1 =PROJECT('Slmple Turning' '#4'(#~~). " .'~
#2=WORKPIECE('Single Cylinder' ,#5 i\ . 
#3=NUMERICYARAMETER('ELASTI : '".,r, 
#4=WORKPLAN(,Main Workplan',O,~, ,', 
#5=MA TERIAL('Tl 5K6' :CEMENT CARBIDE' "Il-=-----,-l 
#6= TURNING _ TOOL_DIMENSION(~,~,~ ,~,~,~,~,~,~,~ ,$); 
#7 =CUTTING _ COMPONENT($ ,#5 ,$,$,$); 
#8=GENERAL_ TURNING _ TOOL(#6 ,$ ,$ ,$,$ ,$,$); 
#9= TURNING _MACHINE_ TOOL(,Finishing tool' ,#8,0 ,$ ,$,$); 
#1 D=NUMERIC _PARAMETER('ELASTIC MODULUS' ,3 ,DEll ,'mm'); 
#11 =MA TERIAL('Tl 5K6' ,'CEMENT CARBIDE' ,(#3)); 
#12= TURNING _ TOOL_DIMENSION($ ,$ ,$ ,$,$ ,$ ,~,~ ,$ ,$ ,$); 
#13=CUTTING _COMPONENT($,#5,$,$,~); 
#14=GENERAL_ TURNING _ TOOL(#6 ,$ ,~,$ ,$,$,$); 
#1 5= TURNING _MACHINE_ TOOL(,Roughing tool' ,$ ,O,~ ,~,45 ,D); 
#16=PLUS_MINUS_ VALUE($,$,4); 
#17= TOLERANCED _LENGTH_MEASURE(~ ,#16); 
Figure 6.8 The overall framework of SCSTO 
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The information model has been discussed in Chapter 5 and the graphical 
user interface including the tool database will be presented in the following section. 
A platform called Integrated Platform for Process Planning and Control (IP3AC) 
has been developed and used by Nassehi (Nassehi et aI., 2006b) and was based on 
the STEP-NC (ISO 14649) data models. IP3AC is essentially a regulated object 
space where object sets describing manufacturing processes, resources and product 
geometry can be manipulated. That part of IP3AC that relates to turning operations 
has been adapted for the work described here. 
The classes in the current version of the IP3AC platform are based on the 
data structures defined within the ISO 14649 (STEP-NC) standard. The Java 
programming language was used to implement IP3AC. As most of the classes were 
based on the EXPRESS entities defined by the ISO 14649 standard, it was decided 
that a code generation program converting EXPRESS definitions to java class code 
should create most of the classes automatically. An IP3AC executable .jar file has 
been added under libraries (project properties) as shown in figure 6.9. 
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r;I"General 
i.. .. Find Classes Filter 
, ... Unit Testing filter 
L,o'Run 
~-'BUild 
j····'Java 
.' i·····AnI I' L'Menufte~s 
!.,. BasiC formatting 
I;I-JavlI Formtrtting 
. , 
· Blocks 
· Spaces 
L..o Blank lines 
· \l\ll'lIpping 
! ... Generated 
L .. ·lmports 
L. Decorations 
. 
!. Server 
.. 
L. Personal~y 
i- ne Informaiion 
Default Project I Global I 
Reset 
.!. 
~ 
JDK: 
Output paih: 
Backup path: 
Ilava versIon 1.4.2_04-b05 ~ 
JClDocuments and SettlngSftnmyy~bproJect/classe-s------;. ~ 
Ic:?ocum~nts emd,Sett,ingslrnmyy~bP,rOJect~lIk "~ 
WorkIng directory; IC:ID~um~nlS ~~d Settlngslrn,mYY~bProJect 
Source I Documentation Required Libraries I Preview I 
iQI[C:l1)ocuments and Setllngslrnmyyhl'1y DocumenisAp3ac.jarl 
.~ 
Add ... 
Remove 
Move Up 
r!1r.'/eDDwn 
o Cancel I~ 
Figure 6.9 The IP3AC project properties 
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6.6 System Development 
Running SCSTO is the same as any Windows-based program. When 
SCSTO starts, the starting welcome window is displayed (Figure 6.10). The Next 
button goes to the main window frame and provides the user with several options to 
start the modelling process. From this window the user can start with; 
• Create a new project. 
• Open an existing project. 
• Edit an existing project 
• View SCSTO Help. 
Welcome to SCSTO 
By 
Yusri Yusof 
Loughborough University 
@200S 
L~aCk_] Next> I I cancel 
Figure 6.10 SCSTO welcome displayed 
6.6.1 User Interface 
The SCSTO system adheres to the Windows standard for user interface 
design. All functions can be accessed from the pull-down menus, and common 
functions are accessible via toolbar icons. Figure 6.11 shows the SCSTO user 
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interface wil)dow. It consists of several pull-down menus and toolbars. Figure 6.12 
shows an example activity diagram for a new feature. Detailed activity diagrams for 
SCSTO are presented in Appendix D. 
File Edit Help 
1·:.[~J[iJ~ 
J [ Project I 
Workpiece I. Workplan 1 
Manufacturing Feature 
Manufacturing Operation I 
Machining Strategies I 
Turning Technology I 
Machine Function I 
Tools I 
Generate Code I 
I 11 
Exit 
11 
'Copyright (c) 2006 Y.Yusof·Loughborough University 
Figure 6.11 shows the SCSTO user interface window. 
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A ... 
ctlvltJes Diaeram - New Feature 
User Dialog Turn/Mill System Database 
T 
Press Button Check if exists 
New feature feature 
Part does 
• 
Error Message not exist / 
Part 
Enter does 
feature Dialog for exist 
parameter j. parameter 
I Create new feature 
Validate new I 
feature 
~nvalid 
Delete new 
feature 
Valid 
• 
Error message I 
Get Interacting 
feature 
Validate new I 
feature 
Valid Invalid 
• 
Confirmation / 
Figure 6.12 Example activity diagram for new feature 
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Figure 6.13, shows the project window which has project, workplan and 
workpiece fields. This information will appear at the top of the output file. Each 
part programme, i.e. data model, based on ISO 14649, must include exactly one top-
level entity called project. The project indicates the workplan to be executed upon 
interpretation of this model, as several workplans might be included, and it may 
also provide the workpiece upon which actions are to be performed (ISO, 2004a) 
ijijlUm¥{: .;: :~.".. .JDI~ . 
Rle V~W Edit Help 
PROJECT NAME 
IIJORKPLAN ID 
WORKPIECE ID 
I .. ____ _ 
Figure 6.13 Project dialog. 
6.6.2 Feature Selection 
SCSTO is based on STEP feature-based design and it defines part data in 
terms of machining features and their technical attributes based on STEP-224. After 
creating the base part, the feature attachment processes can be started. The designer 
can start with any feature depending on his/her design for manufacturing intent. 
Feature selection is done by clicking "manufacturing feature" button and a pop up 
window will be displayed as shown in figure 6.14. As mentioned in section 5.8, all 
the turning features are stored in the turning feature library and each is from ISO 
14649 Part 12 and based on ISO 10303 AP 224. After features have been selected, 
detailed data such as dimensions and locations need to be defined by the user. The 
system also needs to know which setup the feature needs to be located in. 
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As soon as the feature has been selected, a feature insertion point is 
specified as a location for attachment to the part base. After that has been completed, 
a Boolean operation is performed at that intersection, either an addition or 
subtraction depending on the manufacturing type selected. This process needs be 
done after all the features have been created. Having performed the Boolean 
operation, this step and part creation phase is complete. 
'"Q' ', •. -''''-.--." ... -,,,~.''--.' 
~ Turning Feature 
Feature Neme 
[
MaCh,n,ng 
o Roughing 
o Finishing 
TurnlngJealure ~-' 
o Knurl. .... ,., ............ . 
o Outer JOll1d 
o Revolved 
o EndJece 
OCutjn 
o New 
Drawing~~~ 
Load Drewing I 
Show Fetrlure Profile 
[ New Feature Profile 
Figure 6.14 Turning feature selection 
6.6.3 Turning Machining Operations 
One of the major functions of the proposed system is machining operations, 
to manufacture the part. As mentioned in section 4.6, generally, there are two types 
of machining operations: roughing and finishing. Roughing is used to remove 
material from the original raw material by multiple surface passes down to the 
finishing allowance. Finishing then removes the finishing allowance to yield the 
final form of the feature. The operation is one of the following: facing, grooving, 
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contouring, threading, or knurling and for milling, drilling, boring, centre drilling 
and reaming. Due to special machining the proposed system covers all types of 
turning machining and only drilling under milling operations as defined in ISO 
14649 Part 11 (ISO, 2004b). The drilling operations have been combined together 
with turning operations as shown in figure 6.15 (java programming) and 6.16 (UML 
diagram). 
'-.(.".' ... .....:...~.:... . " 
!!!\ I riJ lim I ::i 10 if ~, ~ 
~ l1IIlmports 
B·· 0 c9l turning_machlnlnrLoperalion 
; ...... 0 ~ machinin!;LOperatlon 
L. ... ot:> drturning_machining_operailonO 
.-. ~ ~ turnlng_mschininILoperation(toolpalhJist Jts_toolpa1h, tool_direction JlsJool_direc1lon, string J:sJd, Double Jetrac1Jllane 
1·,,··· '" dr get_spproachO 
i·,-·· '\> rna get_attributesO 
; . " rIr getJIs_machining_sfrol:egyO 
i ... ~ di' .et_o~p~() 
i· .. · .. '\. ~ gelJlrop_namesO 
'."" '\. ulr geUe1rac10 
. '" rIr seI_spproech(approachJetract_stralegy _approach) 
1- ... " rIr set_attributes_from"'part21_~ne(string par1211ine, Arr8yLlst A) 
,-.... '\. rff $et-'ts_maCh!nlng_strmegy(turnln~Lmachln1n£Lstralegy -,l:s_m8chlnlng_slralegy) 
r· .. ·" df' seUetrect(epproachJelracCstrategy Jetract) 
' ...... ". rIr approach 
... #- rIr Is_machining_strategy 
L" .. # dP re1rsct 
Figure 6.15 Turning machining operation 
~:!IDoCuments ond Settln ead o~y to protect again t part of active prOject 
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--- --
Manufacturing_process 
~itS':"tooiP3th -.. 
~its_tOO'-dimction 
----,;-
p;a~h;;'~~"~Uon 
SCSTO 
----: ___ 1 ____________ .• 
~ .. illing-m. aChin .. ;}ng 1 ISo" 14649-. _ _operation _ ___ - Part 11 --.--_._--".- - ----- .. _--
·7\----
__ [ '1 __ 1_ IL;gj [1 .... ---.. [ 
r con7t
g I [;~"~llfa~~"9j _J[~~~g~JL r~""~g_TY~j Idri";~g::,y'§ 
_~_9h 1 ___ =-~.n~,,=- [;~I"9~=~h I 1_;:ld;--~ __ "_hng_ I 1._;j~~_-_m_I._.,_:I.~_~_·_~: .. -1 ~om.-•• -~.-•.. -n-d. _~jd •.. I- -- -7\ -I bO~"-:~~~~j Ibac:""-~g I rg~"n"-I -~ij~g:ij-fg~~~·n~] f==-_-miU!~9 .. _._.- ') . ---- I- __ f·~!i?~-l l=~"g"=j - If 1 _ I~;;\ -.•••••. -I -:---~/~== c_ I ';'-;"j~·1 ~~"tJ 
L'~~¥hl l~~~,,~~;h J I ~~~~T~~d ~~"~~g~1 ~~'1i;5ll~~~f;-1 t~~~t~~~!~ngj1__ 
r~. t~-~~~~d~~.-id~.·I-I-~t.·to·~-=an.d~~ide-~ - ----- 1.:-C-?_-_"_n_~.-~~-:-_ .• -.' .•. "-.. _k .. -.j_n._g_.1 __ -finish-mill!ng __ ~~,.,.milling_. - ... _- .. ------ --- --------._--- -----
----- --- ---. - - ----- ---- -- --
Figure 6.16 Machining operation in UML diagram 
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6.6.4 Tool Database 
A database management system (DB MS) is a system or software designed 
to manage a database and run operations on the data requested by numerous clients. 
In the case of SCSTO, the tool database system has been designed to support the 
easy storage and retrieval of the information and knowledge captured from turning 
and milling tools. The tool database for SCSTO as shown in figure 6.17 was 
developed by various operations as shown in figure 6.18. 
Delate tool 
User define 
Figure 6.17 SCSTO tooling system 
The tool database used in the SCSTO system is based on the STEP-NC 
standard (lS014649 Part 121). Referring to ISO 14649 Part I11 (lSO/FDIS,2004), 
drilling is put under tooling for milling, so drilling tools are also described. Finally 
both ISO 14649 document Parts III and 121 need to be considered and the 
database was divided based on turning, milling and drilling tools. Figure 6.19 
shows example cutting tool data for turning operations. 
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" tit' JD~'t~s·t~~~-'f;pk;~;r·· .. ,:-,---, r. Create a file P([&J 
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~Query 
[T'M~ Parameter~ I p .~_Tes1 con Query Test query 
Database: 
!database1 ~ 
i --- - 11 I SQL Builder .. , Browse Tables ... 
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-''" 
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ISELECT • FROM TOOLS ~ 
~ Execute query Immediately when opened 
o Place 4>i'OOLOATABAS[ .. __ ...... " •• _'H .- , . ,-..... .... ,GJ@&j 
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Figure 6.18 Tool database system for SCSTO 
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Figure 6. I 9 Turning tool dialog 
6.6.5 Turning Machining Strategies 
Chapter 6 
..-". I' Jgz,,-~ 
NO!lllllh. xi'---
TOil VIM 
I Standard turning tool I 
~!.adjuS i 
( FtU!.~_~ __ j 
ISO 146499 Part 12 (ISO, 2005a) defines six turning machining strategies 
which are subtypes of the machining_strategy defined in ISO 14649- I 0 (ISO, 
2004a). They are used to create the turning tool path. The turning machining 
strategies have been applied as shown in figure 6.20 (ISO schema) and 6.2 I Gava 
programming). 
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ENTITY turning_ machining_strategy 
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF (ONEOF (unidirectional_turning, 
bidirectional_turning, thread_strategy, contour_turning, 
grooving_strategy,explicit_turning_strategy)); 
overcut_length : OPTIONAL length_measure; 
allow_multiple Jlasses : OPTIONAL BOOLEAN; 
cuttin&-depth: LIST[O:?] OF length_measure; 
variableJeedrate : OPTIONAL positive_ratio_measure; 
END_ENTITY; 
Figure 6.20 The turning_machining_strategy (ISO 14649-122004) 
" structure If-- C 
g.-@lmpot1s 
if" -!! Is014649 
, ! .. 'l"Z.J Java,util.Arreyllst ~ ." dJil turning_machining_s1retegy 
! ...... 0 ~ express_entity 
: ..... ~ r:lJI turninQ'_machinin9_strategy() . 
\ .... ,,~ r:lJI turning_Mschln'I'lQ'_stralegy(Double _overculJength, Boolesn _anOW_Mult'lpleJlasses, Doublell _cutting_depth) 
j ...... " r:lJI get_8I1ow_multiple"'psssesO 
j ...... " r:lJI get_attributesO 
1"'" ~ r:lJI get_cuttin!;LdepthO ! ..... ~ cii' get_OlllpulO 
!."." '\. r:lJI get_overcutJengthO 
l··· .. · ~ riP get.,prop_namesO 
~ ...... ~ riP seUrdlow _multiple...p8sses(Boolean _ellow _Multiple...,pssses) 
L. ... '" r:lJI set_ettributes_1romJlsrt21 Jine(Strlng part21 line, ArrayUst A) 
.... '" r:lJI seCcuHing_dep1h(DoubleU _cutting_depth) 
.... '" r1fJ seCovercutJength(Double _overcutJength) 
.... #" djil allow _rnu1tipleJl!lsses 
.... .,. r1fJ cutting_depth 
L. ... .,. dfl overcutJength 
Figure 6.21 The Turning machining strategy 
The users have the option to choose the machining strategy from the 
machining strategy menu as shown in figure 6.22. 
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Figure 6.22 Turning machining strategies 
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For example if the user is looking for roughing machining, it is better to 
choose bidirectional turning rather than unidirectional, to make sure that the insert 
tool is not damaged. Otherwise for a better result in finishing it is better to use 
unidirectional turning, due to feed rate being less than roughing. 
6.7 SCSTO Dialog 
Tool selection is one of the most important functions in a process planning 
system as it effects the selection of machining parameters, production rate, cost of 
product and the resulting accuracy (Usher and Fernandes, 1999). Therefore a tool 
database has been developed in SCSTO as shown in figure 6.23. The overall system 
dialog and the output file are presented in figures 6.24. 
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Save 
Save as 
150-10303-21; 
HEADER; 
FllE_DESCRIPTION(('Case Study Component 1'):1'}; 
FILE_NAME('EXAMPLE1.SW_$,("IS014649'),("),Yusri-Lboro Univ); 
FILE_SCHEMA«'MACHINING_5CHEMA':TURNING»; 
ENDSEC; 
#1'WORKPIECE(,SIMPLE WORKPIECE',#2,0.01,$,$,$,(»; 
#2=MATERIAL('5T-50','STEEL',(#3»; 
#3=PROPERTY PARAMETER(,E=200000NIM2'); 
#4·RIGHT _CIRCULAR_CYLlNDER('WORKPIECE PIECE', #5,175,0, 35.0); 
#5=AXIS1_PLACEMENT("WORKPIECE PIECE PLACEMENr,Iffl,#7); 
#6=CARTESIAN_POINT(WORKPIECE PIECE: LOCATION ',(0.000,0.000,0.000)); 
#7=DIRECTIONr AXIS ',(0.000,0_000,1.000): 
#10=REVOLVED JLA T('REVOLVED FLAT 1',#1,(#22,#23),#172,#176,21.0,#178): 
#11 =REVOLVED _FLA T('REVOLVED FLAT 2',#1 ,(#31 ,#32),#183#187,12.0,#189): 
#12=GENERAL_REVOLUTION('GENERAL_REVOLUTION 
1',#1,(#20,#21 ),# 194,#198,21.0,#200): 
#13=ROUND_HOLE('HOLE1 FLAT eOnOM' 
#14=OUTER_DIAMETER('OUTER_DIAMETER 1',#1,(#29,#30), 
#218,#222,#223,#224): 
#15·GROOVE('GROOVE 1',#1,(#24,#25), #226,#230,35.0,#232): 
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#16=GROOVE{'CUT_IN',#1 ,(#33),#236,#240,18.4,#242): v 
I!I! 
< !!ack If ... _R_In'_'Sh_oJ1 I Cancel 
Figure 6,24 The output file 
6.8 Edit Menu 
As shown in figure 6.1, the system has an "Editor" function to make 
modifications either at the turning or operation stage. By using the file menu, edit 
pull down, the user can choose what he/she wants to edit. For example if users 
choose turning feature, the turning feature window will be displayed as shown in 
figure 6.25. This looping process will continue until the user is satisfied with the 
output. 
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Figure 6.25 Edit menu in SCSTO environment 
6.9 Summary 
This chapter has presented the STEP compliant system for turning 
operations namely SCSTO. It began with the requirements and assumptions and 
was followed by an overview of the system. Then tools developed for the system 
and SCSTO architecture were discussed. All this development was needed to cover 
objective number four, which was to develop the prototype system of SCSTO. 
Through the implementation of SCSTO one of the objectives of this research is 
realised in the creation of a computational environment for a STEP-NC compliant 
system for turning operations. It also demonstrates the validity and effectiveness of 
the data model. The next chapter discuss the implementation of two case studies. 
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Chapter 7 - Case Study Implementation 
7.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, case studies have been conducted to explore the capabilities 
of the proposed system as stated in the final objective in Chapter 1. The following 
. sections explain the case study implementation, with only first component being 
explained in detail. The second component is only briefly described in this chapter. 
For component 1, the main agenda is to confirm that the prototype system using the 
feature-based approach. The second component is used to prove the capability 'of 
the prototype system to read the AP203 file format generated from commercial 
CAD software. Details are provided in sections 7.3 and 7.4. 
7.2 Case Study Components 
This chapter discusses two case study components, which are designed by 
using the developed features and have been chosen from established ISO 
documents and an established World Class Company. The first case study describes 
an example in ISO 14649-12 (ISO, 2005) and the second is an industrial component 
from Mazak (Mazak, 2002). The first component is used to demonstrate the feature 
extraction technique and the second component is used to demonstrate the direct 
transfer from a CAD file format (STEP 203) to the proposed system and the 
generation of the ISO 14649 part program. The main reason for choosing the first 
component was that it provided an increasing complexity in terms of the number of 
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features that it contains. This first component requires a simple configuration that 
represents the first level of CNC turning where only x, z and z axes are available 
(e.g. Okuma and Homa model HL35M). Components requiring a second set-up are 
manually rotated and positioned and re-held in the chuck unless the machine has a 
counter spindle in which case it can be machined in a single set-up. 
The components were selected for three reasons; i) component number 1, is 
taken from ISO 14649 Part 12 (ISO, 2005). ii) they have increasing overall 
complexity, according to a combination number of CNC machine axes, and iii) they 
contain specific aspects such as, a number of features and a number of set-ups. 
Details are shown in figure 7.1. 
No Description 
1 Component 1 
Example from ISO 
14649-12 
2 Component 2 
(Turn/Mill c-axis 
machined component with 
double chucking 
Graphic 
Figure 7.1: Case Study Components 
7.3 Case Study Component 1 
The first component provides an understanding about the wide variety of 
inner and outer features and their orientations that can be used in the design of 
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rotational components. The overall size for the component is 170mm x 070mm. 
These dimensions are given considering the feature geometric attributes and 
absolute placement considering machining and tool aspects. Each feature of the 
component is labelled and machining operations are turning, grooving and drilling. 
This component has double sided asymmetrical general attributes and seven 
machiningJeatures; two circular Jaces, two outer _diameters, one 
general_revolution, one groove, and one cut_in as shown in figure 7.2. The final 
shape is machined in two setups; setup one is for right side features and second 
setup is for left side features. 
0,0) 
GENERAL REVOLUTION I 
(0,0, .1) (0,0, _1) 
0,0) 
CUTJN 
z+-~,III'r-----~+----------t--r----t--r-~ 
Figure 7.2 Machining features in case study component 1 (ISO, 2005a) 
Figure 7.3 presents a 3D solid view of component number 1 to provide a 
better understanding of the 3D geometry. 
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Figure 7.3 3D solid Unigraphic view of case study component no 1 
7.3.2 Manufacturing Process 
The requirements on the machining process in this case are that the tool-
paths shall be as continuous as possible and with as few direction changes as 
possible to prevent marks on the surfaces. The operations plan for this component 
consists of some 37 NC-sequences. The machining starts with the set-up I as shown 
in figure 7.4. Firstly a roughing sequence removes material as fast as possible. The 
goal for this sequence is to remove material inside the inner hole. After this the 
component is taken out of the machine and turned around into set-up n, so that the 
machining can be carried on from the other side. First a roughing sequence which is 
followed by one or more turning sequences. After the roughing, a finishing process 
is carried out. 
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. Cutting direction 
III 
First Set-up (I) 
Cutting direction 
Second set-up (ll) 
Figure 7.4 Top (upper) and section (lower) views of case study component no 1 
The starting point of the machining operations required for producing an 
asymmetrical component as case study component I, is to consider the operations 
possible on the CNC turning machine as shown in figure 7.5. In this case study, the 
machine configurations were limited to; 
i. standard turning machine with 2 axes (x and z), marked as "A" 
ii. 3 axis CNC machine (x, z and c), marked as "8" 
1Il. 4 axis CNC machine (one spindle and two turrets), marked as "C" 
IV. 6 axis CNC machine (two spindles and two turrets), marked as "D" 
Table 7.1 shows the possibilities of producing this component depending on 
the type of CNC machine and with consideration of the number of set-ups. 
Machines A, 8 and C need a second set-up to be done manually. Machines A, 8 
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and C need to stop the spindle and setup again at the machine spindle for machining 
side Il. For more efficiency, machine D is the best solution due to using only I set-
up. It transfers automatically to the counter spindle and this capability saves a lot of 
time. 
Figure 7.5 the various CNe machine for case study component no 1 
Table 7.1 Turning machine configurations 
Number 
No Machine of Set- Description (refer to figure 7.5) 
ups 
1 A 2 Better machining side I first, rather then side II 
due to better gripping on the stock material at the. 
second set-up. Only uses x and z axes. 
2 B 2 Same as machine A. 
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Table 7.1 Turning machine configurations (continued) 
Number 
No Machine of Set- Description (refer to figure 7.5) 
ups 
3 C 2 Same as machine A, but tool changes can be 
minimised because this type of machine has 
double turrets, providing full 4-axis 
representation of the upper and lower turret. 
Synchronisation of machining can be use for 
maximum efficiency. 
4 D 1 This type of CNC machine needs only I set-up, 
machining side I first and then transferring to the 
counter spindle to complete the component by 
machining side II. 
7.3.3 Operations by SCSTO 
When SCSTO starts, the starting window is displayed as shown in figure 7.6. 
The project, workplan and workpiece ID information is filled as shown in figure 
6.13 for the header element. SCSTO continues by defining a project in the header 
statement as mentioned in chapter 6. This project statement includes information 
about the main workplan and refers to the PROJECT entity that has its identifier 
defined as a STRING and it includes the WORKPIECE classes. In the case of 
component I, the project name is "turning example", work plan has three items, the 
main work plan, the workplan for set-up I and the workplan for set-up 2 as shown 
in figure 7.7. Finally the workpiece is defined as simple workpiece and the material 
chosen for this case study is aluminium. 
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Manufac 
Machil 
Turnir 
Ma 
. 
STEP Compliant system for Turning Operation 
Version 2.0 
Copyright (c) 2006 Y.Yusof-loughborough University 
Prototype Development for Generating STEP File. 
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. ··:TBCRJ 
Tools I 
Generate Code I 
11 --;:---] 
Copyright 2006 
Figure 7.6 SCSTO main window dialog 
... 
l~ill!li~I~r.r:: , ' ,...,.,¥,",-.- .JQJ~ ~"""""'" . #34=PROJECT('TURNING EXAMPLE 
File View Edit Help 
..----. 
1',#35,(# 1 ),$,$,$); 
---------
PROJECT NAME 
#35=WORKPLAN(,MAIN WORKPLAN', 
11 .---
-
(#36,#37),$,#52,$); 
-
.. --". 
WORKPLANID L-. 
#36=WORKPLAN(,WORK PLAN FOR SETUPI', 
.. (#38,#39,#40,#41,#42,#43,#44,#45),$,$,$); 
1 
... 
#37=WORKPLAN('WORK PLAN FOR SETUP2', 
(#47,#48,#49,#50,#51 ),$,#54,$); 
WORKPIECE ID 
I • #I=WORKPIECE('SIMPLE WORKPIECE', #2,0.01,$,$,$,()); 
#2=MA TERIAL('ALVMINJUM',(#3)); 
Figure 7.7 SCSTO Project dialog. 
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This demonstration for case study component I, starts with the new project 
under menu file as mentioned in 6.3. for new feature creation by the users. In the 
cylindrical base dialog the overall size, location and number of setups are defined. 
This shape is considered as the starting raw material for modelling the component. 
Then the user creates the features and attaches them to the base part. The set-up, 
selection refers to attaching the workpiece into the spindle dependent on the 
machine configuration as shown in figure 7.5. 
As clarified earlier the purpose of this component is to confirm the 
capabilities of the prototype system using the new feature approach. The operations 
involved in this case are; 
# REVOLVED JLA TCREVOL VED FLAT I'); 
# REVOLVED JLA TCREVOL VED FLAT 2'); 
# GENERAL _ REVOLUTIONCGENERAL _REVOLUTION I'); 
# ROUND_HOLECHOLEI FLAT BOTTOM '); 
# OUTER_DIAMETERCOUTER_DIAMETER I'), 
# GROOVECGROOVE I'); 
# GROOVECCUT_IN'); 
# CONTOURING_ROUGHCROUGH GENERALREVOLUTIONI'); 
# CONTOURINGJINISHCFINISH GENERAL REVOLUTION I'); 
# FACING_ROUGH('ROUGH CIRCULAR FACE 2'); 
# FACING FINISHCFINISH CIRCULAR FACE 2'); 
# GROOVING_ROUGHCROUGH GROOVE I'); 
# GROOVINGJINISHCFINISH GROOVE I'); 
# DRILLINGCDRILL HOLEI'); 
# REAMINGCREAM HOLEI'); 
# CONTOURING_ROUGHCROUGH OUTER DIAMETER I'); 
# CONTOURINGJINISHCFINISH OUTER_DIAMETER I'); 
# FACINGYOUGHCROUGH CIRCULAR FACE I'); 
# FACING JINISHCFINISH CIRCULAR FACE I'); 
# CUTTING_INCCUTTING IN I'); 
All the features created by the user need to be oriented to the base part 
which in this prototype is limited to cylindrical shapes as shown in figure 7.8. 
Combo box control is used to determine the number of set-ups and can be chosen to 
be either one or two. 
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Cylinder Base Shape 
Overall Size - length - '" --~~~~~
Length 100 
Diameter 50 
Location .. 
x y z 
Set-up 
(!) One set-up o Two set-up 
< ~ack If Next > I I cancel 
Figure 7.8 Cylinder base dialog . 
After creating the base component, the features attachment process can be 
started. As shown in figure 7.9 turning features can be selected from radio button 
controls. The user can start with any feature dependent on user defined 
manufacturing considerations by clicking the New button. In turning operations, the 
type of machining such as roughing or finishing is also important for tool selection. 
This can be defined by clicking radio button control for roughing or finishing. 
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Feature Name Iso~component r Drawing ----
I ;:::;~ng-1 
I 0 Finishing I 
l_______ ____J 
I ~n~~~~fealure --1 
o Outecround 
o Revolved 
o End_face 
I OCuUn 
I ONew 
1 ___ -__ --------- __ 
1 v· : 
~~~~" 
2 v, l 
Load Drawing I 
Show Feature Proile 
New Feature Profile 
Figure 7.9 Turning feature dialog 
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The turning strategy for this case study component as shown in figure 7.10 
can be selected from; 
# UNIDIRECTIONAL_TURNING 
# BIDIRECTIONAL_TURNING 
# CONTOURJURNING 
# DRILLINGJYPE_STRATEGY 
# GROOVING_STRATEGY 
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'Ilillffiiil:!l:lllfifil!l. ~i~&i~. e~, m· :111I11E!llI!:!~~;~~~=~=~:::::'::'==:='~"""'--~'·-·~-'·" "'"-_r;;:,"r-x~-I ~ ___ _ = nnn,?d'f'-'-F";~ )" ,y)''-:t<'' :.; ..... __ .. ..,.. ... ',_ ..... ,,"- ' 
Feature nllme IRevolved nat~compo~ent11 
Mechlnll'1g--1 
r. Roughing . 
~~~n~~.I~.J 
CNC Machine Axes .~----,- .M __ .m_ 
r. 2; stlllndtlrd CNC turning 
(" 3; single spindle 8. one turret 
r 4; single spindle 8. du!l!turret 
r S; Double splnc4e 8. one turret 
r 6; Double spil'1dle 8. c!u~1 turret 
Turning Stralegy----. 
I Unidirectional ::B I 
I 1 ~I il 0 :a 
~ Drawing-
1.- "-"--~-"~-=~~r----
Show Feeture Profile 
New Feaiure Profile 
Figure 7.10 Turning strategies dialog 
The turning technology in this case refers to feed rate, spindle speed and 
feed per revolution as shown in Figure 7.11. This function button cannot be 
modified by the user as it is a default based on the machine capability. Similarly the 
machine function control for coolant is a default value. 
• , ,r_ 
_ . 
..-~~- "' 
feeclrate • Sync_splndle_anccz_feed 
\ Splnde_speed I Inhiblt_splndeLoverrlde t I 
--
,#63=TURNING_TECHNOLOGY($ .. TCP.,#64,O.300,.F.,.F.,.F.,$); 
.' . 
Manufacturing Feature I ,., ., '/ / 1 "-
Manufacturing Operation I V F''''',"_''''''Oce "_"'PM co'"" 
Machining Strategies J /' Feedftf_fe';(llution InhllJlUeedrate_overrlde 
Turning Technology </f 
Machine Function /'..1 " .. ',.,c,"· -- -'~. "·"""i"~''''',"~·O;--''''''''''··''r--'"","'-""''''~Si-·- -~,...,.., Q" 
1 ~ f1'<l Tools ~ ~O)§ ;: I '~!::'o tf.ltl:f' I(r ?tt' ... W Et b~ § ~ .... 1'Ji .. 11> r,lIIonj:llr:<llt&lo {"ntllll ?$" ~I ~ ~f J.,.0 !...~ ri.~1 ~I I ~~~I ~ 'tj .... ~ ~ c.? if d'.:(! &J....rric,~_<t..0 
~60=TURNING_MACHINE_FUNCTIONS(. T.,$,$,(),.F.,$,$,(),$,$,$); 
- ' ... -.- .,~-----' .... ,. 
Figure 7.11 Turning technology and machine function dialog 
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The cutting tool is selected only when a specific machine has been selected 
and uses a tool database based on ISO 14649 Part 121 (ISO, 2005b) as shown in 
figure 7.12. Each cutting tool can be edited by the user but depends on the machine 
capability. Figure 7.13 shows details of the cutting tool specifications. 
File Ed~ Help : ]I~IiI!J--------·-----·-·--···----·····---··------
. C~~O!~~~_J 
.[~~~~~~I] 
Manufacturing Feature I 
Manufacturing Operation I 
Machining Strategies 
Turning Technology 
... TOOL DATABASE 
.... ... .... .... + 
Please Choose Tool Type 
TYPE U'"' 1 DRILL MM 
2. MilL MM 
3 . 
-=-
DetaY data set: TOOLS 
Record 5 011 0 
Figure 7.12. Cutting tool database 
~ J 
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Tool Data 
o Standard turning tool 
o Drilling tool 
o Grooving tool 
o Threading tool 
o Milling tool 
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f E~<"''"''':ik) C~"u~. 
No)!'o r11lrus X ~ SldIHltIlM1,,(!o(;e 
Er.:! IItlief 
En~ IIiI¥aru \ 
\ 
I Diameter 
[ Nose radius 
[ Orient angle 
Front Vl,w 
] 
] -----
J 
.-. __ .. _-.------
Figure 7.13. Cutting tool data 
Top Vlow 
Standard turning tool I 
, r~-----' I Tip angle I 
I Corner radius 
., 
I I 
, r-····----I Flute length I 
The system generates a workingstep and a workplan. building a tree 
structure that has a feature linked with those already defined in turning operations. 
Turning workingsteps are a list of turning features which are machined in sequence 
using the turning operations. The workplan follows primarily the setups as defined 
in the early stages of the process plan. Figure 7.14 depicts the dialog that appears 
just after the workplan has been created. 
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I Workingsteps-Componentl 
TEST PART FOR TURNING 
El, MAIN WORKPLAN 
L. WS FINISH END FACE 
i ~ ~I~~S~HC~~~~~~R 
;, WS ROUGH GROOVE FOI 
I· WS ROUGH ASYMMETRI 
, WS ROUGH SYMMETRIC i . WS FINISH SYMMETRIG,6 
! . WS FINISH VERTICAL CU ,: 
,
;.' .. ' WS ROUGH OUTER THR 
WS FINISH OUTER THRE 
. WS DRILL ROUND HOLE 
.!.l 
I Optimise I Edit I I OK 
The system generates a Workingsfep building 
a tree structure that has a feature linked with 
one of the already defined operations for the 
specific feature. 
< Ilack 11 Next> I I Cancel 
Figure 7.14 Workingsteps and workplan dialog 
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Finally, an ISO 14649 part program is generated by clicking the Generate 
Code button. The program is based on workpiece and machining_workingsteps in a 
physical file text format as shown in figure 7.15. This text file can be saved to a 
selected directory folder. As mentioned in sections 4.12 and 6.8 the part program 
can be edited by the user based on manufacturing features, strategies, tools, etc as 
shown in figure 7.16, When the user has finalised the part program, it can be sent to 
the machine controller. 
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Figure 7.15 Part program generated by SCSTO 
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Figure 7.16 Possible editing for component I 
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After considering the available machine axes to produce the case study 
component 1, SCSTO can generate the part program for machines A, B, C and D as 
shown in figure 7.17. Machines A, Band C must have two set-ups because they 
only have one spindle. 
I··· . 
CNC Machine Axes------, 
r. 2; standard CNC turning 
r. 3; single spindle & one turret 
r 4; single spindle & dual turret 
r 5; Double spindle & one turret 
r 6; Double spindle & dual turret 
Figure 7.17 Possible machines for case study component 1 
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7.3.4 STEP Physical File Created by SCSTO 
The physical file codes of the roughing and the finishing processes for case 
study component I are summarised in table 7.2 and detailed in Appendix F. 
Table 7.2 Physical File codes by SCSTO for component I 
ISO-10303-21; 
HEADER; 
FILE_DESCRIPTION((Case Study Component 1),'1 '); 
FILE _ NAME(,EXAMPLE I.STP' ,$,(lSO 14649'),("), Yusri-Lboro Univ);); 
FILE_SCHEMA(('MACHINING_SCHEMA','TURNING_SCHEMA'»; 
ENDSEC; 
DATA; 
#I=WORKPIECE(,SIMPLE WORKPIECE',#2,0.01,$,$,$,()); 
#2=MA TERIAL('ST -50', 'STEEL',(#3»; 
# ..................... ; 
#11 =REVOLVED ]LAT('REVOL VED FLAT 2',#1,(#31,#32),# 183#187, 12.0,#189); 
#12=GENERAL_REVOLUTION('GENERAL_REVOLUTION 
# ..................... ; 
#25=GROOVING]INISH($,$,'FINISH GROOVE 
1 ',30.000,$,#285,#65,#60,# 137,# 137,#139,$,0.0); 
#26= DRILLING($,$,'DRILL HOLE I ',30.000,$,#289,#66,#67,$,$,$,$,$,# 140); 
HOLE I ',30.000,$,#293,#69,#67,$,$,$,$,$,# 141 ,.T.,$,$); 
# ..................... ; 
#34=PROJECT('TURNING EXAMPLE 1',#35,(#1),$,$,$); 
#35=WORKPLAN(,MAIN WORKPLAN',(#36,#37),$,#52,$); 
# ..................... ; 
#51 =MACHINING_ WORKINGSTEP('WS FINISH CUT_IN 1',#56,#16,#32); 
#52=SETUP(,SETUP 1',#103,#56,(#53»; 
# ..................... ; 
#60=TURNING_MACHINE]UNCTIONS(.T·,$,$,O,·F·,$,$,O,$,$,$); 
#61 =TURNING _ TECHNOLOGY($,.TCP.,#62,0.300,.F .,.F .,.F .,$); 
# ..................... ; 
#69= MILLING _ TECHNOLOGY(0.030,. TCP .,$, 18.000,$,.F.,.F.,.F .,$); 
#70=TURNING _ TECHNOLOGY($,.TCP.,#71 ,0.300,.F.,.F .,.F .,$); 
#71= CONST_SPINDLE_SPEED (100); 
# ..................... ; 
#140= DRILLING JYPE _ STRA TEGY(75.000,50.000,5.000,50.000, 75.000,40.000); 
#141= DRILLING_TYPE_STRATEGY($,$,$,$,$,$); 
#142=PLUNGE_TOOL_AXIS($); 
# ..................... ; 
#251 = PLUS_MINUS _V ALUE(O.I 00,0.100,3); 
#28 I =GENERAL_TURNING_TOOL(#282,.LEFT.,40,60,.CW.); 
# ..................... ; 
#300=CUTTING _ COMPONENT( 40.000,$,$,$,$); 
END SEC; 
END-ISO-I 0303-21; 
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7.3.5 NC Programming for Case Study Component 1 
The NC codes of the roughing and the finishing processes are summarised 
in table 7.3 and detailed in Appendix G 
Table 7.3 G & M Codes for component I 
%yusrLnc 
PROGRAMMKOPF 
#MA TERIAL C 45 
#FIRMA KUiTTHO 
#AUTOR Yusri 
REVOLVER I [ TURRET I ] 
T2 ID" III-SO-OSO.I" 
T4 ID"151-600.2" 
TlI ID"342-300.l" 
FERTIGTEIL [FINISHED PART] 
N2 GO XO Z-170 
N ................ . 
BEARBEITUNG [ MACHINING] 
[ PROGRAM HEAD] 
[MATERIAL] 
[DEPT.] 
[AUTHOR] 
[ Centr.predrilling - Outside - Centric - Front face] 
NIS G65 HI XO Z-2IS DI 
N ................ . 
N31 G\4 QO 
[ Roughing - Transversal - Outside - Front face] 
N33 T2 
N34 G96 S220 G95 FO.2 M4 
N ......... : ...... . 
N42 MI09 
[ Roughing - Longitudinal - Outside] 
N43 G95 F0.45 
N ................ . 
N4S GSIO NS7 NEI4 P2 Il KO.3 EO Z-156 AO WISO Q2 V3 D4 
N52 MI09 
[ Contour cutting - Outside] 
N54 G96 SISO G95 FO.25 M4 
N ................ . 
N64 GI4 QO 
[ Finishing - Contourparallel - Outside] 
N66T6 
N75MlO9 
[ Finishing - Contourparallel - Outside] 
N76 MIOS 
N ................ . 
ENDE[END] 
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7.4 Case Study Compouent 2 
Machining operations for case study component 2 are turning, grooving, 
threading, off centre drilling and milling on the side face. Its general attributes are 
double-sided and asymmetrical. The main contribution of this case study is to show 
the ability of SCSTO to read from a CAD file and recognise all the features after 
which it follows the same process as component 1 with definition of turning 
technology, turning strategies, defining tools, workplan and workinsteps. This 
description focuses on the imported file and the recognition of the features. The rest 
of the process is very similar to section 7.3. Figures 7.18 and 7.19 present the 3D 
solid and isometric views of component 2 to provide a better understanding of the 
3D geometry. Table 7.4 shows the detailed features including machining operations. 
Figure 7.18 3D drawing for component no 2 
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Figure 7.19 3D drawing for component no 2 
Table 7.4 Component 2 descriptions 
General Feature Details Machining 
Attributes operations 
OD Profile ID Profile 
Double sided Surface straight Straight Turning 
Asymmetrical Slight undercut arc Various radius Grooving 
corners 
At least 3 axis Taper straight Small radius corner Drilling 
lathe required 
X, z and c axis Rounded groove Hole Mill on side face 
As mentioned before this component is based on a Mazak component and a 
detailed operation plan based on a conventional approach is shown in table 7.5. and 
detailed in Appendix H, to give an idea of the technical data that must be 
considered to produce this component. 
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Table 7.5 Operation Plan for Component 2 
Material: Aluminium 
Op. Op. Op. Description Tool Tool Spindle Cutting 
No Type No. description speed feed 
I Turn Face the billet Tt Facing tool 3600 0.2 
I 
2 Turn Rough the external T2 External 3600 0.2 
profile turning tool 
7.4.1 Operations by SCSTO 
The main purpose of this case study is to investigate the prototype system's 
capability of creating features directly from a CAD file. The case study component 
has been designed in Vnigraphics software, exported as a STEP AP 203 file and 
then imported into SCSTO. Case study component 2 has a minimum of one set-up 
if the machine has a counter spindle and two-sided machining. The complete 
machining process involves twenty three processes and also depends on the 
machine configuration as shown in figure 7.20. The figure clearly shows this type 
of machining should have a linear axis and a rotary axis ( c axis). The overall 
process is similar to case study component I, but the number of features and 
manufacturing is different. This demonstration for case study component 2, starts 
with the user beginning the modelling process by selecting the base part as the 
cylinder type. This shape is considered as the starting raw material for modelling 
the component. Then the user creates a step feature and attaches it to the base part. 
The remaining features are created and attached to the base part. The component 
was created in Vnigraphics (VG) version NX3 as shown in figure 7.21 and Figure 
7.22 shows detail processes to export file based on VG environment. 
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Figure 7.20 the Process planning for case study component 2 
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Figure 7.21 the Unigraphics design for component 2 
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Figure 7.22 export file for component 2 
The process for creating features starts with importing the CAD file into 
SCSTO from the main menu as shown in figure 7.23 The CAD file in this case is an 
AP 203 file. 
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Figure 7.23 open file menu 
After the file has been taken as the input file format, Boundary 
Representation (BRep) is converted into STEP data using the Parasolid Application 
Protocol Interface (API). Then the features need to be located and oriented to the 
base part. The user can check the features and can create Boolean operations as 
mentioned in component 1. The difference from component I is the way of creating 
the features, and the subsequent processes are the same. Figure 7.24 shows the 
manufacturing process for this component. 
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Figure 7.24 Manufacturing process of component 2 
After recognising the features, they need to be located on t~e base part as 
shown in figure 7.25 
Feature Name 
r 
Machining 
(!) Roughing 
o Finishing 
l ___ ~"~ 
Iso-component 
,- Tuming_feature .-
o Knurl 
(!) Outeuound 
o Revolved 
o End_face 
OCuUn 
o New 
1 :1 2 
Drawing --~------ ---... - ----~-------~ 
I Load Drawing I 
I Show Feature Proile I 
I New Feature Profile I 
Figure 7.25 Turning feature of case study component 2 
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Figure 7.26 depicts the dialog that appears just after the workplan has been 
created. 
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Figure 7.26 workplan and workingstep for component 2 
The manufactured product after the finishing process is shown in figures 
7.27 and 7.28. 
Figure 7.27 Final product (top-view) for component 2 
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Figure 7.28 Final product (side-view) for component 2 
7.5 Summary 
This chapter has described a prototype system to validate the functioning of 
SCSTO. The input to SCSTO is the geometrical parameters of the workpiece and its 
features. The case studies have demonstrated the SCSTO capability of assisting in 
generating process plans for turning operations with geometry either defined by 
users or generated from an AP 203 CAD file. Case study 1 successfully generated 
the physical file and compliant with STEP-NCo Case study 2 demonstrated that 
features direct from CAD file is a better approach especially for complex 
components. The case studies have shown this prototype system can work either by 
the user creating features or by importing from a CAD file. Overall it has been 
shown that this prototype system has· good opportunities to generate the part 
program compliant with ISO 14649. 
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Chapter 8 - Conclusion and Recommendations 
8.1 Introductiou 
T his chapter presents an overview and brief discussion of the research 
work that has been presented in this thesis. The discussion provides a summary of 
all the previous research conclusions and research contributions. Finally some 
recommendations for future research are given. 
8.2 Thesis Summary 
This thesis focuses on the use of the new standard; ISO 14649 (STEP-NC), 
to address the process planning and machining of rotational components. The 
principle motivation which led to this research was a desire to investigate how 
recent developments in standards might influence the product life-cycle in a global 
manufacturing environment. Consequently, the principle aim was to explore the use 
of the STEP-NC standard in the machining of asymmetrical parts in an 
interoperable manufacturing context. Interoperability refers in this instance to the 
ability to share information between the CAD and CAM phases of the life-cycle 
and to do this independent of machine tool equipment and location. This led 
directly to the main objectives which included the creation of a STEP-NC 
compliant information model and its embodiment in a prototype computer system. 
A literature review which focused on ISO and the standards for information 
exchange included the current status of STEP-NC (ISO 14649) documents and 
confirmed its potential suitability for this research. A review of research literature 
focused on STEP-Compliant process planning and manufacturing and discussed 
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research work related to STEP-NC. This review established that milling had been 
the primary concern of earlier work and that turning was relatively unconsidered. 
However, ideas established in this earlier research were incorporated in this work, 
especially the use of formal information models, the importance of bi-directional 
flows of information between CAD and CAM and the potential of feature extraction. 
A design and specification for a prototype computer system that was developed on 
the basis of these reviews and on the idea that STEP information models should be 
available in universal formats familiar to most business application developers: 
specifically XML and the Unified Modelling Language (UML) were used to 
demonstrate the feasibility of the approach and case studies were developed 
involving two components based on an ISO 14649 Part 12 example and a 
component that showed increasing levels of complexity from standard turning to 
multi-axis machining. 
8.3 Research Contributions 
The main objective of this research work was to explore the application of 
new data standards for CNC machining for asymmetrical parts to enable data 
exchange of "manufacturing rich" information between CAD and CNC to support 
interoperable manufacture during the product development process. These 
objectives are realized through the following contributions. 
i. The fuller understanding of how the STEP-NC standards might 
contribute to the goal of interoperability. At the heart of interoperability is 
the ability to seamlessly transfer manufacturing information to any machine 
that has the required manufacturing capability and a STEP-NC compliant 
controller. 
ii. The design of a STEP-NC compliant CAx system framework and 
information models for turning operations compliant with ISO 14649 Part 
12. Previous work has almost exclusively been concerned with milling with 
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some work in others area such as EDM. The work reported here is the most 
significant in the field of turning. 
iii. Extension of the above STEP-NC compliant system framework and 
information models for machining operations compliant with both Parts 11 
and 12 of ISO 14649. This is an important demonstration of how parts 11 
and 12 of the STEP-NC can be combined to describe the manufacture of 
complex turn/mill parts on sophisticated and highly capable machining 
centres. 
iv. A prototype system which can be used for further experimentation 
and perhaps as the basis for an eventual commercial implementation. Such 
an implementation of a STEP-NC based CNC system would give another 
alternative to the conventional CNC systems based on the old ISO 6983 
standard which have been used for the last few decades. 
8.4 Recommendation for Future Research 
In order to meet the requirements for global manufacturing of real-life parts, 
several extensions will be needed to this research including; 
i. Make it fully automatic so the user simply loads files generated from 
a CAD system using files such as STEP AP203 or AP214 as input. A 
feature modeller needs to be fully implemented into the prototype system in 
order to import files directly from a CAD system and automatically generate 
the process plan. The feature modeller and feature library can work together 
to make sure all the features that have been defined by STEP 224 can be 
created for complex parts. Finally the process plan generator will generate 
the part program and send it to the machines. Automatic transfer of design 
information into the manufacturing system is an essential component of an 
effective bi-directional transfer of data. There would of course be much 
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work in transferring information back to design from manufacturing, but it 
is to be hoped that STEP-NC and the wider STEP standard would make this 
a real possibility. 
ii. As process planning is a rule-based activity intelligent methods 
could be applied to SCSTO. In terms of complexity of the component, an 
expert system may be the best approach to machine the turn/mill component. 
These techniques will minimise the human interface to the system and also 
minimise the errors or mistakes made by users. Further research needs to 
consider the implementation of an expert system into the SCSTO 
architecture in order to cover a wider range of manufacturing aspects 
including for example inspection of the finished part which might be permit 
quality control to be done during the machining processes. 
iii. Apply the approach for turn/mill components with increasing 
number of axes to match the capabilities of modern machines that can have 
more than five axes. This research work focuses on individual rotational 
parts with limited machine axes and needs to be extended to include 
complex features with combinations of milling and turning features. 
iv. There is a need to provide support for collaborative design and 
manufacturing planning that might take place on a global basis. A possible 
method for achieving this is to arrange for output files in XML format 
because XML files can be supported by intern et interfaces so can be easily 
used to query and update data in the database over the internet for e-
manufacturing. A lot of research focuses on e-manufacturing and will 
increasingly use the XML format. The e-manufacturing will be one of the 
best solutions for global manufacturing because it will realise the concept of 
DABA or "Design Anywhere, Build Anywhere". 
v. Other life cycle activities. The most obvious activity to extend to is 
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the Production Planning area. i.e. including capacity and sequencing issues 
in manufacturing planning and base this on part descriptions which include 
STEP-NC knowledge. The point here is that if the manufacturing 
instructions are not machine-dependent (because they are in STEP-NC) then 
some of the constraints as to which machine is used would be removed from 
Production Planning. 
8.5 Conclusion 
This research work was motivated by industrial requirements of concurrent 
engineering, standard product data models and an integrated manufacturing 
environment, which are further reflected in process planning. The conclusions of 
the work can be elaborated as: 
i. The information modelling in this area addresses the problem of 
capturing and representing manufacturing information related to resources 
and processes. The interaction between the different types of models could 
provide a description of the products, how they should be manufactured, and 
what manufacturing resources should be used. This would provide an 
information platform upon which several different computer-based tools to 
support the innovation process can be built. This will allow the provision of 
reliable manufacturing information to assist in the performance of product 
development life cycle activities and related decisions. 
ii. SCSTO was developed to generate a Part 21 file based on machining 
features to support the interactive generation of process plans utilising 
feature extraction. The system was constructed using a structured 
methodology for its planning and object-oriented methods for its 
implementation. 
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iii. A case study component was tested to show that the new approach 
(STEP-NC) can generate code which is comparable to the currently used G-
code with some benefits such as the elimination of the post-processor. 
iv. Efforts are under way to fulfil the STEP-NC challenge by combining 
Parts II and 12, for turn/mill operations. STEP-NC forms a possible basis to 
satisfy the latest requirements and demands with respect to a bi-directional 
CAx process chain for machining. 
v. STEP-Ne forms a possible basis to satisfy the latest requirements 
and demands with respect to a bi-directional CAx process chain for 
machining. In addition its development as a future manufacturing platform 
to enable different process models to be integrated for the adaptable 
integration of CAD/CAPP/CAM and CNC will be a major avenue of 
research for years to come. 
It is expected that the recommended future extensions will enhance the 
usefulness of this research, and will meet the requirements for global interoperable 
manufacturing for real-life parts. 
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Appendix B - Summaries of Standards Document 
Standards by Name and Number 
I. Selected STEP Standards - Mechanical 
i. AP203 - Configuration controlled design of mechanical parts and 
assemblies (ISO 10303-203:1994) 
ii. AP213 - Numerical control process plans for machined parts (lSOIOIS 
10303-213) - cancelled and replaced by AP240 (below) 
iii. AP214 - Core data for automotive mechanical design processes (ISO 
\0303-214:200 I) 
iv. AP224 - Mechanical product definition for process planning using 
machining features (ISO 10303-224: 1999 (Edition I) & ISO \0303-
224:200 I (Edition 2) 
v. AP238 - Application interpreted model for numerical controllers 
(ISO/CD 10303-238) (CD Ballot successful in Fourth Quarter 2002) 
vi. AP240 - Process plans for machined parts (ISO/CD 10303-340) (DIS 
Ballot during First Quarter 2004) 
2. Related ISO Standards 
i. ISO 14649 (ISO TCI84/SCIIWG7) --- Physical device control - Data 
model for computerized numerical controllers 
a. Part I - Overview and fundamental principles (ISO/FDIS 14649-1) 
b. Part 10 - General process data (ISO/FDIS 14649-10) 
c. Part 11 - Process data for milling (lSO/FDIS 14649-11) 
d. Part 12 - Process data for turning (ISO/CD 14649-12) 
e. Part I11 - Tools for milling (ISO/FDIS 14649-111) 
f. Part 121 - Tools for turning (ISO/CD 14649-121) 
ii. ISO 13399 (ISO TC29/WG34) --- Cutting tool representation and 
exchange 
iii. ISO 6983-1:1982 (TCI84/SCI) - Numerical control of machines -
Program format and definition of address words - data format for 
positioning, line motion, !md contouring control systems 
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Summaries of Standard Documents 
Documents 
AP203 
AP213 
(Replaced by 
AP240) 
(See Below) 
Scope 
- Products that are mechanical parts and assemblies; 
- Product definition data and configuration control data pertaining 
to the design phase of a product's development; 
- The change of a design and data related to the documentation of 
the change process; 
- Five types of shape representations of a part, including 
wireframe and surface without topology, wireframe geometry 
with topology, manifold surfaces with topology, faceted 
boundary representation, and boundary representation; 
- Alternate representations of the data by different disciplines 
during the design phase of a product's life cycle; 
- Identification of government, industry, company or other 
specifications for design, process, surface finish, and materials 
which are specified by a designer as being applicable to the 
design ofthe product; 
- Identification of government, industry, company, or other 
standard parts for their inclusion in a product's design; 
- Data that are necessary for the tracking of a design's release; 
- Data that are necessary to track the approval of a design, a 
design aspect, or a configuration control aspect of a product; 
- - If a part is being designed under a contract, the identification 
of, and reference to, that contract under which the design is 
developed; . 
- The identification of the security classification of a single part 
when it is a component in an assembly; 
- Data that is used in, or results from, the analysis or test of a 
design that is used as evidence when considering a change to a 
design 
- Information from the planning activity that is contained in the 
NC process plans for machined parts; 
- Work instructions for the tasks required to manufacture a part, 
using numerical control. These instructions include: 
• References to the resources required to perform the work 
• The sequences of the work instructions 
• Relationships of the work to the part geometry 
- References to standards and specifications declared ID the 
process plan; 
- Information required to support the NC programming of 
processes specified in the process plan; 
- Information required to support in-process inspection specified 
in the process plan; 
Note - In-process inspection includes ,such tasks as using gage 
blocks or performing a probing operation to verify the 
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dimensional constraints placed upon the part. 
- Shop floor information specified in the process plan. 
Products of automotive manufacturers and their suppliers. These 
products include parts, assemblies of parts, tools, assemblies of 
tools, and raw materials. The considered parts include the 
constituents of the car body, of the power train, of the chassis, 
and of the interior. The tools include those specific to the 
products produced and used by various manufacturing 
technologies. Example: Typical manufacturing technologies 
are for: 
• Primary shaping: moulding or casting 
• Transforming: bending or stamping 
• Separating: milling or turning 
• Coating: painting or surface coating 
• Fitting: welding or riveting 
- Raw materials used to produce the parts or the tools; 
- Process plan information describing the relationships between 
parts, the tools used to manufacture them, and the tools used to 
manage the relationships between intermediate stages of part or 
tool development; 
- Product definition data and configuration control data for 
managing large numbers of automotive products during the 
design phase; 
- Data describing the changes that have occurred during the 
design phase, including tracking of the versions of a product 
and of the data related to the change-process documentation; 
- Identification of physically realized parts or tools (e.g., for 
prototype building); 
- Identification of standard parts, based on international, national, 
or industrial standards; 
- Release and approval data for product data; 
- Data that identify the supplier of a product and related contract 
information; 
- The following eight types of representation of the shape ofa part 
or tool: 
• 2D - wireframe representation 
• 3D - wireframe representation 
• Geometrically bounded surface representation 
• Topologically bounded surface representation 
• Faceted - boundary representation 
• Boundary representation 
• Compound shape representation 
• Constructive solid geometric representation 
- Representation of the shape of parts or tools that is a 
combination of two or more of these eight types of shape 
representation; 
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- Data that pertains to the presentation of the shape of the product; 
- Representation of portions of the shape of a part or tool by form 
features; 
- Product documentation represented on drawings; 
- References to product documentation represented in a format 
otherthan those specified by ISO 10303; 
Example: Other formats include physical clay models, digital data 
in other standard formats such as NC - data encoded according to 
ISO 6983, or text data encoded according to ISOIIEC 8879 
(SGML) 
Simulation data for the description of kinematics structures; 
Example: The simulation data for a windshield wiper may 
include the geometry of the windshield as well as the 
kinematics structure of the wiper, including all necessary links 
and joints. 
- Properties of parts or tools; 
- Data defining surface conditions; 
- Dimensional data and geometrical tolerance data. 
- This part of ISO 10303 specifies the application interpreted 
model for the information requirements defined by the ISO 14649 
Data model for computerized numerical controllers. 
- This part of ISO 10303 also specifies the use of the integrated 
resources necessary for the scope and information requirements of 
numerical controlled machining and associated processes, 
including the scope and information requirements defined by ISO 
14649. 
Note - The application activity model in the overview and the 
fundamental principles in ISO 14649-1 describe the processes and 
information flows that are the basis for the definition of the scope 
of this part ofISO 10303. 
- The following are within the scope of this part ofISO 10303: 
• Mechanical parts for manufacturing; 
'Manufacturing process descriptions, including 
manufacturing operations, sequences of operations, and 
associated information as defined in ISO 14649; 
• The AS-IS and TO-BE shapes of a mechanical part; 
• Manufacturing features of a part; 
• Manufacturing tolerance requirements of a part; 
• Tool requirements for machining operations; 
• Tool paths for machining operations; 
• Manufacture of mechanical products, using 
manufacturing processes defined in ISO 14649; 
• Manufacturing product discipline view. 
-This part of ISO 10303 specifies the use of the integrated 
resources necessary to define the scope and information 
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requirements of the exchange, sharing, and long-term data 
retention of computer-interpretable process plan information for 
both numerical control (NC) and manually operated applications 
and associated product definition data. 
Note - The application activity model provides a graphical 
representation of the processes and information flows, which are 
the basis for defining the scope of this part ofISO 10303. 
- The following are within the scope of this part ofISO 10303: 
• Information out of the planning activity that is contained 
in the process plans for machined parts, including: 
Numerical controlled machines Manual op_erations 
• The manufacture of a single-piece mechanical part and 
assemblies of single-piece parts for manufacturing 
purposes, including: 
i. Process data for part routing, which includes 
manufacturing process and setup sequencing 
ii. Process data for operation 
• Interface for capturing technical data out of the upstream 
application protocols, including: 
i. Product definition data, which includes tracking a 
design exception notice of a part 
11. Initial material definition data 
• Technical data for and out of the process planning for 
machined parts, including: 
i. Machining features for defining the shapes 
necessary for manufacturing 
11. Machining feature classification structure 
iii. Geometric and dimensional tolerances of the parts 
being manufactured 
iv. Materials and properties of the parts being 
manufactured 
• References to standards and specifications declared in 
the process plan; 
• Work instructions for the tasks required to manufacture 
a part, using numerical control, including: 
i. References to the resources required to perform the 
work 
ii. The sequences of the work instructions 
iii. Relationships of the work to the part geometry 
• Information required to support Ne programming of 
processes specified in the process plan; 
• Information required to support the in-process 
inspection specified in the process plan; 
Note - In-process inspection includes tasks such as using 
gauge blocks and performing a probing operation to 
verify the dimensional constraints placed upon the PJlrt. 
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• Shop floor information specified in the process plan. 
Note - Shop floor information contains items such as 
part routing, machine setup, and part loading 
instructions. 
Includes a data model for computerized numerical controllers, 
including an overview and fundamental principles. 
-This part of ISO 14649 specifies the process data that is 
generally needed for NC programming within all machining 
technologies. These data elements describe the interface between 
a computerized numerical controller and the programming system 
(i.e., CAM system or shopfloor programming system). On the 
programming system, the program for the numerical controller is 
created. This program includes geometric and technological 
information. It can be described using this part of ISO 14649 
together with the technology-specific parts (such as ISO 14649-
11). This part ofISO 14649 provides the control structures for the 
sequence of program execution, which is mainly the sequence of 
working steps and associated machine functions. 
-The "machining_schema" defined in this part of ISO 14649 
contains the definition of data types that are generally relevant for 
different technologies (e.g., milling, turning, grinding). The 
features for non-milling technologies like turning and EDM win 
be introduced when the technology-specific parts (such as ISO 
14649-12 for turning, ISO 14649-13 for EDM, and ISO 14649-14 
for contour cutting of wood and glass) are published. 
This schema includes the definition of the workpiece, a feature 
catalogue containing features that might be referenced by several 
technologies, the general executables, and the basis for an 
operation definition. 
-This part of ISO 14649 cannot stand alone. An implementation 
needs at least one technology-specific part (e.g., ISO 14649-11 
for milling or ISO 14649-12 for turning). 
-Additionally, the schema uses machining features similar to ISO 
10303-224 and ISO 10303-214. The description of process data is 
done using the EXPRESS language defined in ISO 10303 11. The 
encoding of the data is done using ISO 10303-21. 
-This part of ISO 14649 specifies the data elements needed as 
process data for milling. This part ofISO 14649 also specifies the 
technology-specific data elements needed as process data for 
milling. 
-Together with the general process data described in ISO 14649-
10, this part of ISO 14649 describes the interface between a 
computerized numerical controller and the programming system 
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(i.e., CAM system or shop floor programming system) used for 
milling. It can be used for milling operations on all types of 
ISOI4649-11 machines, such as milling machines, machining centres, or lathes 
with motorized tools capable of milling. 
-The subject of the milling_schema, which is described in this 
part of ISO 14649, is the definition of technology-specific data 
types representing the machining process for milling and drilling. 
This includes both milling of freeform surfaces as well as milling 
of prismatic workpieces (also known as 2Y:zD-milling). Not 
included in this schema are geometric items, representations, 
manufacturing features, executable objects, and base classes that 
are common for all technologies. These are referenced from ISO 
10303's generic resources and from ISO 14649-10. Process data 
is described using the EXPRESS language defined in ISO 10303-
I!. The encoding of the data is done using ISO 10303-21. 
-This part of ISOl4649 specifies the data elements needed as 
process data for turning. This part of ISO 14649 also specifies the 
technology-specific data elements needed as process data for 
turning. 
ISO 14649- -Together with the general process data described in ISO 14649-
12 10, it describes the interface between a computerized numerical 
controller and the programming system (Le., CAM system or 
shopfloor programming system) used for turning. It can be used 
for turning operations on all types of machines 
-This part of ISO 14649 specifies the data elements needed as 
tools for milling. They work together with ISO 14649-11, which 
IS014649- includes the process data for milling. These data elements can be 
used as the criteria for selecting one of several milling and drilling 111 type tools, not to describe the complete information about a 
particular tool. Therefore, leaving out optional attributes gives the 
controller more freedom to select from a larger set of tools. The 
NC is assumed to have access to the complete description of 
specific tools in a database. 
-The milling_tool_schema defined in this part of ISO 14649 
serves as a basic tool schema that includes only the most 
important information. It is intended to give the controller enough 
information to select the tool specified in the NC program. 
-In ISO 6983, the tool is defined just with its number (e.g., T8). 
No further information concerning the tool type or geometry is 
IS014649- given. This information is part of the tool set-up sheet, which is 
111 supplied with the machine's NC program. The tool set-up sheet gives the relationship between the tool location (e.g., slot 8) and 
the type of tool (e.g., "drill 4 mm"). 
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-The approach of this tool set-up sheet to ISO 14649-11 is to 
include the information that is contained in the Ne program's tool 
set-up sheet mentioned above. Therefore, the most important 
information that needs to be included in the tool description is: 
• Tool type 
• Tool geometry 
• Expected tool life 
-The tool schema does not include information that is part of the 
tool database. The tool database is related to the machine and the 
tools themselves but is independent of the Ne program. This 
means that data like the following data types are not included in 
the tool schema: 
• Normative tool life 
• Tool location in the tool changer 
-It is important to understand that all length measure types used in 
this Part are not tolerances length measure types, because they are 
used to describe the tools required for the manufacturing of a 
workpiece, not the actual dimensions of the tools available at the 
machine. Tool management must select a real tool based on the 
actual tool dimensions and the tolerances of features. 
-The overall structure of the tool description in this part of ISO 
14649 and ISO 14649-10 is the same one in ISO/DIS 13399-1. 
Many definitions of tool body and its geometry are referenced 
from the NIST tool model [NISTIR5707:Modeling of 
Manufacturing Resource Information, July,1995. 
-This part of ISO 14649 specifies the data elements needed as 
tools for turning. They work together with ISO 14649-12, which 
includes the process data for turning. These data elements can be 
used as a criteria to select one of several turning type tools, not to 
describe the complete information about a particular tool. 
Therefore, leaving out optional attributes gives the controller 
more freedom to select from a larger set of tools. The Ne is 
assumed to have access to the complete description of specific 
tools in a database. 
-The turning_tool_schema defined in this part of ISO 14649 
serves as a basic tool schema that includes only the most 
important information. It is intended to give the controller enough 
information to select the tool specified in the Ne program. 
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Appendix C - Turning Features Library Codes 
The following code is taken from general class "turningJeatures" library (TFL). In 
the code, Parent machining features and member machining features are declared as 
public variables respectively, to be able to call them from anywhere in the feature 
modeller. This will also make each parent feature a subclass of turningJeatures 
class. This code also presents how the inheritance structure is constructed 
throughout the TFL file. 
package iso14649; 
II Imports 
import java.utiI.ArrayList; 
public class turninlLfeature extends tw05D_manufacturingJeature { 
I I Constructors 
public turninlLfeatureO { } 
public turningJeature(String _its jd, workpiece _its _ workpiece, machining_ operation[] 
jts_operations,axis2ylacement_3d Jeatureylacement) { } 
} 
II Methods 
public ArrayList getyrop_namesO {return null;} 
public void set_attributesJromyart2IJine(String part21line, ArrayList A) { } 
public ArrayList get_attributesO { return null;} 
public ArrayList get_outputO { return null;} 
package iso 14649; 
II Imports 
import j ava. util.Array List; 
public class outer_round extends turningJeature { 
II Constructors 
public outeuoundO { } 
public outer_round(String jtsjd, workpiece jts_workpiece, machining_operation[] 
jts_operations, axis2ylacement_3d Jeatureylacement) { } 
II Methods 
public ArrayList getyrop_namesO {return null;} 
public void set_attributesJromyart21_line(String part21line, ArrayList A) { } 
public ArrayList get_attributesO { return null;} 
public ArrayList get_ outputO { return null;} 
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} 
package iso 14649; 
II Imports 
import j ava. util.Array List; 
public class outer_diameter extends outerJound { 
11 Fields 
public toleranced Jength _measure diameter _at-placement; 
public tolerancedJength_measure featureJength; . 
public Object reduced_size; 
11 Constructors 
public outer _ diameterO { } 
public outer_diameter(String_its_id, workpiece jts_workpiece, machining_operation[] 
jts _operations, axis2-placement_3d Jeature -placement, toleranced Jength _measure 
_diameter _ at-placement, toleranced _length_measure Jeature _length, Object 
_reduced_size) { } 
11 Methods 
public ArrayList get-prop_namesO {return null;} 
public void set_attributesJrom-part21_line(String part2Iline, ArrayList A) { } 
public void set_diameter_at-placement(tolerancedJength_measure 
_diameter_at-placement) { } 
} 
public void setJeature_length(tolerancedJength_measure JeatureJength) { } 
public void setJeduced_size(ObjectJeduced_size) { } 
public tolerancedJength_measure get_diameter_at-placementO { return null;} 
public tolerancedJength_measure getJeatureJengthO { return null;} 
public Object getJeduced_sizeO { return null;} 
public ArrayList get_attributesO { return null;} 
public ArrayList get_outputO { return null;} 
package iso 14649; 
11 Imports 
import java. util.ArrayList; 
public class outer_diameter_to_shoulder extends outerJound { 
11 Fields 
public toleranced Jength _measure diameter _ at-placement; 
public vee-profile v_shape_boundary; 
11 Constructors 
public outer_diameter_to_shoulderO { } 
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, 
public outer_diameter_to_shoulder(String _itsJd, workpiece Jts_workpiece, 
machining_ operation[] Jts_ operations, axis2 ylacement_3d Jeature ylacement, 
toleranced Jength_measure _diameter _ atylacement, vee yrofile _v_shape _boundary) { } 
II Methods 
public ArrayList getyrop_namesO { return null;} 
public void set_attributesJromyart2lJine(String part2lline, ArrayList A) { } 
public void set_diameter_atylacement(tolerancedJength_measure 
_diameter_atylacement) { } 
} 
public void set_v_shape_boundary(veeyrofile _v_shape_boundary) { } 
public tolerancedJength_measure get_diameter_atylacementO {return null;} 
public veeyrofile get_v_shape_boundaryO {return null;} 
public ArrayList get_attributesO { return null;} 
public ArrayList get_outputO { return null;} 
package iso 14649; 
11 Imports 
import java. util.ArrayList; 
public class revolvedJeature extends turningJeature { 
11 Fields 
public direction material_side; 
public tolerancedJength_measure radius; 
11 Constructors 
public revolved JeatureO { } 
public revolvedJeature(String Jts_id, workpiece _its_workpiece, machinin!Loperation[] 
_its_operations, axis2ylacement_3d Jeatureylacement, direction _material_side, 
tolerancedJength_measure Jadius) { } 
} 
11 Methods 
public ArrayList getyrop_namesO { return null;} 
public void set_attributesJromyart2lJine(String part2lline, ArrayList A) { } 
public void set_material_side(direction _material_side) { } 
public void setJadius(tolerancedJength_measure _radius) { } 
public direction get_ materiaLsideO { return null;} 
public toleranced_length_measure get_radiusO { return null;} 
public ArrayList get_attributesO { return null;} 
public ArrayList get_outputO { return null;} 
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package iso 14649; 
II Imports 
import j ava. util.ArrayList; 
public class revolvedJound extends revolved_feature { 
II Fields 
public partial_circular yrofile rounded_edge _shape; 
II Constructors 
public revolvedJoundO { } 
public revolved_round(String jtsjd, workpiece _its_workpiece, machining_operation[] 
jts _operations, axis2ylacement_3d Jeature ylacement, direction _material_side, 
toleranced_1ength_measure Jadius, partial_circularyrofile Jounded_edge_shape) { } 
II Methods 
public ArrayList getyrop_namesO { return null;} 
public void set_attributesJromyart21 Jine(String part21line, ArrayList A) { } 
public void setJounded_edge_shape(partial_circularyrofile Jounded_edge_shape) { } 
public partial_circularyrofile getJounded_edge_shapeO { return null;} 
public ArrayList get_attributesO { return null;} 
public ArrayList get_outputO { return null;} 
} 
package iso 14649; 
II Imports 
import java. util.ArrayList; 
public class revolved_flat extends revolved_feature { 
II Fields 
public linearyrofile flat_edge_shape; 
II Constructors 
public revolved _ flatO { } 
public revolved _ flat(String _its_id, workpiece jts _ workpiece, machinin~ operation[] 
jts_operations, axis2ylacement_3d Jeatureylacement, direction _material_side, 
tolerancedJength_measure Jadius, linearyrofile _flat_edge_shape) { } 
} 
II Methods 
public ArrayList getyrop_namesO {return null;} 
public void set_attributesJromyart21Jine(String part2lline, ArrayList A) { } 
public void set_flat_edge_shape(linearyrofile _flat_edge_shape) { } 
public linearyrofile get_flat_edge_shapeO { return null;} 
public ArrayList get_attributesO { return null;} 
public ArrayList get_outputO { return null;} 
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package iso14649; 
II Imports 
import j ava. util.Array List; 
public class groove extends revolved_feature { 
II Fields 
public open -profile sweep; 
I I Constructors 
public grooveO { } 
public groove(String JtsJd, workpiece Jts_workpiece, machining_operation[j 
_its_operations, axis2-placement_3d Jeature -placement, direction _material_side, 
toleranced_length_measure Jadius, open-profile _sweep) { } 
} 
II Methods 
public ArrayList get-prop_namesO { return null;} 
public void set_attributesJrom-part2IJine(String part211ine, ArrayList A) { } 
public void set_sweep(open-profile _sweep) { } 
public open-profile get_sweepO { return null;} 
public ArrayList get_attributesO { return null;} 
public ArrayList get_outputO { return null;} 
package iso 14649; 
II Imports 
import j ava. util.ArraYList; 
public class generalJevolution extends revolved_feature { 
II Fields 
public general-IJrotiIe outer_edge -profile; 
I I Constructors 
public generalJevolutionO { } 
public general_revolution(String _its Jd, workpiece Jts _ workpiece, 
machining_ operation[j Jts _operations, axis2 -IJlacement_3d Jeature -placement, direction 
_material_side, toleranced _length_measure _radius, general-profile _outer _ edge-profile) 
{} 
} 
II Methods 
public ArrayList get-prop_namesO {return null;} 
public void set_attributesJrom-IJart2IJine(String part211ine, ArrayList A) { } 
public void set_outer_edge-IJrotiIe(general-profile _outer_edge-profile) { } 
public general-IJrotiIe get_outer_edge-profileO { return null;} 
public ArrayList get_attributesO { return null;} 
public ArrayList geCoutputO { return null;} 
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package iso14649; 
II Imports 
import j ava. util.ArrayList; 
public class knurl extends turningJeature { 
II Fields 
public turningJeature base Jeature; 
public partial_area _definition partialJlrofile; 
public toleranced _length_measure tooth_depth; 
public toleranced_length_measure diametralJlitch; 
public toleranced_length_measure root_fillet; 
public Integer number_oCteeth; 
public toleranced Jength _ measure major_diameter; 
public toleranced_length_measure nominal_diameter; 
II Constructors 
public knurlO { } 
public knurl(String _its jd, workpiece jts_ workpiece, machining_ operation[] 
jts_operations, axis2Jllacement_3d JeatureJllacement, turning_feature _base_feature, 
partial_area _definition JlartialJlrofile, toleranced Jength _ measure _tooth_depth, 
toleranced _length_measure _ diametralJlitch, toleranced Jength_ measure _root_fillet, 
Integer _number _ oC teeth, toleranced Jength _ measure _major_diameter, 
tolerancedJength_measure _nominal_diameter) { } 
} 
II Methods 
public ArrayList getJlrop _namesO { return null;} 
public void set_attributesJromJlart2IJine(String part2Iline, ArrayList A) { } 
public void set_baseJeature(turningJeature _baseJeature) { } 
public void setJlartiaIJlrofile(partial_area_definition JlartialJlrofile) { } 
public void seUooth_depth(toleranced_length_measure _tooth_depth) { } 
public void set_diametraIJlitch(toleranced_length_measure _diametraIJlitch) { } 
public void set_root_fillet(tolerancedJength_measure Joot_fillet) { } 
public void set_number_oCteeth(Integer _number_oCteeth) { } 
public void set_major_diameter(toleranced_length_measure _major_diameter) { } 
public void set_nominal_diameter(tolerancedJength_measure _nominal_diameter) { } 
public turningJeature get_baseJeatureO { return null;} 
public partial_area_definition getJlartialJlrofileO {return null;} 
public toleranced_length_measure get_tooth_depthO { return null;} 
public tolerancedJength_measure get_diametralJlitchO { return null;} 
public tolerancedJength_measure get_root_filletO { return null;} 
public Integer get_number_oCteethO { return null;} 
public tolerancedJength_measure get_major_diameterO { return null;} 
public tolerancedJength_measure get_nominal_diameterO { return null;} 
public ArrayList gecattributesO { return null;} 
public ArrayList get_outputO { return null;} 
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package iso 14649; 
II Imports 
import java. util.ArrayList; 
public class straight_knurl extends knurl { 
11 Constructors 
public straight_ knurlO { } 
public straight_knurl(String JtsJd, workpiece Jts_workpiece, machininK-operation[] 
Jts_ operations, axis2-placement_3d Jeature -placement, turning_feature _base_feature, 
partial_area _definition -partial-profile, tolerancedJength_measure _tooth_depth, 
toleranced Jength _measure _diametral-pitch, toleranced Jength_ measure _root_fillet, 
Integer _number _ oC teeth, toleranced Jength _ measure _major_diameter, 
toleranced _length_measure _nominal_diameter) { } 
} 
11 Methods 
public ArrayList get-prop_namesO {return null;} 
public void set_attributes Jrom -part2l Jine(String part211ine, ArrayList A) { } 
public ArrayList get_ attributesO { return nuH;} 
public ArrayList get_outputO { return null;} 
package iso 14649; . 
11 Imports 
import j ava. util.Array List; 
public class diagonal_knurl extends knurl { 
11 Fields 
public Double helix_angle; 
11 Constructors 
public diagonal_ knurlO { } 
public diagonal_knurl(String JtsJd, workpiece _its_workpiece, machininK-operation[] 
Jts _operations, axis2-placement_3d Jeature -placement, turning_feature _base Jeature, 
partial_area _definition -partial-profile, tolerancedJength _ measure _tooth_depth, 
toleranced Jength_ measure _ diametral-pitch, toleranced Jength_ measure Joot_fillet, 
Integer _number _ oCteeth, toleranced Jength _ measure _major_diameter, 
tolerancedJength_measure _nominal_diameter, Double _helix_angle) { } 
} 
11 Methods 
public ArrayList get-prop_namesO { return null;} 
public void set_attributesJrom-part2IJine(String part21line, ArrayList A) { } 
public void set_helix _ angle(Double _helix_angle) { } 
public Double get_helix_angleO { return nuH;} 
public ArrayList get_attributesO { return nuH;} 
public ArrayList get_outputO { return nuH;} 
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package iso 14649; 
II Imports 
import j ava. util.Array List; 
public class diamond_knurl extends knurl { 
11 Fields 
public Double helix I_angle; 
public Double helix2_angle; 
II Constructors 
public diamond _ knurlO { } 
public diamond _ knurl(String jts jd, workpiece jts _ workpiece, machining_ operation[] 
_its_operations, axis2.Jllacement_3d jeature .Jllacement, turnin/Lfeature _base_feature, 
partial_area _definition .Jlartial.Jlrofile, toleranced _length_measure _tooth_depth, 
toleranced Jength _measure _ diametral.Jlitch, toleranced Jength_ measure Joot_fillet, 
Integer _number _of_teeth, toleranced Jength _ measure _major_diameter, 
tolerancedJength_measure _nominal_diameter, Double _helix I_angle, Double 
_ helix2 _angle) { } 
} 
11 Methods 
public ArrayList get.Jlrop_namesO {return null;} 
public void set_ attributesjrom .Jlart21 Jine(String part21line, ArrayList A) { } 
public void set_helix 1_ angle(Double _ helix 1_ angle) { } 
public void set_helix2_angle(Double _helix2_angle) { } 
public Double get_helixl_angleO { return null;} 
public Double get_helix2_angleO { return null;} 
public ArrayList get_attributesO { return null;} 
public ArrayList get_ outputO { return null;} 
package iso 14649; 
11 Imports 
irnport java. util.ArrayList; 
public class tool_knurl extends knurl { 
11 Constructors 
public tool_knurlO { } 
public tool_ knurl(String jts jd, workpiece jts _ workpiece, machining_ operation[] 
_its_operations, axis2.Jllacement_3d jeature.Jllacement, turningJeature _basejeature, 
partial_area_ definition .Jlartial.Jlrofile, toleranced _length_measure _tooth_depth, 
tolerancedJength_measure _diametral.Jlitch, toleranced_length_measure Joot_fillet, 
Integer _number _ oCteeth, toleranced Jength _ measure _major_diameter, 
tolerancedJength_measure _nominal_diameter) { } 
11 Methods 
public ArrayList get.Jlrop_namesO { return null;} 
public void set_attributesjromJlart21_line(String part211ine, ArrayList A) { } 
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} 
public ArrayList get_ attributesO { return null;} 
public ArrayList get_ outputO { return null;} 
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Appendix D - Activity Diagrams 
Activity Diagrams - Starting Header 
User Dia/og Turn/Mill System Database 
. 
T Check if Enter 
Fill the all the Header 
Header 
Not ent r 
• Error Message all Bla1 ~ 
Enter 
all 
Fill the ~ Thank You Header Footer 
Check if Enter 
all the Footer 
Not enter 
• 
Error Message all Blank / 
Enter 
all 
Thank You Footer 
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Activity Diagrams - Machining Parameter 
User Dia/og Turn/Mill System Database 
r 
Fill in Check if Fill in 
Machining all parameter 
Parameter 
Not fill in 
Error Message all / 
• 
Fill in 
all 
Dialog for 
parameters 
Check number 
Invalid 
• 
Error Message / 
Valid 
• 
Thank you 
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Activity Diagrams - New Feature 
User Dia/og Turn/Mill System Database 
i 
Press Button Check if 
New feature Feature 
Part does 
• 
Error Message not exist 
Part 
does 
Enter feature Dialog for exist 
parameter 
-
parameter 
I Create new feature 
I 
Validate new 
feature 
h"nvalid Delete new 
-
feature 
Error message Valid I 
• 
Get Interacting 
feature 
I 
Validate new 
feature 
Confirmation Valid / Invalid 
• 
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Activity Diagrams - STEP File 
User Dia/og Turn/MiIl System Database 
i Check if 
Press STEP Parameter 
File Button complete 
Not 
• 
Error Message complete /"-
Enter feature I-f- Dialog for parameters parameters 
Complete 
I 
Validate 
Valid Invalid 
• 
Display STEP / 
File Text 
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Implementation Case Study Component No 1 
The value of this research work is highlighted by the use of two case studies, one 
related to the representation of a standard turning component and the other, the 
representation of a turn-mill component machined with a turning centre. Both 
components have been designed using Unigraphics NX3. The operation planning 
for the two components requires different types of machining and has different 
demands on the number of machine axes, features, and the number of set-ups and 
level of complexity. In each case, the goal has been to make the product's process-
planning more efficient, faster and if possible more secure. 
The process for completed the case study component including pictorial views are 
shown in figures El - E8. The first component is a standard turning component 
based on ISO 14949 Part 12 and has been machined by a Haas Turning machine in 
Kolej Universiti Teknologi Tun Hussein Onn, Malaysia. DataPilot 3190 version 
5.31 from Heidenhein was chosen to program this component because the geometry 
for the blank and the machined component is described with interactive graphics as 
shown. DataPilot with TURN PLUS aIlows the user to program the contour using 
the dimensions from the drawing in either Cartesian or polar coordinates and also in 
absolute or incremental form. With TURN PLUS the author can create NC 
programs in a very short time after e(ltering the geometry for the blank and 
machined part. Having selected the material and clamping devices, TURN PLUS 
does everything else automaticaIly. TURN PLUS selects the machining strategy, 
generates the work plan, selects the tools and cutting data, and generates the NC 
blocks both for turning operations as well as for face and lateral-surface machining. 
The case study component based on ISO 14649 Part 12 (ISO 14649) has seven 
machiningJeatures; 2 circularJace, 2 outer_diameter, 1 general_revolution, 1 
groove, 1 cutjn. The final shape is machined by 2 setups; setup 1 is for right side 
features and setup 2 if for left side features. 
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Figure El: Drawing for Case Study Component 
E2:Unigraphic NX3 Modelling 
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Figure E3: Material Aluminium 
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Figure E7: Haas CNC Turning Machine 
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Figure E8: Final part 
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ISO-I 0303-21; 
HEADER; 
FILE_DESCRIPTlON(('EXAMPLE OF NC PROGRAMME FOR TURNING: 
COMPLEX DESIGN.'),'I '); 
FILE_NAME('CASE STUDY COMPONENT NO 1 '); 
FILE _ SCHEMAO; 
ENDSEC; 
DATA; 
#1=WORKPIECE(,SIMPLE WORKPIECE',#2,0.01,$,$,$,()); 
#2=MATERIAL('ALUMINIUM',(#3)); 
#3=PROPER TY ] ARAMETER(,E=200000NIM2'); 
#4=RIGHT_CIRCULAR_CYLINDER('WORKPIECE PIECE', #5,175.0,35.0); 
#5=AXISI]LACEMENT('WORKPIECE PIECE PLACEMENT',#6,#7); 
#6=CARTESIAN]OINT('WORKPIECE PIECE: LOCATION ',(0.000,0.000,0.000)); 
#7=DIRECTION(, AXIS ',(0.000,0.000,1.000)); 
#IO=REVOLVED]LAT(,REVOL VED FLAT 1',#1,(#22,#23),#172,#176,21.0,#178); 
# 11 =REVOL VED ]LA T('REVOL VED FLAT 2',# 1 ,(#31 ,#32),# 183# 187,12.0,# 189); 
#12=GENERAL_REVOLUTlON('GENERAL_REVOLUTlON 
I' ,# 1,(#20,#21 ),# 194,# 198,21.0,#200); 
#13=ROUND_HOLE(,HOLEI FLAT BOTTOM 
',# 1,(#26,#27,#28),#207,#215,#216,$,#217); 
#14=OUTER_DIAMETER('OUTER_DIAMETER 1',#1,(#29,#30), 
#218,#222,#223,#224); 
#15=GROOVE(,GROOVE 1 ',# 1,(#24,#25), #226,#230,35.0,#232); 
# 16=GROOVE(,CUT _IN',# 1,(#33),#236,#240,18.4,#242); 
#20=CONTOURING_ROUGH($,$,'ROUGH 
GENERALREVOLUTlON 1 ',30.000,$,#280,#61,#60,# 130,# 130,# 131,0.5); 
#21=CONTOURING]INISH($,$,'FINISH GENERAL REVOLUTION 
1 ',30.000,$,#280,#61 ,#60,# 130,#130,#132,0.0); 
#22=FACING_ROUGH($,$,'ROUGH CIRCULAR FACE 
2',50.000,$,#280,#63,#60,# 133,# 134,#135,0.500); 
#23=FACING]INISH($,$,'FINISH CIRCULAR FACE 
2',50.000,$,#280,#63,#60,# 133,# 134,#136,0.0); 
#24=GROOVING_ROUGH($,$,'ROUGH GROOVE 
1 ',30.000,$,#285,#65,#60,# 137,# 137,# 138,$,0.500); 
#25=GROOVING]INISH($,$,'FINISH GROOVE 
1 ',30.000,$,#285,#65,#60,# 137,#137,#139,$,0.0); 
#26= DRILLING($,$,'DRILL HOLE 1 ',30.000,$,#289,#66,#67,$,$,$,$,$,# 140); 
#27= REAMING($,$,'REAM HOLE 1 ',30.000,$,#293,#69,#67,$,$,$,$,$,# 141,. T.,$,$); 
#29=CONTOURING_ROUGH($,$,'ROUGH OUTER DIAMETER 
1 ',30.000,$,#280,#61,#60,# 130,#130,#131,0.5); 
#30=CONTOURING]INISH($,$,'FINISH OUTER_DIAMETER 
1 ',30.000,$,#280,#61,#60,# 130,# 130,#132,0.0); 
#31 =FACING_ROUGH($,$,'ROUGH CIRCULAR FACE 
1 ',50.000,$,#280,#63,#60,# 133,# 134,#135,0.500); 
#32=FACING]INISH($,$,'FINISH CIRCULAR FACE 
• 
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1',50.000,$,#280,#63,#60,# 133,# 134,# 136,0.0); 
#33=CUTTING _ IN($,$,'CUTTING IN 1 ',50.000,$,#297,#70,#60,# 1 42,#1 42,# 1 43,$,0.0); 
#34=PROJECT(TURNING EXAMPLE 1 ',#35,(#1),$,$,$); 
#35=WORKPLAN('MAIN WORKPLAN',(#36,#37),$,#52,$); 
#36=WORKPLAN(,WORK PLAN FOR 
SETUP 1 ',(#38,#39,#40,#41,#42,#43,#44,#45),$,$,$); 
#37=WORKPLAN(,WORK PLAN FOR SETUP2',(#47,#48,#49,#50,#51),$,#54,$); 
#38=MACHINING_ WORKINGSTEP('WS ROUGH CIRCULAR]ACE 2',#56,#1 1,#22); 
#39=MACHINING_ WORKINGSTEP('WS FINISH CIRCULAR]ACE 2',#56,#1 1,#23); 
#40=MACHINING_ WORKINGSTEP('WS ROUGH GENERAL_REVOLUTION 
1 ',#56,#1 2,#20); 
#41=MACHINING_ WORKINGSTEP('WS FINISH GENERAL_REVOLUTION 
1 ',#56,#1 2,#21); 
#42=MACHINING_ WORKINGSTEP('WS ROUGH GROOVE 1',#56,#15,#24); 
#43=MACHINING_ WORKINGSTEP('WS FINISH GROOVE 1',#56,#15,#25); 
#44=MACHINING_ WORKINGSTEP('WS DRILLING',#56,# 1 3,#26); 
#45=MACHINING_ WORKINGSTEP('WS REAMING',#56,#13,#27); 
#47=MACHINING_ WORKINGSTEP('WS ROUGH CIRCULAR]ACE 1 ',#56,#10,#30); 
#48=MACHINING_ WORKINGSTEP('WS FINISH CIRCULAR] ACE 1 ',#56,#1 0,#3 I); 
#49=MACHINING_ WORKINGSTEP('WS ROUGH OUTER_DIAMETER 
2',#56,#14,#28); 
#50=MACHINING_ WORKINGSTEP('WS FINISH OUTER_DIAMETER 
2',#56,#14,#29); 
#51 =MACHINING_ WORKINGSTEP('WS FINISH CUT_IN 1 ',#56,#16,#32); 
#52=SETUP(,SETUP 1 ',#1 03,#56,(#53»; 
#53=WORKPIECE _ SETUP(,# 1 07,$,$,$); 
#54=SETUP(,SETUP 2',#1 1 1,#56,(#55»; 
#55=WORKPIECE_SETUP(,#115,$,$,$); 
#56=PLANE('SECURITY PLANE',# 119); 
#60=TURNING_MACHINE]UNCTlONS(.T·,$,$,O,.F·,$,$,O,$,$,$); 
#61=TURNINGJECHNOLOGY($,.TCP.,#62,0.300,.F.,.F.,.F.,$); 
#62=CONST_SPINDLE_SPEED(500); 
#63=TURNING_TECHNOLOGY($,.TCP.,#64,0.300,.F.,.F.,.F.,$); 
#64=CONST _SPINDLE _ SPEED(500); 
#65=TURNING TECHNOLOGY($,.TCP.,#66,0.300,.F.,.F.,.F.,$); 
#66=CONST _ SPINDLE_SPEED(200); 
#67= MILLING_MACHINE]UNCTlONS(.T.,$,$,.F.,$,O,.T.,$,$,O); 
#66= MILLING _ TECHNOLOGY(0.030,. TCP .,$,1 6.000,$,.F.,.F .,.F .,$); 
#69= MILLING _ TECHNOLOGY(0.030,. TCP .,$,1 8.000,$,.F.,.F .,.F .,$); 
#70=TURNING TECHNOLOGY($,.TCP.,#71,0.300,.F.,.F.,.F.,$); 
#71= CONST_SPINDLE_SPEED (lOO); 
#130=PLUNGE_RAMP($,45.000); 
# 13 1 =UNIDIRECTlONAL_ TURNING($,$,(3.000),$,$,$,$,$,2.000,$,$); 
#1 32=UNIDIRECTIONAL_TURNING($,$,(0.500),$,$,$,$,$,$,$,$); 
#1 33=PLUNGE_RAMP($,30.000); 
#1 34=PLUNGE_RAMP($,40.000); 
# 13 1 =UNIDIRECTlONALJURNING($,.T.,(3.000),$,$,$,$,$,2.000,$,$); 
#1 32=UNIDIRECTlONAL_ TURNING($,.F.,(0.500),$,$,$,$,$,$,$,$); 
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# I 37=PLUNGE JOOL _AXIS($); 
#138=MUL TISTEP _GROOVING _ STRA TEGY($,.T.,(3.000),$,$,5.0,3.0); 
#139=CONTOURJURNING($,.F.,(0.500),$,$,$); 
# 140= DRILLING _ TYPE_ STRA TEGY(75.000,50.000,5.000,50.000, 75.000,40.000); 
#141 = DRILLING_TYPE_STRA TEGY($,$,$,$,$,$); 
# I 42=PLUNGE _TOOL _AXIS($); 
# 143= GROOVING _ STRA TEGY($,.T.,(1.0),$,$,5.000); 
#103=AXIS2]LACEMENT_3D{,SETUP 1',#104,#105,#106); 
#1 04=CARTESIAN]OINT{,SETUPI : LOCATION ',(0.000,0.000,0.000»; 
#105=D1RECTION{, AXIS ',(1.000,0.000,0.000»; 
#106=D1RECTION{, REF _D1RECTION',(O.OOO,O.OOO, 1.000»; 
# I 07=AXIS2]LACEMENT _3D{'WORKPIECE',# I 08,# I 09,#11 0); 
#1 08=CARTESIAN]OINT('WORKPIECEI : LOCATION ',(0.000,0.000,0.000»; 
#109=D1RECTION{, AXIS ',(1.000,0.000,0.000)); 
#IIO=D1RECTION{, REF _D1RECTION',(O.000,0.000,1.000»; 
#1 I I=AXIS2]LACEMENT_3D{,SETUP 2',#111,#112,#113); 
#1 12=CARTESIAN]OINT{,SETUP2: LOCATION ',(0.000,0.000,0.000»; 
#1 13=D1RECTION{, AXIS ',(1.000,0.000,0.000»; 
#114=D1RECTION{, REF _D1RECTION',(O.000,0.000,1.000»; 
# 115=AXIS2 ]LACEMENT _3D{'WORKPIECE I ',#116,# 117,# 118); 
#116=CARTESIAN]OINT('WORKPIECE I : LOCATION ',(0.000,0.000,0.000»; 
#117=D1RECTION(' AXIS ',(1.000,0.000,0.000»; 
#118=D1RECTION{, REF _D1RECTION',(O.000,0.000,1.000»; 
#119=AXIS2_PLACEMENT _3D{'SECURITY PLANE',#120,#121,#122); 
# 120=CARTESIAN ]OINT{,SECPLANE: LOCATION ',(0.000,0.000,50.000)); 
#121=D1RECTION{, AXIS ',(1.000,0.000,0.000»; 
#122=D1RECTION{, REF _D1RECTION',(O.000,0.000,1.000»; 
#172=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D{'PLACEMENT END FACE 1',#173,#174,#175); 
#173=CARTESIAN]OINT{,END FACE I: LOCATION ',(0.000,0.000,-2.500»; 
#1 74=D1RECTION{, AXIS ',(1.000,0.000,0.000»; 
#175=D1RECTION{, REF _D1RECTION',(O.OOO,O.OOO, 1.000»; 
#176=D1RECTION{, MATERIAL_SIDE',(O.OOO,O.OOO,-I.OOO»; 
#178=LINEAR]ROFILE{' REVOLVED ]LAT _RADlUS',#179,21.000); 
#179=AXIS2]LACEMENT_3D{'PLACEMENT END FACE 1',#180,#181,#182); 
#180=CARTESIAN]OINT{,END FACE I: LOCATION ',(0.000,0.000,0.000»; 
#181=D1RECTION{, AXIS ',(0.000,0.000,1.000)); 
#182=D1RECTION{, REF _D1RECTION',(1.000,0.000,0.000»; 
#1 83=AXIS2]LACEMENT _3D{,PLACEMENT REVOLVED FLAT 2',#73,#74,#75); 
#1 84=CARTESIAN]OINT{, REVOLVED FLAT2: LOCATION ',(0.000,0.000,-2.500»; 
#1 85=D1RECTION{, AXIS ',(1.000,0.000,0.000)); 
#1 86=D1RECTION{, REF _D1RECTION',(O.OOO,O.OOO, 1.000»; 
# I 87=D1RECTION{, MATERIAL _ SIDE',(O.OOO,O.OOO,-I.OOO»; 
#1 89=LINEAR ]ROFILE{' REVOLVED ]LAT _ RADlUS',# 190, 12.000); 
#190=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D{'LINEAR]ROFlLE',#191,#I92,#193); 
#191=CARTESIAN]OINT{,END FACE I: LOCATION ',(0.000,0.000,0.000»; 
#1 92=D1RECTION{, AXIS ',(0.000,0.000,1.000»; 
#193=D1RECTION{, REF _D1RECTION',(I.000,O.OOO,O.OOO»; 
#1 94=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D{'PLACEMENT GENERAL_REVOLUTION 
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1',#195,#196,#197); 
#195=CARTESIAN]OINT(, GENERAL_REVOLUTION: LOCATION ',(0.000,0.000,-
2.500»; 
#1 96=DIRECTION(, AXIS ',(1.000,0.000,0.000»; 
#197=DIRECTION(, REF _DIRECTION',(O.OOO,O.OOO,I.OOO»; 
#1 98=DIRECTION(, MATERIAL_SIDE',(-I.OOO,O.OOO,O.OOO»; 
#200=GENERAL ]ROFILE($,#201); 
#20 I =POL YLINE(",(#202,#203,#204,#205,#206»; 
#202=CAR TESIAN ]OINT(",(21.000,0.000, 0.000»; 
#203=CARTESIAN]OINT(",(23.000,0.000,5.000»; 
#204=CARTESIAN]OINT(",(23.000,0.000,55.000»; 
#205=CARTESIAN]OINT(",(35.000,0.000,55.000»; 
#206=CARTESIAN]OINT(",(35.000,0.000, 95.000»; 
#207= AXIS2 ]LACEMENT _3D(HOLE3',#208,#209,#210); 
#208= DIRECTION(",(O.,O., I.»; 
#209= DIRECTION(",(I.,O.,O.»; 
#210= CARTESIAN]OINT(",(O.,O.,O.»; 
#211=AXIS2]LACEMENT_3D(",#212,#213,#214); 
#2i2=CARTESIAN]OINT(",(0.000,0.000,-40.000»; 
#2 I 3=DIRECTION(",(0.000000,0.000000, I. 000000»; 
#214=DIRECTION(" ,(1.000000,0.000000,0.000000»; 
#215=PLANE(",#211); 
#216= TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(15.0,#25 I); 
#217=FLAT_HOLE_BOTTOMO; 
#218=AXIS2 ]LACEMENT _3D(,PLACEMENT OUTER_DIAMETER 
1',#219,#220,#221); 
#219=CARTESIAN]OINT(, OUTER_DIAMETER 2: LOCATION ',(0.000,0.000,-
77.500»; 
#220=DIRECTION(, AXIS ',(1.000,0.000,0.000»; 
#221 =DIRECTION(, REF _DIRECTION',(O.OOO,O.OOO, 1.000»; 
#222=TOLERANCED _LENGTH _ MEASURE(56.000,#25I ); 
#223=TOLERANCED _LENGTH _ MEASURE(75.000,#25I ); 
#224=DIAMETER _TAPER; 
#225=TOLERANCED _LENGTH _ MEASURE(24.000,#251); 
#226=AXIS2 ]LACEMENT _3D(,PLACEMENT GROOVE 1',#227,#228,#229); 
#227=CARTESIAN]OINT(, GROOVE I : LOCATION ',(0.000,0.000, -67.500»; 
#228=DIRECTION(, AXIS ',(1.000,0.000,0.000»; 
#229=DIRECTION(, REF _DIRECTION',(O.OOO,O.OOO, 1.000»; 
#230=D IRECTION(, MATERIAL _ SIDE',( -1.000,0.000,0.000»; 
#232=SQUARE U PROFILE(,#234,0,#235,0); 
#233=TOLERANCED _LENGTH _ MEASURE(20.000,#25I ); 
#234=TOLERANCED _LENGTH _ MEASURE(0.000,#25I ); 
#235=TOLERANCED _LENGTH _ MEASURE(0.000,#25I ); 
#236=AXIS2 ]LACEMENT _3D(,PLACEMENT CUT_IN 1',#237,#238,#239); 
#237=CARTESIAN]OINT(, CUT_IN I: LOCATION ',(0.000,0.000, -32.500»; 
#238=DIRECTION(, AXIS ',(1.000,0.000,0.000»; 
#239=DIRECTION(, REF _ DIRECTION',(O.OOO,O.OOO,I.OOO»; 
#240=DIRECTION(, MATERIAL_ SIDE',( -1.000,0.000,0.000»; 
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IS014649 Part 21 Physical File for Case Study Component No 1- (continued) 
#242=SQUARE_U]ROFILE(#243,#244,0.0,#245,0.0); 
#243=TOLERANCED _LENGTH _ MEASURE(3.000,#251); 
#244=TOLERANCED _LENGTH _MEASURE(0.000,#25I ); 
#245=TOLERANCED _LENGTH _MEASURE(0.000,#25I ); 
#251 = PLUS_MINUS _V ALUE(O.I 00,0.1 00,3); 
#280=TURNING_MACHINEJOOL(",#281,,120,40,$) 
#281 =GENERAL _TURNING _ TOOL(#282,.LEFT.,40,60,.CW.); 
#282=TOOL_DIMENSION($,$,$,$,25,5,7,3,5,0.5,$); 
#283=CUTTING _ COMPONENT(O.OOOOOO,$,$,$,$); 
#285=TURNING_MACHINE_TOOL(",#286,(#288),120,40,$) 
#286=GROOVING_TURNING_TOOL(#287,.LEFT.,40,60,.CW.,1O.0, $); 
#287= TOOL_DIMENSION($,$,$,$,$,$,$,$,$,0.5,$); 
#288=CUTTING_COMPONENT(40.000,$,$,$,$); 
#289= MILLING_CUTTING_TOOLCSPIRAL_DRILL_15MM',#290,(#292),90.000,$,$); 
#290= TWIST _ DRILL(#290,2,.RIGHT.,.F.,0.840); 
#291 = MILLING _ TOOL_DIMENSION(15.000,31.000,0.1 00,45.000,2.000,5.000,8.000); 
#292= CUTTING_COMPONENT(90.000,$,$,$,$); 
#293= MILLING_CUTTING JOOL('REAMER _ 22MM',#294,(#296), I 00.000,$,$); 
#294= REAMER(#295,6,$,.F.,$,$); 
#295= MILLlNGJOOL_DIMENSION(15.000,$,$,$,$,$,$); 
#296= CUTTING _ COMPONENT(1 00.000,$,$,$,$); 
#297=TURNING_MACHINE_TOOL(",#298,(#300),$,$,$) 
#298= USER_DEFINED_TURNING_TOOL(#299,.LEFT.,40,60,.CW.,1O.0, $); 
#299= TOOL_DIMENSION($,$,$,$,$,$,$,$,$,$,$); 
#300=CUTTING _ COMPONENT( 40.000,$,$,$,$); 
ENDSEC; 
END-ISO-1 0303-21; 
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%yusri.nc 
PROGRAMMKOPF 
#MATERIAL C 45 
#MASCHINE DMGCTX20 
#SCHLITTEN $1 
#SYNCHRO 0 
#WERKSTUECK turn 
#FIRMA KUiTTHO 
#AUTOR Yusri 
#DATUM 02.01.106 
#EINSPANNDURCHM 75 
#AUSSPANNLAENGE 160 
#SPANNDRUCK 10 
REVOLVER I [TURRET I] 
T2 ID"I I 1-80-080.1 " 
T4 ID"151-600.2" 
T6 ID"121-55-040.1" 
TII ID"342-300.1" 
[ PROGRAM HEAD] 
[MATERIAL] 
[MACHINE] 
[SLIDE] 
[SYNCHRO] 
[PIECE] 
[DEPT.] 
[AUTHOR] 
[DATE] 
[ CLAMP. DIAM.] 
[ CLAMP. LENGTH] 
[CLAMP. PRESS.] 
SPANNMITTEL I [CHUCKING EQUIPMENT I] 
[ Zero point displacement Z348] 
HI ID"KH250" 
H2 ID"HB240" X75 QI. 
ROHTEIL [ BLANK] 
NI G20 X75 ZI80 K2 
FERTlGTEIL [ FINISHED PART] 
N2 GO XO Z-170 
N3 Gl Z-30 
N4 GI X30 
N5 GI ZO 
N6GI X42 
N7 GI X46 Z-5 
N8 GI Z-55 
N9GI X70 
NIOGI Z-65 
Nil Gl X54 
NI2 GI Z-85 
NI3 GI X70 
NI4 GI Z-95 
NI5GIX55 
NI6 GI X24 Z-170 
NI7 GI XO 
Appendix G 
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G&M Code for Case Study Component No 1 (continued) 
BEARBEITUNG [ MACHINING 1 
[ Centr.predrilling - Outside - Centric - Front face 1 
NI8 G65 HI XO Z-218 DI 
NI9 G65 H2 X75 Z-218 DJ QI 
N20GI4QO 
N21 G26 S2000 
N22 G97 SIOOO M4 
N23 T11 
N24G95 FO.2 
N25 MI08 
N26MI07 
N27GOZ5 
N28 GOXO 
N29 G147K2 
N30 G74 Z-30 P75 18 J30 EO KO 
N31 G14 QO 
N32MI09 
[ Roughing - Transversal- Outside - Front face 1 
N33T2 
N34 G96 S220 G95 FO.2 M4 
N35 MI08 
N36MI07 
N37 GO X81 Z5 
N38 G47 P3 
N39 G820 NS6 NE6 PI 11 KO.3 EO Z-156 A90 W270 Q2 V3 D4 
N40GOX48 
N41 GO Z5 
N42MI09 
[ Roughing - Longitudinal - Outside 1 
N43 G95 F0.45 
N44MI08 
N45 MI07 
N46 GO X81 Z3.3 
N47G47P3 
N48 G810 NS7 NEI4 P2 11 KO.3 EO Z-156 AO WI80 Q2 V3 D4 
N49 GO Z3.3 
N50 GO X81 
N51GI4QO 
N52 MI09 
[ Contour cutting - Outside 1 
N53 T4 
N54 G96 SI80 G95 FO.25 M4 
.N55 MI08 
N56 MI07 
N57 GO Z-83.5 
N58 GOX77 
N59G47P2 
N60 G860 NSII NEI3 lOA KO.3 Z-156 V3 HO 
N61 GOX77 
Appendix"G 
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N62 GO Z-83.5 
N63 GO X250 Z3 
N64Gl4QO 
N65 MI09 
[ Finishing - Contourparallel- Outside 1 
N66T6 
N67 G96 S280 G95 FO.2 M4 
N68MlO8 
N69 MI07 
N70GOX36Z3 
N71 G47 P2 
N72 G890 NS6 NElO EO.2 V3 H4 Z-155 DJ 
N73 GO X70 Z-82.6 
N74 Gl Z-85 
N75 MI09 
[ Finishing - Contourparallel - Outside 1 
N76 MI08 
N77 MI07 
N78 G47 P2 
N79 G890 NSI4 EO.2 V3 Q3 HO Z-155 DJ 176 K-92 
N80Gl4QO 
N81 M9 
N82M30 
ENDE [END] 
Appendix G 
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Appendix H - Operation Plan for Case Study Component 2 
Operation Plan for Component 2 
Material: Aluminium 
Op. Op. Op. Description Tool Tool Spindle Cutting 
No Type No. description speed feed 
I Turn Face the billet Tt Facing tool 3600 0.2 
2 Turn Rough the external T2 External 3600 0.2 
profile turning tool 
3 Turn Finish external T3 External 3600 0.1 
profile turning tool 
4 Turn Rough the internal T2 Internal 3600 0.2 
profile turning tool 
5 Turn Finish the internal T3 Internal 3600 0.1 
profile turning tool 
6 Turn Rough external T2 2mmExternal 3600 0.2 
grooving grooving tool 
7 Turn Finish external T3 2mmExternal 3600 0.1 
grooving grooving tool 
7 Mill Mill slot T4 10mmEnd 3600 0.2 
mill 
8 Turn Part off T5 3mm parting 3600 0.05 
off tool 
9 Turn Workpiece transfer 3600 
10 Turn Rough facing T2 Facing tool 3600 0.2 
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Op. Op. 
No Type 
11 Turn 
12 Turn 
13 Drill 
14 Turn 
15 Turn 
16 Mill 
Operation Plan for Component 2 (continued) 
Material' Aluminium 
Op. Description Tool Tool 
No. description 
Rough external T2 External 
profile turning tool 
Finish external T3 External 
profile turning tool 
Drilling T6 Drilling tool 
Rough internal T2 External 
profile turning tool 
Finish internal T3 External 
profile turning tool 
Drill ho les in face T7 3mm standard 
drilling tool 
Appendix H 
Spindle Cutting 
speed feed 
3600 0.2 
3600 0.1 
3600 0.2 
3600 0.2 
3600 0.1 
3600 0.2 
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